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Opening address

Dr. L. B. J. Stu¡t
President of the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research TNO

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a pleasure and a privilege for me as President of the Netherlands Organization
for Applied Scientific Research TNO, to welcome you at the 12th International TNO
Conference.
This year the theme of the Conference is:
I-ndustrial Tnnovation in a Changing Society; Opportunities and Limitations.

Tnnovation itselJ is not a very original subject for a conference such as this one. Al-
though i¡novation is as old as mankind, it were the economic circumsta¡ces of the ear-
ly seventies tåat brought home to many that technological change is a very important
power behind economic growth. Then the mass media discovered it as an hteresting
subject and innovation, or its absence, became the talk of the town.

So we can ask ourselves: has not ir¡rovation been discussed widely enough ? Perhaps it
has and therefore we added to the title of the Conference "in a changing societyrr, to
emphasize the mutual interaction between technological change and society. As a num-
ber of speakers will poiat out here today we know marry thÍngl about the irurovation
process, but we certainly do not know everything about it. We larow that tlere is feed-
back between tecbaological change and society, but the interactions are very complex
and tfiere is still a large amowrt of research to be done before \rye can state that we
understand t.l.e innovation process. A good example is the influence of education.
Universities turn out those who will become top executives in industry or tàe civil
service and who by their influence may affect the kind of education later generations
will receive.
Government provides the means to do fundamental research at universities and its
results often are a basis for technological irmovation, which on its turn gives research
new and better instruments.
Thls is the famous science-technology spiral described by Professor Casimir, at the
same time it is a cle¿r example of a feed-back system.
Education, however, is not an island but a part of society and if ideas and ideals in
society change, one can see that the views of pupils and students shift too. There are
indications that in many countries of Western Europe one cân distingu.ish three
generations of engineers after 1900. Those educated between 1900 and 1950 think
purely technicaily. The second generation, from 1950 to 1970, is also interested in
economic factors, especially costs. The generation which appeared after 1970 has
discovered the social side as a third element.
They recognize the importance of notions such as energ'y, raw materials, pollution
and ecology as a supplement to a purely technical and economic way of thinking.
Tñere still is another important word in the title of this Conference: the linitations to
innovation. We should never forget that in any society the velocity of change is not only
finite, but also rather low.
It takes some time before a new product has established itself on the market and the
introduction of a new and better process in industry may even take tens of years.
There are sound economic reasons for this phenomenon, but some of the resistance to
change has a psychological basis. Trying to force the pace of irrnovation is always self
defeating and can give rise to violent reactions from the public that seem irrational to
the supporters of fast changes.
On the other ha:rd one concept has won general consensus: efJective innovation, effectÍve
technology transfer or effective technology acquisition requires an appropriate scien-
tific and technical infrastructure at the userrs end. 1\{any efforts towards i-nnovation
have failed through lack of this essential condition.



One most often repeated and recognized mechanism is people. Successful innovation
always occur through people, and personal interaction is indispensable for assuring
the effectiveness of innovation. Failures of successful innovation are ofte due to lack
of real personal interest both at the source and user's end.
These and other limitations to in-novation will crop up in a number of papers at this
Con-ference.

In conclusion I would like to touch upon the role of TNO in industrial irurovation in our
country. Its main task is to assist at the maintenance of prosperity and welfare and we
thinli tåat in this respect assistance to srnall and medium-sized firms is of special im-
portance.
This too is a subject tbat will be discussed in one of the papers. To provide these
firms with new ideas is but one side of the problem, assistance in managerial and
financial matters often is of equal importance. For that reason TNO is in contact with
financial and other institutions, providing risk-capital for innovation projects. Nearly
everywhere it is realized that governments have ¿a lmFortant role to play too. In
modern societies a raîge of problems such as pollution and energy, to name but two,
calls for governmental intervention and that leads to new solutions and innovation.
It is encouraglng that recent studies in the U. S. A. seem to show tåat governmental
measures for example for the protection of the environment are economically advan-
tageous in tJre long run and do not lower smFloyment.
On request of the government TNO is engaged in finding solutions for problems of to-
morrow. This part of its work is carried out in close cooperation with industry, as
industry will have to carry out the solutions that result from these studies.
Finally, TNO is also active in the field of policy analysis. Here TNO participates in
studies about the role of governments in industrial innovation, for example in the Six
Countries Programme on Government Policies towards Technological fnnsy¿fisl ¿ad
Industry.
This too will be mentioned in the next two days.

Ladies and Gentlemen, these examples lllustrate of course only a part of the work of
TNO, This Conference will give us more inJormation about the possibilities of indus-
trial in¡ovation in a changing society, which we shall be discussing for the next two
d¿ys.
I hope to meet you again at the Conference dinner tonight.
I now declare this Conference open and I would like to ask Professor Van der Kerk to
start the proceedings.



The role of the Netherlands Government in respect of Lmovation

Drs. M. W. J. M. Peijnenburg
Minister of Science Pollcy
The Hague
The Netherlands

Ladies and gentlemen,

One of the most striking features of our times is their increasingly international
character. More and more countries are being drawn into the worldwide economic
system and more and more economic activities have international aspects and reper-
cussions. Also, more and more enterprises are seeking international markets or a
broader international base for their activities, or are feeling the pressure of com-
petition from hitherto unexpected parts of the world. Technology has brought about the
great advances in transport and communications which are responsible for the changes
I just described.
This same technology is one of the sectors towards which government action in the
field of innovation is directed everywhere in the world. One almost gets the impression
that governments are racing one another to see who can be first to draw up an innova-
tion policy. ûr the United States, those who fear that their country Ís in danger of losing
its lead in the field of technology often point to Japan and West Germany as competitors.
In spite of this, mtny people in Europe still envy the United Sattes otr account of its
capacity for irurovation, especially in the field of technology, and on account of the
features of American society which are thought to be responsible for this. The grow-
ing series of memoranda on innovation bears silent witness to all this.

As many of you will know, we in the Netherlands do not hang back in this respect, and
I hope to show in tÏre coming surnmer together with the Minister for Economic Affairs,
that we have understood the signs of the times.

I do not say this lightly. On the contrary. I would like to put ttrree main ideas to you,
the first of which concerns understanding the signs of the times, It 1s my convlction
that a good policy on innovation van only be achieved if a country views its economy
quite rationally in the ligth of the numerous tech.nologlcal, economic and social
developments which sometimes take place over a considerable perlod of time. I should
add that a good irurovation policy as I see it means a policy which is effective from ttre
economic angle but which at the same time takes account of the social repercussions,
desirable or otherwise, of inaovation.

The second important point I wish to make is that an innovation policy also because it
is not an end in itself, has something in common with an octopus. Its tentacles reach
into almost every sphere of government policy. This in practice means two things.
First, many people in the governmental sector must become aware of the importance
of innovation and the points of contact between it and their own sphere of activities;
and secondly, it will generally be most effective if a combination of steps is taken in
different spheres of policy.

FinaIIy, I propose to discuss the research and development potential in the Nether-
Iands and policy on science and technology, which is only one of the areas of policy
concerned witå irurovation, but an important one. I intend to show that in this research
and development potential the Netherlands possesses something of great importance,
with its own distinct character dlffering from that of other countries but also present-
lng a number of problems which will have to be solved by science and technolog¡r policy
directed towards innovation.
I now come to my first subject, I shall briefly discuss a few important developments
all of which demonstrate that the social, economic and technological context of innova-



tion policy is far from simFle. Let me begin by mentioning the international division
of labour, which is partly based upon objective economic factors. The NetÌ¡erlands be-
came great through among other things trade and its favourable location,
\.vhereas the economies of many other countries are to a large extent determined by the
availability of raw materials or the fact that wages are low, A more dy'namic factor in
this respect are the abilities that people developed on the basÍs or opportunities that
circumstances offered. But what interests me is not so much the phenomenon per se as
the changes in this international division of labour, -¡ny of which are brought about by
the emergence of new technologies or the diffusion of existing ones. In my introduction
I mentioned advances in transport and communications technology. But the technology
embodied in products and production processes is also increasingly becoming available
to the newly industrialized cou¡rtries and is now even to some e>rtent being developed by
them. The first answer which we are inclined to give to this challenge from the 'new
Japans' - and the challenge could in time become a far more formidable one than the
American one of the mtd-Sixties - is that we should aim at more knowledge-intensive
products. This answer is correct in principle, but it is oversimplified and incomplete.
It is oversimplified because existing technology is being taken over and modified by
newly industrialized countries increasingly rapidly, so that with all our efforts the
technology gap wiU be closed in many fields within 10 or 15 years. The answer is also
too simple bec¿use the product range of, say, the Scandinavian cou:rtries, Switzerland
and West Germany shows that products with high added value (as I think \rye can reason-
ably expect our products to be in the future) need not be lcrowledge-intensive products.

Both these arguments lead me to emphasize the fact that Dutch society will increasing-
ly have to ask itseif where the real possibilities lie. Consideration of technological,
economic and social developments against the bacþround of our traditional goods and
services industries must provide the impulse for selectivity, such as choosing products
which are environmentally acceptable and processes which are economical on energy
as well as deciding which goods and services and which mnrkets are appropriate for a
country like the Netherlands; as far as the products are concerned, I have already men-
tioned products with high added value being suitable; another, and now negative speci-
men, would perhaps be mass-produced products.

It is clear that such choices are made against the background of very different social
and cultural attitudes to work and economic activity. Attitudes vary glreat between the
United States, Europe (if it is permissible to generalize for the whole continent), Japan
and the new generation of industrialized countries; moreover, they are attitudes which
are more or less constant factors and thus do not lend themselves readily to change.
Hence, however much one may sometimes deplore a certain risk aversion or low
esteem for outstanding cleverness or achievements in our societies, they are to some
extent facts of life not very well amenable to government influence.

By what kind of considerations must we or can we be guided in our choice. I shall men-
tion one or two. Some people believe they detect a technological recession or saturation
at present. I remember, for example, speaking at a symposium at the end of last year
where Mr. Wack of Shell Plarming spoke along these lines and gave arguments to sup-
port his vÍew. His m2in point was that the transformation of knowledge into economic
progress via applied technology will not proceed at the same rate in coming years as
in the last 25 years. Questions which we shall have to put ourselves are: if there is
such a recession what are its causes ? Does lt affect all areas of techlology and the
economy? And above all, how permanent is it? Wack also mentioned one obvious way
out, the rise of mlcro-electronics, although he was certalnly not optimistic about its
effects on employment in the initial period, especially in the services sector.

This brings me to a second consideration. Innovation policy must not be restricted to
industrial lnnovation.-Mnufa=õtuängãñõservice industries are becoming increasingly
interrelated, and it is an interesting question whether in a country like the Netherlands
there may not be possibilities precisely at this interface. The service industries are
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also increasingly affected by technological developments. Banking and insurance are
spoken of in corurection with the introduction of micro-electronics, and examples can
easily be forurd in transport, health care, education and even retail trade. Surveys of
developments and potential in these seryice industries will also have to assist us in
mapping out innovation pölicy.
Now a third consideration, which I see primarily as calling for action from ourselves,
by whicT I mean tñãgovernment. Al1 kinds of indications suggest that new firms, in-
cluding small flrms, should have a special place in government policy. In ttre United
States it is certainly the case that there is a positive correlation between employment
and the number of new or rapidly growing small businesses; Mr. Wack gave some
figures in support of thls. On the ottrer hand tÌrere are signs there too of a slump in the
setting up of new firms and especially technologically advanced ones. We are primarily
interested in gaining insÍght into this phenomenon as it applies to the Netherlands, and
a study of it is currently being conducted for the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Firms
of this ki¡d do not have an easy time of it, as has been shown by various studies on
the subject of venture capital for example.

I would like to end the first part of my speech with two concluding remarks. Firstly,
we do not have any forecasting agency in the Netherlands which could assist industry,
the government and society in surveying and assessing technological, economic and
social developments. The'second conclusion I have already implicitly stated: I cer-
tainly do not think that it is for the government to make the choices which will ultim-
ately be necessary. It wiII help the government to decide its policy if people give
thought to the questions I h-ave raised about the future, and if industry and other groups
in soeiety make their views known. And certainly representatives of labour ought to
take part in these discussions. I really hope that a full-grown dialogue (or trilogue ?)
on the rate and direction of technological change in the various sectors of our economy,
and on the degrees of freedom left to us, will turn out to be possible. Now I come to
the government's possible role.inpromoting innovation. This role is a many-sided one.

Looking at the various fields oÍ *orr""o*"nt policy, one sees that many of them influen-
ce ability and readiness to innovate in trade and industry.

For the purposes of promoting irmovation, I would tike to divide the various fields of
policy into three general groups: firstly the supply side - assistance and advice to in-
duvidual firms; secondly, policies afÏecting the background against which firms must
function - industrial policy, financial and economic policy and also, I would like to em-
phasize, social and cultural policy; and thirdly the demand side - fields of policy in
which the requirements of the collective sector are formulated.

Before saying any more about the importance of these various fields of government
policy for irurovation, I would mention that although better utilisation of science and
technology are central themes of the forthcoming lnnovation memorandum, I attach
equal importance to its catalytic effect on other spheres of governments policy and its
capacity to promote awareness about irurovation.

As to supply this side, I shall return later on to science and technology policy.

The second point here is education policy. Our country's valuable knowledge potential,
from whlch we can expect important contributions to\üards innovation, is rooted in our
educational system and the policy on which it is based. But our high level of lcrowledge
should not make us complacent. As I said in my introduction, the division of labour and
the demand for cer-tain kinds of qualified labour are changing rapidly. These develop-
ments obviously call for alertness in educational policy. In particular, retraining and
refresher course facilities must be developed much further. In addition, in order to
stimulate innovation a\.vareness, consideration could be given to including a management
component in some scientffic and technical training courses and to increasing the op-
portunities for in-service training, alternating with formal courses etc.



It11 mention another area:
In view of the fact that irurovation is bor[rd up with many aspects of running a business,

In view ofthe fact that in¡ovation is bound up with many aspects of rurìning a business,
a good inJormation and advisory system is of great imnortance for promoting innova-
tion. As is the case with the various R & D-institutions a certain demercation of the
respective spheres of activity of the advisory bodies seems possible and desirable.

I shall now turn to the government as a source of demand for as having in-fluence over
demand. The relevant policy areas are the procurement of goods and services, regula-
tions as to products and industrial processes, and finally a balanced growth.

First the procurement policies, It is importalt to stress that such a policy is more
than simply buying nationally produced ready made goods. I consider the interaction
between the consumer - in this case the government - and the producer to be of great
importance in product development. Only then will ne\4/ opportunities arise. The well-
known U.S. example of the development of semi-conductor technology shows to what
extent government contract allocation policy can stimulate innovation.

In the Netherlands we have simular examples in the fields of telecommunications and
public works. At the same time, cancer research is an example which shows that no
matter how urgent demand may be, scientific and tech¡ical development imposes limit-
atlons on the possibilities of innovation. For this reason effectlve interaction between
the government, industry and science is necessary for a succesful procurement policy
to be developed on the basis of collective insight lnto needs and technical and commer-
cial possibilities, As for the government's part in this, I do not think that it should be
restricted to central government alone. Lower echelons of the administration can also
stimulate innovation by means of contracts. It is desirable that these authorities should
come to some ldnd of agreement and if possible to a common formulation of their
needs. Recently the Minister of Finance has established a committee on government
procurement. I am represented on that Committee and I consider it my task to take
initlatives there from the point of view of innovation policies.

I shall now say somethfng about the importance of a balanced growth policy for innova-
tion. The Netherlands is being conJronted with new scarcities at an early stage due to
its population and its situation as regards energ'y and raw materials, and it will have
to find an answer to these problems sooner than other countries. I have said on other
occasions that this gives us a unique opportunity to take the lead in technology and
develop attractlve e>çort products in such fields as environmental techaology and sub-
stltutes for raw rnaterials. As an illustration I would point to hydraulic engineering,
where the Netherlands has succeeded 1n converting a comparative disadvantage - the
essential and increasing battle against the sea - into a comparative advantage as
regards experience and expertize in this branche of engineering.

We must mâke systematic efforts to discover what opportunities a balanced growth
policy presents for irurovation, Fortunately work is already being done in thii field,
particularly by the Ministry of Public Health and Environmental Protection and the
Ministry of Economic Affairs. As an example I would mention the committee on In-
dustry and the Environment. But it seems to me that the work already in progress can
certainly be extended. Procurement policy could also be more closely attuned to balan-
ced growth policy, while closer ties should be created with the world of research in
order to gain more Ínsight into the possibilities and limitations of science and tech.
nology. Tlis latter point is of particular importance for the relationship between regul-
ations and irurovation policy, Good phasing is necessary to ensure that requirementJ
are such that technology carr reasonably keep pace with them. Experience in America
shows that e><cessively demaa¿ltrt regu.lations can be counter-productive.

However, if reasonably phasing is adhered to and the international aspects are borne in
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mind, regulations can be used to guide and stimulate the interaction of balanced growth
polÍcy and innovation policy.
In this context I would also particularly like to mention the humanization of labour.
The creation of clean and enjoyable work should be one of the principle aims of a social-
ly responsible innovation policy.

Insight in the possibilities opened up by science and technology, and insight in the
needs expressed in the marketplace or in lhe political process are essential here. This
requires that government, industry and society can call upon the countryrs research
and development potential. [r my capacity as Minister for Science Policy I shall now
turn my attention to the availability and effectiveness of this research and development
pot'ential in the Netherlands which is both substa¡tial and many-sided. Generally
speaking, one can say lhat the qualiby of research and development work here is high,
although there is some danger of erosion through among other things lack of mobility,
the ageing process, and a¡ increase in administrative commitments.

Government support for research and development of importance to the manufacturing
and services industries is mostly indirect. This can be historically explained, at least in
part, by the dominant position of the multinationals, which can provide their own
research and development. But there are also mâny small and medium-sized firms in
the Netherlands without research and development departments of their own. Hence the
establishment of an organization like TNO. Another example of indirect aid on a sub-
stantial scale is the National Aerospace Laboratory, which is chiefly of importance for
the Dutch aircraft industry. I mention these examples in order to show that the Dutch
Government does indeed give appreciable research and development aid to lndustry,
albeit indirectly, ûrcreasing its effectiveness now is the catchword, and a greater
orientation towards needs for example by binding goverrrment subsidies to more or less
explicitly stated opinions of trade and industry,

Certainly a lot can be imporved if we take as a criterion the ability of the R & D-infra-
structure to provide usable solutions to social and industrial problems.
Research establishments are often not sufÏiently orientated towards outside problems.
A strategic effort for determining the appropriate reasearch areas is only slow to
develop. Cooperation between the various institutions on the basis of a clear definition
of their respective tasks in promoting innovation could also be considerably improved,
for instance between the TNO and universities of technology and between universitles
and industry.

I would now like to consider in greater detail the position of TNO within the research
and development inJrastructure. It is a unique instmment which, if properly used,
could become an important driving force in the whole innovation process.
Tnnovation-oriented activities are already carried on in many parts of TNO much to the
benefit of some manufacturing and services industries - not only in its Agency for In-
dustrial Reasearch, but also in the other Agencies for food, defense and health research.
I-r principle this broad spectrum is a good tåing but the variations call for a different-
iated policy, It seems to me essential that TNO should create for itself and the outside
world a clearly defined pattern of innovation tasks or functions, research areas and
client groups. Based on such a pattern it could then improve its market orientation,
for this must be an essential characteristic of TNO operations. Only then can TNO
succesfully cou¡ter the accusations which can be heard now and then of too academic
an orientaüion. For this to be achieved lt is necessary not only to create new interface
mecha¡isms and improve existing ones, but also to bring about a change of mentality.
In my view the time for talking is just about over. It is hþh time for experiences which
have proved successfuI to be extended and utilized in other parts of TNO. A strategy
for improving the market orientation must be developed, Moreover, TNO will not be
able to avold establishing priorities and making choices with regard to the research
areas. Quick and effective action must be taken to correct the present state of un-
readiness in this respect.



My words should not be misunderstood: I remain convinced of the great value of TNO
as I am convinced of TNOIs own determination to enhance its effectiveness for the
support of innovation in industry and service sector. I will support efforts in this
direction as far as possible.

In a similar vein it is my view that the Dutch R&D-potential as a whole is capable of
initiating a¡d stimulating irmovatory action. For this reason, the irurovation promotion
programme which is being worked out by the government takes the existing research and
development potential as its point of departure. The aim of the programme is to design the
instruments and measures needed to bring research and development establishments into
closer harmony with the needs of industry and society. Lrdividuals and establishments
concerned are continually catled upon to cooperate in developing the programme. I will
mention later on a few examples of such involvement.

In addition to this I find it important that the measures and instruments which are be-
ing prepared should for the time being be of an experimental nature, Rigid structures
must be avoided at all costs; flexibility must remain a central concern.

The irurovation promotion programme will also make use of the possibilities opened up

þ cooperation. Where different sectors of the research and development potential
naturally supplemenú each other there are excellent opportunities for effective cooper-
ation, for example in the chain between pure and applied research or at the interface
of two or more disciplines, such as technology and the environment. I would like to
conclude by giving a few details of the initiatives which are to be developed within the
framework of our innovation policy.

A broadly-based working party is examining the possibilities of a programmatic ap-
proach. The universities, TNO, the major research organizations such as the Nether-
lands Energy Research Centre and Industrial laboratories would have to join forces to
carry out a programme of this kind. I also see a role for professional associations in
drawing up such programmes, for instances the Royal Netherlands Chemical Associa-
tion and the Royal Institute of Engineers. Especially when one considers that associa-
tions of this kind view problems from a variety of angles - from the point of view of
industry and of the u¡iversities for example - it is evident that their assistance can be
fruitful for the forming of ideas.

As regards the transfer of knowledge, a working party in which the u¡iversities of
tech-nology, TNO and the Government hdustrial Advisory Service are represented,
among others, is working on a proposal concerning the promotion of transfer of know-
Iedge to small and medir.rm-sized firms.
People carry knowledge with them wherever they go. Thus when considering the sub-
ject of transfer of lcrowledge we must not overlook the very complex structural mobility
problem. One of the best ways of tackling this problem will be to experiment with the
sec'ondment of sta"ff.

The transfer of lorowledge also includes the diffusion of knowledge. I hope that we will
succeed in finding ways of giving information to srnall firms about the use of micro-
electronics. The Advisory Group for micro-electronics as well a recent initiaiives of
the Ministry of Economic Affairs certainly will be instrumental in this respect.
I attach great importance to future activities aimed at discovering and articulaiing in-
dividual and social needs. The coordination and mutual reinforcement of policies relat-
iag to procurement, balanced growtfi and irurovation to which I referred earlier will
have to be based on these activitÍes, Problems connected with raw materials, environ-
mental techaology and energy savings are or will hopefully be attacked by means of
pilot projects.
Finally and this really refers to the first part of my talk I would like to mention tech-
nology surveys, which wiII be intended not only to increase general insight but also
to indicate areas where productive work can be done.
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To summarise, the ir¡novation promotion programrne has the following three aims:
- to articulate the demai'rd for and supply of knowledge;
- to orientate researoh ânil development potential towards the dem¿nd for technology;

a¡d to stimulate tlie eq)Ioitation of technology and.;
- to create,ar¡d reinforce cooperatÍon both in the sphere of government policy and in

the world of researoh.
Ladies and gentlemen: I have norv come to the end of my speech. I have described the
role of tàe Dutch Government in imovatiø as I s€e it. I would like to close wíth a wam-
ing and a word of encouragement.

The governuent ean stimulate as much as it likes. But if industry does not respond to
zueh encouragement, ihnoYation policy Ís doomed to failure. I call upon those of you
worki:rg i¡ the Dutch context noü to let such a state of affairs arise but to do everything
within your power to sup¡lort tho i¡¡novaflon whtch this country so badly ueeds.
Thalk you.
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Significance and Function of Innovation in Present and Future Society

Mr. K. L. R. Pavitt
Acting Secretary Director of the Science Policy Research Unit
University of Sussex
Brighton
U.K.

In this presentatÍon" I shall look at three interrelated factors industrial ùmovation,
international competitiveness a¡d economic welfare, and shall try to identify some of
the problems that you may wish to discuss over the next two days. I shall argue that
industrial i¡rnovation has been important for competitiveness in the past, that it will be
equally - if not more - importarìt in the future. The requirements and consequences of
innovation will pose difficult problems for industry, for government, for the economics
profession, and for those who want to see a more united Europe.

1. Past Studies

Those who work in specific firms are well aware of the nature a¡d the importance of
the innovations (in the form of new a¡rd improved products and production processes,
and related services) necessary for competitiveness in specific product areas. Over
the past twenty yeras, a considerable body of empirical evidence has begun to accu-
mulate to show that innovation is a necessary ingredient in competitive success in a
number of industrial sectors, in particular, in the aircraft, chemicals and electrical
and electronics sectors. r)

This evidence has had some effect in economics on the theory of international trade,
with the development of the so-called 'technology gap' theories that explain the export
pattern of the industrially advanced countries (and particularly ihe USA) !n terms of the
temporary advantage given to US firms by the pressures on them to introduce innova-
tions before firms in other countries. Thus, the industrially advanced countries (and
particularly the USA) have their comparative export advantage in the R&D iltensive
industries,- where there are relatively more opportunities fo-r irurovation. 2)

At the same time, detailed empirical studies have identified some of the factors that
strongly affect the degree of success and failure of i¡¡ovations in firms and that can be
influenced by deliberate policies by management: continuing commitment of resources
and managerial attention to innovation; balance amongst ihe many inputs into innovation,
attention to marketing, user needs and a-fter-sales servicing; efficient design and
development work; good internal and external communication; high quality professional
management. ó)

1) See, in particular, C. Freeman, The Economics of Industrial
London, 1974; R. Miller and D. Sawers, e
Aviation, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1

2) See, for example, W. Gruber, D. Mehta and R. Vernon in rrThe R and D Factor in
International Trade a¡rd International Investment of United States Industries",
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 57, February, 196?.

3) For a recent review of these studies, see R. Rothwell, rrThe Characteristics of
S.rccessful l¡novators and Technically Progressive Firmsr', R and D Management,
Yol, 7 , 1977.
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In spite of this progress, some gaps in our understanding have remained. There has
been very little detailed and systematic aaalysis over the whole of the industrial spec-
trum of the degree to which competitive performance in the industrially advanced world
depends on a capacity for industrial innovation. In particular, there have been few
studies of the nature and competitive effects of industrial innovation outside therscience
basedr industries (chemicals, electrÍcal and electronic, aircraft): - in, for example,
non-electrical machinery and the durable consumers goods.
In addition, there has been little deiailed and concrete discussion and ana.lysis of the
role of R and D activities and innovation in the strategy and behaviour of industrial
firms in responding to competitive threats and opportunities.

For reasons that I hope will become clear by the end of this talk, filling these gaps in
our knowledge is necessary if we are to be better able to understand and respond to the
requirements for innovation in the 1980's. In the meantime, I shall briefly present
some of the results of studies that, we think, begin to fill the gaps. They have been
done in the Science Policy Research Unit and wilt be published at the end of 19?9. 1)

2. Exports, Prices and Technical Quality

But beforehand I should mention two other British studies by Saunders 2) and Stout 3),

both of whom have made comparisons of the exports of engineering goods in the 1970s
of Britain, France and F. R. Germany. Both show that German export performance is
stronger than that of Britain and Fra¡ce in most product areas. Both also show that the
Unit Values (total monetary value of exports divided by total r.rnits exported, in each of
the product areas) are higher for German than for British and French goods. trr other
words, German engineering goods on the whole are relatively more expensive, yet they
sell better, which is not what most economics text books say should happen.

One possible explanation emerges from the detailed studies of innovation in specific
sectors that we have undertaken in the Science Policy Research Unit: German engineer-
ing goods are technically of higher quality, incorporating design features and perform-
ance characteristics ihat make them more economic to users than cheaper and tech-
nically simpler machines. When makÍng purchasing decisions, users of machinery con-
sider total life-time cost in addition to initial purchase price, and - given the physical
interdependance of many industrial operations - they put a strong premium on
reliability. Some preliminary evidence suggests that individual consumers may some-
times have the same behaviour whenbuying durable goods (white goods, electronic
consumer goods, automobiles), where technical quality and performance might be be-
coming an important factor in competitiveness, in addition to price and to a-fter-sales
service.

3. Innovative activities and Export Shares

These arguments, although persuasive, are not entirely convincing (especially not to
economists) since they are based on studies of only a few (perhaps unrepresentative)
product groups in industry. Convincing evidence must explore systematically in all

1) K. Pavitt (Ed.), Technical Irxrovation and British Economic Performance, Macmillan
(London), to be published in 1979.

2) C. Sarmders, and Fra¡ce, Srssex European
Research Centre,

3) D. Stout, International Price Competitiveness, Non-Price Factors and Economic
Performance, National Economic Development Office, London, 1977.
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product groups the degree to which differences amongst firms a¡d countries in com-
þetitive þerformance õan be statistically explianed b5i differences in the level of in-
novative activities.

Until recently, the difficully in doing this has been to find a sufficiently disaggregated
and reliable proxy meâsure for comparing different corurtriesr innovative activities.
R and D statistics, atthough very useful, ca¡not be used yet, since they enable com-
parisons of only six broad sectors in manu-facturing industry. However, the US Depart-
ment of Commerce now has data on US patenting between 1963 and 1976, broken down
into forty industrial sectors, and by country of origin. In spite of the many limitations
of patent statistÍcs, the number of patents awarded in the USA to OECD countries other
than the USA, is at least as good a measure of irmovative aclivities as R and D statis-
tics, in all sectors except aircraft. r)

Our statistical analysis of forty industrial sectors, where we plotted each countryrs
exports against its US patenting shows a very strong statistical relationship between
export performance and innovative activities (measured through US patenting) in nearly
all capital goods (including mechanical engineering), innearly all chemicals' ard in
mar1y durable consumers goods. In other words, innovation has been critical in the
1970s to competitiveness in product groups that make up at least two-thirds of the
manufacturing exports of the advanced OECD.

4. Future Trends in Industrial lrmovation

But will the requirement for technical innovâtion be as strong in the 1980s as it has
been in the 1970s? I have argued elsewhere that it will be at least as strong, if not
stronger. 2) Pressure of competition from the newly industrialising countries in stan-
dard goods will continue to grow; patterns of consrmers? tastes and expenditures will
continue to chaage; energ'y and environment will continue to be scarce and expensive
resources; and the opportunities for rapid technical change will remain considerable in
electronics, and may become so in biochemistry.

S¡ccessful innovators will be those who respond to these brends. They will probably be
those with a strong capacity for innovation in capilal goods, processing engineering,
fine chemicals, or durable consumers goods. This capacity will probably depend in-
creasingly on formally established activities in research, development and design, and
on the ability to mobilise and assimilate technologies from a wide range of sectors,

If this view of the past and the future role of innovation is correct, then it will pose a
number of problems to industrial firms, to governments, to the economics profession
and to those who wish to see Europe united.

5. I¡novation and Firm Strategy

The nature of the problems and possibilities of adaption and innovation facing individual
firms will clearly depend to a considerable extent on the iypes of products that they
make and sell: coping with the future in textile products will be very different in many
ways from coping with electronic products. Nonetheless, one can perhaps detect three
classes of response of the firm to the changes and requirements described in section 4
above.

1) See K. Pavitt and L. Soete, trlnnovative Activities and Export Performancerr, in
K. Pavitt (Ed. ), Op. Cit.

2) K. Pavitt, 'rTechnical change: the prospects for manufacturingrr, Il{gr"q, VoI. 10'
No. 4, l9?8.
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The first response can be described as more of the same. Il consists of trying to
produce more or less the same products, in more or less the same way, in more or
less the same place. Depending on lhe products in question, the policy consists of a
strong marketing (for example, more advertising, price cutting) to try to keep up the
sales of existing products; a resistance to environmental legislation and to high energy
prices; a pressure for tarrif protection against foreign competibion. In the sort term,
it is the easiest and most comfortable policy. In the long term, it could be disastrous
if it does not succeed in stopping economic and political change.

The second response ca¡ be described as a movement off-shore. It consists of produc-
ing more of the same in those parts of the world where labour, energy and environ-
mental costs are lower. Profits will more easibly be maintained than in the first res-
ponse. But it has three potential shortcomings. First, if carried too far, it will lead to
resista¡rce by the trade unions in the advanced countries. Second, it will be resisted by
the cor¡ntries receiving the investment, unless the firm helps build up local skills
(which create new and independent sources of competition). Third, it could lead to un-
due emphasis on the search for even cheaper factor inputs, to the neglect of product
and process innovation.

The third response is that of innovation. It has the disadvantage of being risky and un-
comfortable, and of requiring a continuÍng and long-term commitment. It has the ad-
vantage of keeping the firm in emerging growth areas, and of ensuring highly qualified
and highly paid emplo¡rment in the industrially advanced countries.

6. Government Policies for Innovation

Given the importance of industrial i¡novation to competitiveness, employment, the
balance of pay'rnents and levels of income per head, government policies to stimulate
innovation have been a subject of growing attention in the 1970s as a part of industrial
policy. 1) Previous efforts to promote innovabion had been concentrated to a large ex-
tent on big and sophisticated R and D projects which often reflected the needs of par-
ticular lobbies rather than opportunities of charging markets. It is now recognised that
a wider ballery of policy instruments than R and D need lo be used, that they must be
adapted to, and applied over, a wider range of sectors, and that the policies should be
clearly aimed at assisting change rather than stopping it.

Nonetheless, a number of important questions in ir¡lovation policy remaÍn u:ranswered
or only partially answered. What are the nature and effectiveness of the various in-
struments of government policies for innovation? How can government ensure that it
has access to the varied compebences necessary to formulate and execute policies il a
wide range of sectors? Indeed, in many countries, how can government ensure bhat the
necessary degree of competence exists amongst the managers, engineers and other
workers in industrial firms?

7. Industrial lrurovation and Economic Analyses

Ûr spite of recent progress, the full implications of industrial innovation for economic
analysis and economic policy are not yet fully understood. In a world where firms and
corurtries in the OECD area compete through searching, selecting and exploiting new
and improved products and processes, the following questions must be asked.

1) See The Current úrternational Economic ÇIimate and Policies for Technical Innova-
tion, report prepared by the Science Policy Research Unii, Srssex, and Saffgroup
:=::1r rvÌ,vr! y¡vP@rvs vJ ur¡v w¡vuv

Strategic Srveys, TNO, Netherlands, 1977. C. Stoffeas, La Grande Menace Indus-
trielle, Calmann-Levy, Paris, 1978. Boston Consulting Group, A Framework for
S-edisy'h Industrial pòIicy, october, 19?8.
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Firsb, it is useful to assume that aII firms automatically make optimum decisions on

the basis of perfect information? Ír a world of uncertainty ard rapid change, should not
a firmrs capacity to search, select and adopt new things be recognised as an indepen-
dent variable in analysis and policy?

Second, can we expect exchange rate policy to be effective in national policy ald in in-
ternational adjustment when non-price factors (Iike technical qualiby) are of major im-
portance in competitiveness? Is there any evidence of this in exchange rate adjustment
processes of the 1970s?

Third, is it enough in innovation policy to stimulate effective demand and a favourable
investment climatq, thereby (it is argued) ensuring a high level of R and D expenditures
and of diffusion of new technology? Although such a policy may be relevant to large-
scale process industries (where most innovations are process rather than product in-
novations), is it relevant to capital goods and (to a certain extent) durable consumers
goods industries, where most innovation is in products rather than processes, and
lhere it ca¡ therefore be argued that investment is a consequence, rather than a cause
of successful innovation ?

Fourth, do the assumptions about convergence of lgvels of irrcome per head in the OECD
area that were prevalent in the 1950s and 1960s, r) hold in the 1970s? Ln this earlier
period, it was assumed that, given the gap in efficiency of production technology be-
lween richer and poorer countries, high and steady rates of investment would enable
the poorer coqntries to close the productivity gap. But things have changed in the 1970s.

The production technologies for standard goods have spread beyond the OECD area to
Eastern Europe, Latin America and South East Asia, and the markets in the OECD
area for these sta¡dard goods could soon be reaching saturation.

To use a sportÍng metaphor, industrial tfirst divisiont countries could in the future
depend on their capacity for innovation (in capital goods, fine materials, process tech-
nologies, and novel consumers goods), those in the tsecond division? on their capacity
for investment (in standard durable consumers goods and process industries), and
those in the tthird divisionr on cheap labour (in textiles, footwear and other consumer
goods).

8. I¡novation and European Integration

If this view of the world is correct, there could be considerable problems in the pro-
cess of European integration over the next ten years. Our statistical work and indus-
trial enquiriãs at Susðex 2) give a reasonably clear and unambiguous picture of the
coqntries in the First and Second Divisions. In the First, there are the USA and Japan,
accompanied by F. R. Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland. In the
Second Division there are France and Italy (moving up), and the IIK (moving down).
Second Division countries feel under threat from those in the Third Division (E. Europe'
LatinAmerica, S.E. Asia) , sincethegapbetweentheSecondandThirdDivisionsis
not big; Sþain, for example, has just been promoted to the Second Division- On the
otherhand, the gapbetween the Second and the First Divisions is big; only Japaa has
been promoted since the Second lVorld War, and France expects to take twenty years
to join it.

1) See, for example, John Cornwall, Modern Capilalism: Its Growth and Determinants,
Martin Robertson, 1977.

2) K. Pavitt (Ed.), Op.Cit.
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Thus, problems will come in future from Europeân Second Division countries threaten-
ed by new entrants from the Third Division, yet unable to make the structural trans-
formations and i¡novations to join the FirSt. Ttris will be reflected in relatively poor
competitiveness and relatively low inoome per head. It will result in conllicts with the
rieher EEC countrÍes over regional and agricultural policies, and \4¡il1 hinder new
initiatives. It could eventually lead to national prolectionism and the collapse of the
Comrnon Market.

A European policy for innovation shor¡ld therefore have as one of its major obJectives
the promotion of Europets Second Division Countries to the tr'irst.

I hope that this brief and inevitable superficial discussion of i¡novation shows, thêre
is plenb¡r to diseuss, plenty to study, and plenty to do.
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Innovation in the Dutch Metal lrdustry - Challenges and Constraints

Ir. J. van der Meer
Member of the Board of Rhine-Schelde-Verolme Engineers and Shipbuilding Ltd.
Rotterdam
The Netherlands

This paper is based on the experiences of the Rhine-Schelde-Verolme group' which is
part of the Dutch Metal IndustrY.
fne nW group is fairly representative of Dutch heavy industry in the metal sector, as
its main activities are:
- shipbuilding and ship rePair
- off-shore
- naval shipbuilding
- power division
- industrial equipment
- process systems and equiPment
- electrical systems and equipment.

The theme of this Conference is tlndustrial Innovation in a Changilg Societyr, and as

such clearly consists of two items: the changing society and industrial in¡ovation. Now-
adays many reports and articles slate that, maybe as a result of changes and trends in
society, the economic outlook is rather grim.

Another important issue in these reports and articles is industrial irurovation, and often
the question is posed whether industrial irurovation will or can be the answer to the
problems of present society.
In our type of industry the answer is a clear yes: irurovation is an absolute necessity.
One ca¡ put it even more stronger: a firm that does not imovate, gives up its chances
for survival.
In fact, it seems justified to add innovation to the factors capital and labour as another
basis factor for the survival of a firm. However, in our type of industry inrovation is
not the only answer, it is only an answer, and this will be discussed more fully later
on.
However, a company seeking to develop an innovation meets constraints every day.
First, it sometimes seems lhat society has become somewhat hostile to innovations.
It is true, of course, that the introduction of an innovation may cause the demand for
certain goods to fall behind production, and that can lead to more unemployment. It is
also true that, especially in the past, industry was a polluter of the environment and
wasted scarce resources, such as energy and raw materials. So it is not wholly sur-
prising that some public resistance to the introduction of new industrial developments
exists. But society can only proceed by experimenting, by introducing new things, by
matiing mistakes arrd learning from these mistakes. There is no other way if we want
to avoid stagnation.
Another constraint on innovation might be our relatively weak competitive position com-
pared with other countries - i. e. the high costs per unit in the Netherlands - and .

protectional tendencies in European and other countries. These constraints must be
kept firmly in mind, even when one is certain that there exists a market for a new
product.
Another important point, and it is distressing to have to make it, is the low product-
ivity and motivation of the labour force. The consequences are serious: often the qual-
ity of Dutch products is too low and its costs are too high. It means that the introduc-
tion of wage intensitive new products should be considered very carefully as there is
the risk of competition from cheaper countries. It sometimes seems to me that on the
whole we are getting less vital, less creative, Iess optimistic and less inventive than
we were formerly. The general increase in wellfare and social security have made
most people more complacent about their incomes. People today are interested in the
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quality of life and personal well-being, but they expect that their material wellfare will
remain on the same level. Many people do not seem to realize that their expectations
are linked directly to maintaining the competitive position of their country,
It night not be out of place here to say something about education in our schools and
universities. One has the feeling sometimes that the need for innovation and new
developments is not stressed sufficiently heavily in our educational system. On the
other hand it might be that the average Dutchman - if he exists - is less innovative
than people in other countries. Maybe we still have too much the trading mentality,
which in ltself is of course a good quality. But even a trader needs goods that are com-
petitive i-f he wants to trade successfullyl
It is a fact that, for instance, in England and France some rern¿Lrkable new inventions
have been developed successfully, and in the introduction of irurovations countries such
as Germany, Switzerland, the U. S. A, and Sweden certainly score higher than Holland.
It should be mentioned here that the tendency in our country to level incomes and to
eliminate wage differences does not have a positive inJluence.
One can state generally that in a reasonâbly high developed society irurovation can
flourish on a sufficient scale, but that its influence on employment should be watched
carefully.
On the whole i¡novation in consumer goods means more jobs, whereas innovation in the
capital goods sector may lead to a loss of jobs.

The role of innovation

When we have accepted all these constraints on innovation, there remains the question
of what are the challenges,
The first point arising is our definition of innovation. There are many, but the one that
fits our situation best is:
The aoplication of techno cal and economic dev to market directed

next qu , of course, is how we are going to realize this goal.
To begin with, innovation itself is very important, but it is not the only instrument in
the innovatlon strategy of an industrial company. Acquisition of the necessary technol-
og'y can also be realised þ licences and by co-operation with others, stretching from
ad hoc joint ventures to complete mergers. A good innovation strategy may also lead
to the decision that certain industrial processes which use a technology that fits the
market no longer, should be desinvested.

In choosing an innovation strateg:y for a company, we have the following main options:
- be the leader
- follow the leader
- the 'me too' strategy,

The be the leader strategy has a number of consequences: it can only be carried out
succeTsil-Iry if ttre compâny disposes of highly qualified staff, costs and risks are high
and it is long term. Normally this strategy can only be realised by very well organised,
financially véry strong groups, which in most cases wiII have their own research facil-
ities that have easy access to the results of fundamental scientific research.

Ir the tme toor strategy, technologies developed by others are bought or copied. Com-
paniesTõTiõfrñ!:ñi-slrategy usually are able to produce at relatively low costs and

Ieave the development of new technologies to others.

The last opinion for an acceptable innovation strategy is follow the leader. This strat-
egy does not put too hear,y a strain on the financial resources of the company, but it
hãs some other consequences that deserve close attention. It calls for continuous
analysis of the circumstances in which the company is operating and for regular scout-
ing ior new developments of products/market combinations that are introduced success-
fully by others.
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Thus in the rfollow the leader' strategy a company has to look continuously at:
- who is doing what and where in the world;
- can the co-pany, on the basis of careful strength/weakness analyses hook in with a

product or m¿rket conception of its own?

If we now look at Dutch heavy industry in the metal sector, one sees that it has not in-
troduced many new products in the recent past. Rather, it sought to maintain its posi-
tion by sophisiicated jobbing, meaning that it acquired single orders from others, that
design anã constructiôn weie carefully worked out - so called application engineering -
and Ihat then the constructions were built in its own workshops. However, in the seven-
ties the costs if the Dutch product went up through inflation and accompanying wage ,
raises. Combined with the hardness of the currency this meant that even careful appli-
cation engineering did not lead to costs that were low enough and this caused an erosion
of the intérnationál competitive position of the Dutch metal industry. In these circum-
stances ttre industry had only onã option for an irurovation strategy and that is the 'follow
the leaderr strategy. I hope it will -be 

clear that RSV has chosen this strategy, although
in practice tirere ii a mix- of some kind, as in some areas we try to be the leader and

in õthers we have to accept the 'me too' attitude, because we are too far behind on

developments.
This tôads to the question of how RSV applies its chosen strategy and which role the
government can play in it,

In general, RSV distinguishes three promising areas for irurovation:
1. Þroduct innovation: the development of unique and advanced products, prefer-

2. Production lnnovation:
ably for series production;

- reduction of labour costs per unit by, for instance:
- efficiency improvement by better engineering, and in-

vestments,
- efflciency improvement by better organization,
- efficiency improvement by better motivation of the em-

ployees,
- development of new technologies and their application.
- this includes, for instance:
- teorgaîizàtion by restructuring potentially profitable ac-

tivitiès or closing down structurally loosing branches,
- co-operation with other companies.

3, Management irurovation:

To meet the challenges, especially in product and product irurovation, in a rather 
^diver-

sified company such-as'Rsv, it wãs deìided to overhaul the existing organlzation for
innovation and efficiency.

A member of the Board was charged to activate and direct the in¡rovation and efficiency
programs in accordance with the company's strategy. On the irurovation side - and I'll
iesirict myself to this for the purpose of this Conference - this member of the Board
was given a staff group, called the Steering Group for lrurovation, which is the key-
point for all irulovation activities in the company. Its task is threefold. It has to prepare
the innovation strategy, it checks and controlls progress and quality of all innovation
activities, ard it decides on the setting of priorities for new, strategic innovation
schemes and for iru¡ovation projects proposed by the divisions.
To assist the Steering Group in this complicated field a Colporate Business Intelligence
Group was formed with the task to search and scout worldwide for technological and_

econõ-ic developments that m¡y be of interest for RSV. Attention is focussed on select-
ed areAs, such as maritime and naval tecbnology, energ'y, the chemical and petro-
chemtcaiprocess industries and the industrial equipment industry. In these activities'
patent searches Are a:r important instrument. Besides screening medium-term and

long-term trends on their impact on future activities of RSV, the Group assiEts \¡/hen

necãssary.in the developmenf of specifÍc ln:rovation projects. To guide and stimulate
the irurovâtion activitleJ, there Ís in each division a rdivision innovator', who reports
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directly to the division manager, Ûr practice he often acts as a delegate from the divis-
ion manager by collaborating directly with the Corporate Business Intelligence Group
or the Steering Group.
It is ex¡pected that he will guide all innovation projects ln his division and that he will
ensure that the sums earmarked for innovations are spent optimally. Another impor-
tant task of the division innovator is to look for new ideas and to generate a general
climate in which new ideas are born, and to stimulate and organize the capabilities of
the various engineering groups in his division.

AltJrough we would like all our innovation projects and ideas to be market oriented, we
have recognized ùat this is an impossible ideal and that there is an area that could be
called the area of free innovation. Therefore we formed a Central Research and
Development Group whose main fields of interest are special welding technology,
technology of difficutt materials and highly adva¡ced methods for scientific and tech-
nical computations. The first task of this Group is to keep abreast of new developments
elsewhere and to start and dlrect our own development projects in these fields, Its
second task is the co-ordinaúion of these actfvities in the company in such a way that
the spin-off for RSV is the best possible. The organisational set-up just described has
been created to improve the information flow within the company. Good ideas and sug-
gestions must not stay bottled up in their place of origin, but should reach the approp-
riate levels of management - the bottom-up flow.
Also the policies and strâtegies formulated on the executive level should permeate
downward in the company - the top-down flow.

Perhaps this is the moment to ask what kind of support the government can give to in-
novation in a company such as ours.
The strong importance attached to irurovation at present has led to the happy result tåat
RSV is earmârking; more funds for this purpose than formerly. However, compared
with, for instance, the electro technical industry, the absolute amount is still rather
low. So the government stepped in and gave development credits to RSV for a number
of innovation projects. One could wonder, however, whether the government should not
follow the example of the USA and use other specific instruments for the stimulation of
innovation, for example by placing direct orders with industry. Many studies have
shown that generally medlum-slzefl s6mnanies are better at innovation than larger ones,
but that these companies often lack the financial strength to take big risks. In such
cases the government should help, but in my opinion, preferably not with straight sub-
sidies, but more indirectly.
A good example of close co-operation between government and industry is the American
space program. The direct economic benefits have been small, but the spin-off in
technological know-how in communication, metallurgy, high-grade fuels, dietetics, al-
ternative energ'y etcetera can hardly be overestimated.
Normally one uses cost-benefit analysis as the method for the assessment of results,
but in my opinion this method cannot be used for even an approximate quantification of
the effects of the technological change caused by the American space program.
Such a policy seems to work well in the USA but is unthinkable in the Netherlands.
Holland is entirely committed to European co-operatlon, and ln this respect the Kalkar
project is a good example. Still it is often difficult for Dutch industry to obtain its
rightful share of the innovations for reasons of the nâtional interest of the participating
countries and the relative smallness of the Dutch companies.

Possibilities for innovation

To illustrate the possibilities for the Dutch metal industry, I will give some examples
from the innovation program of RSV for 1979,

wtgttlt_-_"_r¡4q"lIy
-In-ñe-oFlnIoã-ó1ÉSV shipowners nowadays prefer mostly vessel types with proven
recordJ of operational and economic qualities. However, as in the eighties prospects



will improve sooner or later, the industry should prepare itself to meet the future re-
quiremänts of new and diversified trade flows and the requirements of environmental
protection by appropriate vessel types.
in its product imovation the shipbuilding division of RSV concentfates on the design of
new vêssels or on the updating of existing ones. At the same time the industry has rec-
ognized the urgent need of the national shipowners for a reduction of operational costs.

--Manning costs. It certainly is a challenge to reduce the crew cost,þ, for example,
rational integration of functions, and by automation on board using misss-processors'
Automatlon has not only invaded the engine room, also nautical control procedures
arld cargo control procedures are automated more and more.

- Fuel costs. It is encouraglng to learn that the Netherlands Maritime Institute, in
close co-operation with gãvernment, universities, shipowners ald shipbuilders, has

embarked ãtt a prog".- in which fuel consumption will at last receive t'he attention it
deserves.

- Maintenance cost. It is felt strongly that a further shift from repair to scheduled
maintenance will check costs andlmprove the ship's operational availability. Condi-
tion monitoring of essential vessel cõmponents is coming into use and this wiII have a

substantial impact on maintenance procedures and the functioning of repair yards'
RSV is fully aware of the tra¡sition and concentrates in its irurovation program on

meeting the requirements of the shlpowners. A typical example is our project for
highly effective and efficient tank inspection installations.

Offshore industrv
-Iilñõ-oE-sh-o-ré-industryattentionisf ocusse
and risk. Major examples are ways to convr
ors and ways to widen the weather window f'
and rnaintenance equipment. These subjects
Subsea completions, floating production stn
spection devices are already available in a I

dèvelopment to achieve maximom performance in a number of cases. In RSV a major
part of the funds available for offshore irurovation is applied in this direction'

Naval constmction
ã¡õi¡-"r mar-ilim-e-field where a continued innovation effort is necessary, is naval con-
siructio". The high technological product standards require very specialized design
and engineering cãpabilities.- theie is a close and very effective co-operation with the
Royal óutch Nãvy ás principal and with suppliers of sub-systems and components. For
thá medium term future ol nSV the building of naval vessels is very important. It is
obvious that for RSV to maintain its prominent position, its innovation activities have

to be continued and extended vigorouily. International acceptance of the 200-miles zone

may open new prospects here.

¡!"çt"p"rjql_9qLlplû_e¡Lt
-tr-úllf-iãld-o[lln¡ova-tive efforts will be directedsomewhat more towards applications
on land and to a lesser degree towards maritime activities, In both areas costs are
high and development timés are long and to keep these reasonable, co-operâtion with
wéil established companies - mostly American - seems to give the best opportunities'
h this kind of co-operation the possibility of acquiring our o\ryn know-how and ex¡rer-
fence is a very important aspect, Our point of view is that arrangements about joint
development and innovation programs should be incorporated in such arrangements,
h this field we see opportunities, for example, in:
- the aircraft industry
- po\ryer generation supply
- defense
- mlcroprocessors.

_Ir!gq_t¡ra!9$1gm_qn!
T[i-s-is-a-d-iv:eisi-fi-eã area which is important for RSV, with many opportunities for in-
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novation. Some examples are:
- únstallations which can be used as oil tank inspection platforms,
- Components for industrial systems, such as vacuum belt filters - of which the proto-

t¡pe was developed originally with TNO - packaging equipment and racks for compact
storage of nuclear spent fuel elements.

The l¡rdustrial Equipment Dlvision concentrates also on what might become the fastest
growlng energ'y merket in the eighties: CoaI,
One of the most important items in the innovation budget is a thin seam miner for the
exploitation of hlgh grade and near the surface coal seams. This project is now in its
engineering phase and it has received already close attention from the US minlng in-
dustry, as it may contribute to efficient coal mi:ring with a mlnimal impact on tåe en-
vlronment.

Defense material
For most irurovation projects in this division the strategy of 'be the leader' has been
chosen. For a number of projects RSV received development credits from the govern-
ment, and this means that the government is prepared to support lnnovations which are
thought to be promising.

Power
This is an important area, both for RSV and the Dutch heavy metal industry as a whole.
We can make a list of options the Netherlands have for meeting its future energy re-
quirements:
- Natural gas

- Mineral oil

- Coal

- Nuclear fission

- Nuclear fusion

- Solar energy

- Wind power

- Geothermal

There is no doubt that only coal and nuclear fission are the best options a¡d should be
developed to meet the future energy requirements of the Netherlands. In spite of inten-
sive research, energ"y saving would only help to delay the moment when ultim¡te decis-
ions have to be taken; energ'y saving is not an option, but a must.
In my opinton RSV has to use its resources to develop both options, but ca¡not ignore
the others as subjects for investigations. The first thing to be done here, is to carry
out optimization studies to find the conditions that have to be met for economic and
social feasibility.
My personal conclusions are that nuclear energ'y should have the first priority for
electricity generation, that combined cycle using fossil eqe{gy wiII necome important
in the near future and that the use of coal in energy systems is a subject for strong in-
novatlve efforts. RSV is active on a number of subjects, of which some could lead to
applications rather soon \ryhereas the others are expected to lead to applications on a
medium-term time scale.
For large capacity heating systems the fluid-bed combuster will be a strong caudldate,

Huge own resources, used on a large scale a fuel, clean
and mature technology, supply limited to middle-term.
Mainly imported from OPEC, used as a fuel and a chemical
feed stock, mature technology, supply Itnited to middle-
term,
Own resources that are however difficult to mine, can be
used as a fuel and a chemical feed stock.
Without breeders limited, with breeders unlimited supply,
resource waste disposal system still to be developed.
Still under development, might supply energy on a large
scale, long term supply expected to be u¡Iimited.
Still under development, might supply energy on a small
scale, limited contribution at high costs, suitable for areas
that are not too densely populated.
Still under development, might supply energy on a large
scale, sultable for coastal areas, mature technology for
small scale applications that is suitable for rural areas,
Iimited contribution at high costs.
Feasibility not yet proven, probably only limited contribu-
tion, environmental impact u-nknown.



but innovatlon will be largely of market development. Sulphur containfng waste mater-
ials will be the rnain problem, and we think Uris should have the full attention of science
and engineering.

Many of our problems stem from the regulations for environmental protection. In most
cases thelr necessity is beyond any doubû, but the problem is caused by economic fac-
tors, especlally cost increases. When, for e:<¿mFle, coal fired power plants have to be
provided with flue gas desulphutizatron equipment, the cost of electricity would in-
crease þ some 30 per cent, and the cost difference between coal fired and nuclear
electrlcity would increase too.
The challenge is to discover a process of desulphurízation for whlch investment is
lower, or to develop equipment that can be built at lo$/er cost. Again economic factors
will be the driving force behind particular developments, unless external factors would
dictate what has to be done. Such a factor could be the rationing of supplies by Energy
Producing and Exporting Countries, and we know from experience that this is not just
hypothetical. This might be an additional reason to give serlous attention to methanol
as a fuel for transportation.

ECcSeSyElg!_os3nd_eqqtp_m_gn!
Tt-is-an-oþe-n s-e-crãt-tn-a-t-tEãfrispects for t]re hydrocarbon integrated jobbing industry
are rather gloomy. The high cost level in the Netherlands and strong competition, not-
ably from Japan, will keep new activlties in the Netherlands at a low level. Úr this sec-
tor the innovative efforts should be concentrated mainly on production and management.
There seem to be more promising opportunities in the field of floating or modulized
chemical or petro-chemical plants. RSV is in an unique position to assess both concepts
and ls seriously lnvolved in these new market possibillties. In industrial power supply,
the drive for energy saung is opening up markets for waste heat boilers and regener-
ators for gas turbines.
A major effort of RSV is the development of a gas,/gas tubular regenerator for gas tur-
bines wlth superior thermal shock features. With government support RSV st¿rted
recently a project for a new type of gas turbine with certain promising aspects.

Conclusion

It will be clear by now that RSV is active in the field of in¡ovation and we llke to think
that we are fuIly alive to the various challenges we meet every day. However, apart
from the constraints I did mentlon earlier, there are two more which worry us: money
and people. The second is more important than the flrst, because normâlly money can
be raised if a project is good. But even ifyou have money, you need brains to spend it
properly and therefore we lay much emphasis on strengthening our engineering force,
As I said before, the educatlon people get in schools and universities is not much of a
help, so we have to educate them ourselves or we have to buy lmow-how externally.
This ls not only lmfortarrt for inrovation, but also for the process of making our present
products better and cheaper.
Lastly, we often do not find it easy to convince many enthousiastic technical speclalists
that technically bright ldeas often srnnef, be realized from a commerclal point if vtew.
Here, we often come across remarkable differences between technical people from
other countries, for instance the United States, and their Dutch colleagrres. Again I
suspect that the educatlon and training people have received in their youth will explain
most of the differences, which shows that the educational system has an influence far
beyond mere tuition and that the education people receive should be well adapted to the
demands which will made upon them.
It is clear that the present state of our industry puts an enormous challenge to our
flexibility and inventiveness. But to my conviction sufficient strength is still available
to meet this challenge.
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The importance of innovation promotion for industry, particularly for small and
medium-sized enterprises

Mr. A. W. Plattenteich
Head of the Ptraruring Department of the Federal Ministry
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Bor¡r
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The considerable extent to which in¡ovation determines the chances of survival of
an enterprise or of a branch of industry and of the workplaces av¿ilable is apparent
from estimates according to which between S0 7o and 40Vo of the goods both produced
and mnrketed today were not in the market ten years ago.

On the other hand, technical innovations are being heatedly discussed today by the
general publlc. Whereas technical progress has up to now been regarded in general
as someting positive, to be welcomed, more and more criticism is now being
voiced.

Slogans such as ttrationalization-induced unemployment", rra chip which devours
worþlaces", "job-killer" and 'rtechnology-induced u:remfloymentil sway public
discussion to an increasing degree. A wave of fn¡ovation - triggered off by micro-
processors and tåeir wholesale application - threatens to revolutionize our produc-
tion and manufacturing methods and to lead to the loss of workplaces to an as yet
unforeseeable extent, By concluding agreements to protect workers from the con-
sequences of rationallzation measures, management and the unions are endeavour-
ing to moderate the social implications for workers resultlng from the radical
switch to new manu.facturing methods.

So, is inaovation moving ahead too fast ? Have we too many irulovations ?

Ttre change of opinion now evident ln the public's assessment of technical progress
ls closely related to the current unsatisfactory employment situation. This throws
a new light on the loss of workplaces, in as far as this unhappy development is
connected with technical irurovations.

If, in times of growth, the loss of workplaces in any one branch of industry is
usually compensated for immediately by the provision of new worþIaces in other
expanding sectors usually requiring similar qualificâtions, this rrmechanismil does
not work when economic growth is on the wane.

The present unfavourable employment situation in my country does, however, by
no means stem from technological progress, The causes are to be sought else-
where:
- First, we are currently experlencing in the Federal Republic of Germany con-

tinuous fluctuations in the number of those employed on the one hand - which is
growing - and the number of consumers on the other hand - which is decreasing -
the consequences being that increasing production possibllities *{II be confronted
more and more by a decline in demand.
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- second, the menace of a gap in demand in many sectors will be intensified þ
changed requirements structures. Households are already equipped to a large
extent with furniture, refrigerators, and other material goods. More importance
will be attached to the satisfaction of imrnaterial needs with regard to self-
actualization in our dealings with our fellow-men and social commitment.

- Third, the pressure from competitors on the supply side is increasing on domes-
tic márketJ, Goods which are less complicated to manufacture can already be
produced both cheaper and better in countries of the Third world. At the same

llme, 
"ompetition 

is fiercer on foreign markets because most industrialized
coun¿ries will attempt to stabilize employment by stepping up exports. In addition,
the Deutsch Mark had been undervalued for m.any years - afact which mede it
appear that many ente{prlses had an advantage in being located_in the Federal
Republic of Germany, fhough in actual fact this \ryas no longer the case. Wtth the
traisition to floating exchañge rates, the pent-up need for adaption to changed

structures became suddenly apparent.

The present situation of underemployment is, therefore, primarily a structural
crisls generated by shifts in demoscopy, in global requirements and in competi-
üion on the international markets.

once we have grasped this fact, we shall better be able to find the appropriate
ways and means of coping successfully with this difficult situation.

It would surely be wrong to turn our backs on nelry technologies and to prevent the
application of new technical solutions. Such a course would only make things worse.

The importance of new technologies for our economy cal be seen Jrom the way in
which tLe various production seótors \4iere able to hold their own in the face of in-
ternational co*petition durlng the past few years. Branches of industry manufac--
turing standardized goods weie partlcularly affected by developments on the world
and dãmestic markeis. On the other hand, those production sectors employing
highly- developed manuf a cturing te chniques, highly- qualifi ed manp ower and p rodu c -
mã higir-quatity demand-orientèd goods, were able to maintain their position. At -
tfrõ nationãt and internatlonal level, commercial success will depend to an ever
greater degree than hitherto upon the use of superior technologies.

In our economy, which is based on the principle of competition, the management of
any enteryrfse is hardly free to choose befween embarking on a labour-saving in-
noïation ánd ignoring the opportunity of doing so because the lack of in¡ovation ac-
tivity in natioiãI andint.rnatÍonal cômpetition is sooner or later followed by the
loss of a footing on the market, thus entailing the loss of more workplaces than
would be t"he result of steady endeavours in the competitive sector of innovation.

Irurovation in industry fs prompüed by market requirements, It has recently been

maintained in several quarters tfrat the willingness of enterprises to break new and

u¡rfamillar ground in orìer to increase the attractiveness of their range of goods

has decreased noticeably. A pessimistic outlook on growth seems to gain groundln
industry - brought aboui by the slow rate of economic grotth during past years, by

the droþ in profits and by the foreseeable decline Ín population. The desire to
I'play safe" has the result.that work is c -
ing products and is not devoted to the de
are showing little oi no increase. This sr

sued by nrany enterprises is a rather def
grip on existing maikets. However, slackening R&D efforts^will in the long run

leoþardize the innovation capacity of industry and thus satisfactory economic
growt¡ as well.

5.
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In international competition the Federal Republic of Germany will not be able to
hold its own u:rless it concentrates even more than before on research-intensive
and technologically sophisticated products. The Federal Government is therefore
endeavouriag to further research and in:rovation in industry all along the line by
introducing a package of measures.

One approach is that of direct government grants for company R&D. Other ap-
proaches a,¡1d tools are, for example, t¿x incentives, the provision of loans on at-
tractive terms or advisory services enjoying govelnment support. These instru-
ments wlll be discussed in detail later on.

By far the major portion of funds spent on the direct support of company R&D is
now provided by the Federal Minístry for (BMIT). In
197d DM 1.3?7 million were spent in thi 86 % of the
total amount of government funds provide rch and approx.
one third of the total promotion funds made available by the BMFT.

The BMFT does not support the entire range of industrial R&D but particularly
future-oriented key areas and projects. The projects concerned are those

- intended to sbift industry's range of activities in the direction of those technol-
ogies which - on account of their complexity and scientific roots - caruiot (or at
lãast not for a long time to come) be mastered by those coultries which are still
in the process of becoming industrialized;

- leadtng ail neit^her the disadvantages nor unfavourable
propert chniques used so far, whÍch reduce environ-
mentat which conserve both energ'y and raw materials;

- contributing to the fulfllment of public duties and to the improvement of the inJra-
structure.

tion for furthering the entire
funds on selected Promotion
data processing and electronics,

Government ftrnds are grarrted to firms by ttre BMFT under such programmes if

- the scientific and technical risk involved is particularly considerable and large
funds are required;

- developments will take a very long time, so that profits cannot be expected in the

forseeable future;

- the market al solutions because it is
oriented cl demand and shortages or
because it for t'he common good'

D outlaY themselves, in
on the basis of real need
the results obtained.

In principle shoulder 50 7o of the contribu-
iio'tt -uyl h the projects concerne public in-
terest or - s - if ttt"i" execution by the

limited fina firms willing to launc



6. Ihe Federal Ministry for Research and Technology promotes enterprises whÍch
generate advanced technologies, particularly in those fields of considerable im-
portance for the nationâl economy.

These include the opening-up and utilization of new sources of energy and raw
materiâIs, research actlvities in the sectors of ecology, biology and medicine, the
development of inJormation technologies and the promotion of electronics, to name
only a few examples.

Today we hold a leading position in several fields, for example, nuclear energ'y,
plant constnrction, modern coal technologies, metrology, optics ald laser tech-
nology as well as modern recycling techdques and sea water desalination,

These technological sectors receiving promotion from the Federal Ministry of
Research and Technolog'y also create new worþlaces: the promotion of nuclear
energ'y has undoubtedly resulted in the provision of more than 100,000 additional
worþIaces, whereas approx. 4, 000 newly-created worþIaces have been added in
the sector of electronics as a consequence of government support.

Many production possibilities in our economic system have been virtually ignored
in the past.

Let us think for a moment of sectors such as the humanization of the working en-
vironment, town and country plaruring, environmental control and investments to
lmprove the inJrastructure - all fields with almost unlimited potential require-
ments.

A considerable need for innovation and investment still exists, for example, in the
secfor of energy supply and utilization. In this connection the following fields in
partlcular lend themselves to irurovation: the wider commercial use of solar ener-
gX, the improvement of advanced coal technology (coal gasification and coal lique-
fraction), the broader application of the total-energy concept (combined heat and
power generation) in district heating systems as well as the development of im-
proved techniques for insulating and heat recovery.

Sizable potential markets are waiting to be opened up not only in the public sector
but also to private-sector demand.

Of course it is not enough to offer potential buyers at ever shorter intervals mar-
ginal product improvements and exaggerated sales propaganda which only increase
both their irritation and reluctance to buy, The range of goods currently on offer
seems to be less oriented to changed requÍrements rather than to conform with
them. We must realize that demand has become more flexible where quality is
concerned. Buyers' decisions are increasingly.influenced by the criteria of
guaranteed usefuIness, durability, service and maintainability.

This is why the design of new products must take account of changed requirements
corresponding to the increasing appreciation of t'he necessity ofprotecting the en-
viron-ment and of conserving natural resources.

Opportunities forqualitative growth are, therefore, to be seized both in the public
sector as well as in the business and private customers' sector.

But qualitative growth relies on new tecbnologies, on inventions and on successful
irurovations.

The Federal Government is therefor endeavouring to create on a broad basis the
prerequisited required in order to ensure the success of innovation projects.

7-
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A vitat condition for the success of such technological innovation projects is first
the oçecution of broad-based scientific and technological research work. úr the
field of basic research such activlties are carried out for two purposes: firstly, in
order to acquire new knowledge and findings, and secondly, i¡ order to trai¡
hÍghly-qualified sta-ff who will be able to comrnand and apply this knowledge and
whose trai¡ing has equipped them to tackle, handle and utllize future findings from
fundamental research. At the same time, research is a vital - but not in itself .

adequate - prerequislte for technological irmovation. The ability to master a tech-
nology, to find commercial applications for knowledge and to introduce products on
the market at the time when they are in demand is also required.

If the aim is that of increasing the probability of the successfuI development and
commercialization of tecbnical products and of reducing the obstacles and barrfers
in the path of irurovation, then a start must be made at the individual enterlrrises.
It is they who shoulder the difficult and risþ task of converting tecbaological con-
cepts and results into marketable goods.

The risks incurred by botå companies and industrialists engaged in technological
innovation are first and foremost encou.ntered in ferms of technological uncer-
t¿inties. These will ah.vays occur \ryhen new grou.nd is being broken and when it is
stÍll open to doutt whether or not the desired technological solution to any one
problem can be realízed at all. One example of this is provided þ reactor develop-
ment. On the other hand, commercial risks are entailed, and sometimes even
risks involving international policy. As far as future marketing prospects are con-
cerned, major investments often appear questionable or lnsecure even when tbey
are being considered in connection with established technologies already mastered.

The promotion of irurovation by the goverrrment means that

a) factors which tend to arrest the innovation process must be identífied,

b) instruments must be designed for the removal of such obstacles,

c) ttre risks to be borne by the enterprises themselves must be reduced appropri-
ately.

The most recent additlon to the list of measures for the promotion of irmovation
was approved by the Federal Government in April 1978 - namely, an overall con-
cept for research and technology policy geared to the needs of small and medium-
sized enterprises and intended particularly to strengthen the irrnovation potential in
these firms while at the same time encouraging its wide application.

This concept coherently described for the first time the existing instruments for
the promotion of research and technology, improving them with an eye to the needs
of small and medium-sized enteryrises, ând supplementing and extending them by
adding ne\ry measures.

I should no\ry like to discuss this concept in greater detail.

The specialized major programmes promoted by the Federal Ministry for Research
and Technology which now envisage numerous possibilities for promotion for the
benefit of small and medium-sized enterprises (mention should be made in this
connection of the following areas, for example: microelectronics, optics, metrol-
ogy, data processing and solar technology) aim to extrland further the number of
small and medium-sized enterprises receiving promotion funds,

Thus administrative obstacles will be removed as far as possible by simplifying
application and fu¡d allocation procedures, existing fina¡cial barriers will be re-

10.
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on
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and widespread publicizing of new promotion measures.

In the meantime, the co d by additional
promotion measures wh 979 and which date
back to tJre decisions co olicy which were
taken in the summer of 19?8 in connectlon with the World Economic SummÍt.

offered on the market,

personnel is ar-
firms whose in
Comparative al

alizatlon and
risk involved.

Moreover, the managements of srnall and medium-sized enterprises tend to eut
back staff to the number required for carrying out cunent operations. Particular-

this reason, staff-oriented R&D promotlon ís directed particularly to this struc-
tural disadvantage at small and medium-sized companies and ai'T,s 1q brüry about
the employmentõf larger numbers of scientific and technical staff even at such
firms.

facilities.

12.
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exceeding DM 120,000 per year for each enteq)rise. Ttrose firms with a turnover
of up to approx. DM 200 million receive grants for R&D contracts governing the
development of new or improved products and techniques which will help raise the
Ievel of their efficiency.

The 26 institutes comprising the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zvr Förderrag der ange-
wandten Forschung e. V. (FhG) (Fraunhofer Society for the Advancement of Applied
Research) provide both industry and government with a diversified research cap-
acity for executing application-oriented contract research and development. A
major task for the FhG is that of providing both contract research facilities for
small and medium-sized firms and advice on the use of new technologies as weII
as on the marketing prospects for new products. R&D contracts from companies
with a turnover of up to DM 200 million can be supported by funds from the Feder-
al Ministry for Research and Technology amounting to between 40 Vo and 60 Vo of
the contract value. The respective allocation procedure is both rapid and un-
bureaucratic.

In addition to contract research geared to the specific requirements of one or
eeveral enterprises, cooperative research institutions are required to handle ap-
plication-oriented technological problems of interest to all firms in a particular
branch of industry. Industrial cooperative research is sponsored by research as-
sociations in related disciplines which have joined forces to form the Study Group
of Industrial Research Associations (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Industrieller Forschungs-
vereinigungen = AIF) in Cologne. This group is supported by the Federal Ministry
of Economics.

The big science institutions funded by the Federal and Länder governments, to-
gether with technical government authorities, federal research institutes, u.niver-
sities and technical institutions of higher education are important sources of know-
how for many enteryrises. [rdustry in particular benefits from the results of ap-
plied research and development carried out at big science centres within the
framework of cooperation on large-scale projects and the awarding of contracts.
The know-how at big science institutions can also be of extreme interest to those
small and medium-sized enterprises which do not cooperate with such an institu-
tion and which desire to use research results for their own purposes. The big
sclence lnstitutions have set up special agencies which endeavour to find users for
R&D results and which function as liaison offices providing information to srnall
and medium-sized firms. R&D results of special interest are further developed
and then made available to interested users in the form of product- or technique-
related functional models.

After completion of their R&D activities, many small and medium-sized com-
panies are often conJronted with the crucial problem of introducing the newly-
developed products and techniques on the m¡rket. They require funds for produc-
tion facilitles, for expanding sales outlets, for warehousing and for marketing ac-
tivities.

Ir contrast to the capital market in the USA or in Great Britain, the established
capital market in the Federal Republic of Germany provides hardly any loans for
risk-bearing investments concerning the introduction of new products and tech-
niques or for the establishment of new enterprises to engage in the commercial
exploitation of inventions.

Lr the light of this fact, and at the suggestion and with the cooperation of the
Federal Government, several companies in the banking sector set up in 1975 the
Deutsche Wagnisfinanzierungs-Gesellschaft mbH (Wtr'G), (German Venture Capital
Company). This company invests in the equity of innovative firms, providing them
with management aid and - in exceptional cases - also with additional loans. Its

15.
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portion of the losses incurred durfng a 15-year start-up period by means of a
ãonditionally-repayable loan. The Government!s counterguarantee enables the
WFG to engage in more hazardous investments than would be possible in normal
bank business.

For years now has been supporting industry in its en-
deavôur to org ervices for the benefit of small and

medium-size¿ ory activities have to date focussed primar-
ily on improvtng business nanagement and organization'

With financial assistance from the Federal Government, pilot projects are being

personnel and finance.

Progress in research and t
not existing lorowledge can
centrated form and related
use. The Federal Government has created the prerequisites for better access to

information and documenta-
ing established together with
ronmental control, Patents,
ects. Industry is particular-

ly interested in the specialized information systems already set up for chemistry,
energy, physics and mathematics and in those eurrent-Iy being plarrned or set
up, õ. d. 

^iñ tne fields of electrical engineering, metallurgy, regional pla'ning'
trade and i:rdustry, health and the social sciences.

The speciallzed information centres provide enquirers with inJormation on the
wealth of technÍcal literature available in the field requested, and ensure the rapid
supply of such literat e

services provided by
medium-sized enterP âs
intermediaries to fac
m¿tion between users and information centres'
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of such studies. The advisory services then have to evaluate the findings of the
studies and adapt them to the specific needs of enterprises.

The overall concept for research and technology policy with regard to small and
medium-sized enterprises contains measures recently introduced with the aim of
improving the opportunities for such enterprises to engage in research, develop-
ment and irurovation and of heipÍng them to cope with financial, technical and or-
ganizational problems. The concept provides an appropriate basis on which to
develop further improvements and to continue expanding the range of instruments
for promoting technology policy.

In conclusion I should like to refer again to a question raised at the beginning of
thís paper, namelyr whether or not we are trying to adapt to too much technolog-
lca1 change. My answer to this is an unqualified "No". On the contrary, we have
not put nearly enough tecbnical progress to commercial use on a broad scale.
Our employment problems cannot be solved by doing without innovations which
would increase productivity, More worþIaces and heavier investments can be
achieved only if our society finds the courage to put the necessary structural chan-
ges into efïect.

In this paper I have tried to make two things clear:
Firstly, in the Federal Republic of Germany we consider it a government task of
high priority to help industry - particularly small and medium-sized enterprises -
to cope with structural change by means of promoting technological innovation
processes. At the same time, the government's aim is that of ensuring qualitative
economic growth coupled with high employment figures.

Secondly, government aid in corrnection with this process of adjustment can be no
more than an offer of assistance to industry - help as an incentive to self-help.
There are no rules or regulations to thls effect. Managements make their own in-
dependent decisions.

The Federal Ministry for Research and Technology by no means considers itself
the possessor of a patent solution to all the issues involved ln the broad-based
promotion of both technological progress and innovation. In 1976 we exchanged
views ln detail with scientists and government representatives from the USA during
a symposium on the possibilities of technology promotion and came to the con-
clusion that each country must consider - bearing in mind the requirements of its
specific circumstances - what steps can be taken to cope with current problems in
each case. [r all countries without exception, technology promotion can be prac-
tised only on the basis of all-round scientific promotion, without which the train-
ing of scientists and engineers - which is one of the major prerequisites for in-
novation processes - cannot contribute to the establishment of solid foundations,
The conviction prevails that growth can-not be made to continue quantitatively at
will, but that intensified efTeorts must be made to harmonize the quality of
economic growth with natural redources and with the needs of the people.

I believe that we can put to good use the opportunities linked with technological
progress to this end, and at the same time keep a watchful eye on the hazards also
lnvolved.
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Procurement Policies of Governments and their Effects on Industrial Innovation: Inter-
national Experience

Dr. F. Praldre
Staffmember of the TNO Staffgroup for Strategic Surveys
Apeldoorn
The Netherlands

There are many ways in which governments influence the process of innovation in in-
dustry, One of the ways that has been receivíng a great deal of attention recently is
government procurement policy. By this I don't mean the procurement of existing

[oods, off the shelf, as is done by the central purchasing agency in most countries.
Wnat Í am discussing today is the use of government buying power to provide an in-
centive to industry to produce better goods for the public and to improve its own tech-
nical competence. We should look not only at the central government but also at locâl
government and at such public agencies as the PTT, hospitals and utilities.
Interesting policy initiatives have been taken in some countries. In the United States
the E><perimental Technology Incentives Programme has since 1973 been using procure-
ment tõ stimulate innovation in such areas of natíonal concern as energy conservation'
health care and transportation systems'
1¡ Canada, the Department of Supply and Services has a special group responsible for
maximizing the positive ellect on innovation of the purchasing power of the Federal
GovernmeÀt. In Germany the Ministry for science and rechnologS' has made a study of
the effects of government purchases in such ar'eas as heat pump technology, fire pro-
tection, and equipment for the elderly and the disabled.
In Sweden the National Board of Technological Development (STU), an organization
somewhat comparable to TNO in Holland, has been actively promoting, ín cooperation 

_

with industry ánd civil servants, ir¡novation oriented procurement activrties at the level
of local government.
This morning we heard that in the Netherlands a committee has been created in the
department of Finance to promote innovation orÍented procurement.

A recent meeting of the Six Countries Programme on innovation policy was devoted to
the evaluation ofsuch policy inítiatives. My introductory report to you today is based
largely on the research we wrdertook at TNO to support that evaluation.

I believe that the topic is paúicularly relevant to this TNO conJerence, because the
Discussion on innovation is now moving from generalities to specifics. It is no longer
su-fficient to state that, in general, more innovation is necessary to combat economic
stagnation and that the difficulties are great. Surely that is true, but we should now
move on to discuss specÍfic actions that government - in eooperation with industry -
should take in response to specific technological opportunities and specific demands of
society. rrThe time for talk is just about overtr, as Mr, Peijnenburg said this morning.

I believe that there are four important reasons that innovation oriented procurement
policy has been receiving so much attention lately. The first of these reasons is the
manifest success of the U. S, military in using procurement to promote the spectacular
developmentinmicro-electronics. InthefiftiesandsixtiestheU.S. governmentclear-
ly articulated its interest in electronic improvements. This articulation was p-ersistenl,
public, and punctuated by support of various candidate programmes which, in hind-
light, not ahryays succeeded, but contributed to the ground swell that ultimately mater-
ialized in the I. C. innovation. The government conveyed a sense of urgency for its
projects. It was also willing to pay high premium prices for untried desí'gns. It stress-
èd ieliability, miniturizatíon of systems, and industrial preparedness. The military
and space programmes were creative first users and purchased large quantities of com-
ponents, directly or indirectly. In some years half of the industrial output oI certain
components was bought by the government.
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Altogether, the U. S. government created a conductive environment for product innova-
tions at the beginning of the product life cycle. Because of the quantity it purchased, it
enabled industry to take advantage of the effects of the technological learning curve.

It is further of importance to note that any company that could produce a suitable com-
ponent, fitting requirements, was a potential supplier. After a certain company had
become the largest supplier, the Department of Defese (DOD) tended to turn to other,
often smaller, companies. It encouraged new entries in the market and was willing to
give anyone a chance, Often former employees of established companies took advantage
of this attitude and founded their own "spin-offt'-company, Often the srnall companies
created irurovations. DOD and NASA could give anyone a chance because they were
highly competent purchasers with adequate testing facilities.

The second reason for the interest in innovation oriented procurement policies lies in
the results of many recent studies on the process of innovation. The results stress
the importance of "dema¡d pull" rather than 'rtech¡ology push" as a critical factor in
suc ce s sful innovation.
With regard to government action in particular, retrospective studies carried out on
both sides of the Atlantic have concluded that government has been more effective in
influencing in:rovation by the artÍculation of derrand than by such more traditional
policies as subsidizing R & D. Irurovation oriented procurement policy seems to be an
essential element of any innovation policy that pretends to be more than a dressed up
version of old R & D polícies.

The third reason for the interest in procurement Ís more speculative and also political
in nature. It relates to the present stage of technological development and the economic
stagnation in the industrialized world. It has been argued that the present economi c
crisis has underlying causes related to the tlpe of technological change thas has charac-
terized the third quarter of the twentieth century. The spectacular increase in personal
income in this period and the developm.ent of a number of technologies based on major
innovations of the thirties, has led to a situation in which many individual needs are nolry
much better fulfilled by industry than ever before, In fact a certain saturation of the
market for many consumer goods can be pointed to, as well as a lack of recent major
iilrovations in this area.
On the other hand, many public or collective needs go unfulfilled and the impact of in-
novation in this area seems to be much less. The modern industrial corporation, one
might conclude, has fowrd it much easier to respond innovatively to private than to
public sector demand,
One can also use the concept of ttnatural trajectories" of technological change, rtech-
nological regimesil or lrtechnological imperatives" to signal that perhaps industry and
society are locked into a certain kind of behaviour and a given set of outmoded prior-
ities in its present attítude toward Írmovation. New I'trajectories" must be developed
and one area that seems a natural ca¡didate for providing the opportunity for technical
change is the public sector.

In the Netherlands, as perhaps elsewhere, there has been a good deal of discussion
about the "socialization of demand" as a way to combat the present economic stagnation.
If it is true that the economic stagnation is closely tied to a lack of technological
chance, a strong case can be rrade to focus attention on irurovation ín the public sector.
Procurement policies that can contribute to this, as they seem not to have done in the
past, take on added significance.

With the exception of military hardware, the public sector seems to have lagged behind
technologically when compared to the private sector. Public transportation technology
has developed much slower than the private automobile, The telephone system lags
behind the development of computer terminals and other non-collective communication
equipment. Block heating has lost out to the one-household central heating unit.
Development ín preventive medícine and productivity in the health system look pale
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when compared to innovation in the pharrnaceutical industry' You can go to a highly
trained doctor for the latest miracle drug, but you stíll have to ask your grandmother
about prevention.

I¡ the U. S. ther.e has been no talk of the socÍalízatíon of demand. But there has been a
somewhat parallel discussion about the ttmoon-ghettoil dilemma. If technology can put a
man on the moon, why has it not been able to develop ways to improve the quality of life
of people living in urban ghettots. Or: if you can produce an instrument for playing
table teruris on your television in colour, why do so mâny basic human needs go unful-
filled. In aII these cases it is thought that a more effectÍve use of government procure-
ment could be at least part of the answer.
Finally, we should not forget the interest that industry, as the partner of government
i4 the procureqent process, has in improving the quality of articulation of public
demand. The total amounts of government purchases are very great. Ilxdustry also
knows that innovations are most likely to originate in the best developed markets. A
gove¡¡rment that contributes to the development of markets by improving íts procure-
ment process contributes also to the competitive abilíty of its national industry.

There is no time today to discuss at any length all the innovation oriented procurement
programmes that we have studied in different countries. But I can give a few examples.

In the United Stetes the Experimental Technolog'y Incentives Program, or ETIP, was
created in 19?3. It aimed at improving government procurement by demonstrating in
the civilian sector the use of advanced procurement techníques developed by the milit-
ary. Ît also sought cooperation with Federal agencies and State and local purchasing
officials in order to influence their procurement practices, Selected experiments were,
for example, a low-cost blood analyser, a solar electrÍc power plant, and an energ'y-
efficient and low-noise air conditioner for households. None of the experiments of ETIP
seem to have been particularly successful, but the programme is widely credited with
the introduction into Federal and local procurement of such practices as performance
specification, instead of design specification, the use of life cycle costing and the value
incentive clause.

In Sweden, the National Board of Technological Development (ST'U) has a programme to
promote Ínnovation oriented procurement actÍvities at the local level. The reason for
this is that local authorities account for 85Vo of the 35 billion Swedish Crowns amually
of public procurement. Programmes have been initiated in such areas as:
- Collection and treatment of household garbage,
- data processing systems for local government,
- public transportation,
- fire prevention and fire fÍghting.

The utilizatÍon of external competence by local and country governments is consÍdered
to be an imFortant part of the programmes. For s¡¿mple STU will set up procurement
courses, in which local procurement officers will be taught by procurement officers of
tlle Swedish telephone company and the Department of Defense. Other activities include:
Enhancement of the accessibility of expert krowledge by publishing lexicons with infor-
mation concerning the purchasing of various urban technologies by local authorities;
preparation of a list of the available expertise in the country; investigation of approaches
concerning innovation oriented procurement policies abroad; development of STUrs own
competence on procurement matters; and initiation of procurement advisory committees
within ST'tl to assist local and county authorities.

Besides such programmes as sketched above, which aim to improve procurement prac-
tices in general, there are in many countries major - non-military - tecbnological
programmes in existence to whioh procurement - if handled correctly - cân make a
major contribution.
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úr France the "Plan Calcul'r is the product of an industrial policy aimed at keeping
French industry internationally competitive in computer technology. A secondary goal
is to develop equipment that better fits the particular demand of French government
and other French users.
One way French industry and the public sector are cooperating is as follows: Within
the French central government every department has a data processing committee.
Its members consist of civil servants of the particular ministry and a representative
of the Central Cou¡cil for data processing. The Council is in charge of the purchase
ef semFuter equipment from French industry and is part of the general directorate for
industry. This means, that industry, through the Council, with its representatlves in
the Commlttees in every department, can have extensive knowledge of future demands
of the public sector. Similar pattern can be descerned in other European countries.

A second example is that in Japan MITI is spending $ 2O m on an experimental Com-
munication City, Higash-Ikoma. It is to þs semFletely wired with optical fibres. The
services to the population include rebroadcasting of TV and radio programmes, video-
phones, taking part in television discussion programmes from the home, community
TV, medical ircformation, and fire alarm. However futuristic all of this mây sound,
the immediate purpose is very down to earth. Japanese companies are using this
government sponsored Commurication City as a testbed for all sorts of industrial ap-
plicatlons of optical fibres and new equipment.

It is of the greatest importance to note that such irulovations could nevèr be introduced
by a single firm without the fullest cooperation from t^he government. It is rny opinion
that in telecommunications the future world leaders will not be the companfès wlth the
greatest technical competence but those companies that operate in countries where
there is thq willingness and the competence on the part of government and other par-
ties involve'd such as the PTT and broadcasters, to cooperate in the process of
demand articulation. This demand articulation should not be done in a narrow tech-
nocratlc manner. It should be a political process, but probably cutting scross tradit-
ional party lines and hopefully not dominated by special interest lobbies.

Having given a few examples - however brief - of government procurement belng used
to stimulate and direct industrial innovation in the civilian sector, it is now usefuI to
go back to the original example of military procurement and micro-electronics.
We must a'sk ourselves what the critical differences are, Two types of differences
seem to be of special importance, namely in government market power and in govern-
mental organization.
Probably the most lmfortant difference in market power ls that on the demand side of
the market the U, S. military, was a large buyer in many cases the only buyer, or
monopsonist. It had tremendous market power. úr some years half of industrial output
of certain electronic components was bought by the governement. In the L950rs govern-
ment contract R & D accounted for about 60Vo of tot¿l R & D expenditures at IBM. On
the supply side of the market, industry was characterlzed by strong competition but
also þ sufficient profit margins to finance independent research and develeopment.
With regard to market power serious difficulties have to be overcome in civilian pro-
curement. Polltically difficult market aggregation has to be achieved before any market
power can be brought to bear in such areas as urban technolory or health equipment.

As in the case of the energy-efficient air condltioners, demand may be largely private
and consumers may choose to buy a cheaper and better looking model rather than the
one with the low life cycle costs purchased by the government. When the government
has only a small fraction of tot¿l demand for a product, procurement can sometimes
be suocessfully complemented by other measures such as regulation. But it can
achfeve little by itself.
Although it is not posslble to generalize, producers in such areas as urban technology
and health care often have profit margins that are too low to support independent R & D
efforts. Total sales in any particularãrea are too low to encourage risk taking' In
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Great Britain the development of a portable toilet whichlryas seen to be of great impor-
tance for the elderly and disabled had to be wrdertaken commercially by the NRDC'
which is ¿ ssml-government organization.
In other cases there may be not enough competition, or government may actually dis-
courage it. It has happened too often that in a field of large scale, advanced technology
such ás telecommu:ricatlons equipment or nuclear reactors a government has guaran-
teed large purchasing contractÈ tb a particular firm only to keep it in business and

regardless of technical competence.
thé danger in such policieslies - apart from the harm done to free trade - in the fact
that sucñ a firm -ay loo"e its interest in remaining technologically compeftive on the
international markel. Consequently it won't be. Larger countries with several large
producers are in a more favourable position in this respect, because they can,org_anize

ãompetition without making the politlcally difficult decision to purchase abroad. If
mar-ket power is disregarded anã government procurement is used to guarantee sales
to a national firm, the public wilt loose and so - in the end - will that firm.

The second major differ military and civili in the area
of governmental organiz litary is tightly or ensus as to
its-objectives is compar . What genãrals w can be

"n**"d 
up by the Amer 'a biggei bang for sus after

the war was vety strong indeed, that to deliver that "bang" miniturization and micro-
electronics offered solutions.

Furthermore, in-house technical competence to evaluate competing bids from industry
was available. This made it possible to bridge the R & D interface, which is too often
a difflcult to cross dividing line between people who know what is technically possible
and people who know what the true needs are.

The organizational qualities of the military made tt possible to decrease the effects of
uncertãinty to industry in the deciston making on new technology, this uncertainty is
greater if-the technològy is in a relatively early stage oT development' as was the 

-case
úith -icro-electronics--in ttre 1950rs. Still one-should observe that the conclusion from
research on the development of micro-electronics after the war has been that tJre

military in no case was directly responsible for major innovations such as the tran-
sistor or the integrated circuit. The real advantages were to be found in an accelera-
tlon of the development,and diffusion process.

Let us now look at tl1e organi zatiorL of- civilian procurement. Government orgãîizatloîaJ
structures geared to clearly articulated tasks and with total responsibility for innova-
tion in areai of national coñcern comparable to the military hardly exist. Such areas
would be energ.y conservation, health care, and the abatement of pollution.
One exception that should be mentioned here is the Dutch department of Rijkswater - 

_

staat, which has total responsibllity for building and maintaining dikes at such a level
that the risk of flooding ii reducedio a minimum. This is truly a traditional and over-
riding national concerñ in Holland, comparable to national defense in other countries.
It is lnteresting to note that Rijkswaterstaat has also succeeded in developing an in-
novation orientãd pïocurement policy and that Dutch construction firms in this field
are as a result probably the most advanced in the world.

But, in general, efÏorts to develop civilian irurovation oriented procurement policies
sufÏer from having to deal ìvith many bureaucratic or political organizations and con-
flicting objectives. In addition these objectives are not constant over time and are sub-
ject to pressure from special interest lobbies. Government will usually not have its
own technical in-house competence to evaluate different proposals. It is then at the
mercy of these lobbies. The resulting uncertainty can be disastrous to the innovating
producer. It is interesting to note that such cooperation between industry and govern-
ment as does exist in, for example, the area of the computer or telecommunication
industry is in a number of countries a direct descendent of defense oriented cooperative
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activities in the Second rfforld War.

Summing up the difference between military procurement of micro-electronics and
civilian programmes now underway I could say that in the first case both market fac-
tors a¡d organlzation were exceptionally favourable. This does not mean tfiat innova-
tion oriented civilian procurement should not be attempted. It does mean, however,
that utmost care should be taken to operate in markets where competitive relationships
are favourable.
I-n addition government should organize itself around tecbnological decisions in such a
way that uncertainty to producers is decreased. This means in some cases broad
political dfscussions that lead to a reasonably stable consensus on technological
choices. In other cases market aggregation must be achieved or new procurement
tecbaiques such as the use of performance speciffcatlon must be introduced into
government practice. These are not facile or utopian suggestions. A number of coun-
tries have initiated concrete programmes to achieve such ends. This can lead to a
process of organizational learning that may seem slow at first but in the end can be
an important factor in stimulating and directing innovative activity to the benefit of both
industry and the public.

Summing up I believe the following recommendations can be put forward:

L. Procurement is an instrument that can both advance and give direction to innovation.
As such, it should be one of the key instnrments of Government lnnovation policy.

2. Especially outsíde the military sector there is still insufficient experience with in-
novation oriented procurement policy, Witb a few exceptions, governments have
lagged in exploring its possibilities through experimentation. Experimentation with-
in each national context is particularly important because the implementatlon tech-
niques and effects depend strongly on the specffic cultural and structural circum-
stances.

3. In the Netherlands procurement policy can contribute (in accordance with our rta-
cettenbeleidt) toward the development of technology aimed at the abatement of noise,
air and water pollution, as well as at energy conservation.

4. Improved procurement practices can be achieved by market aggregation in such
areas as care for the elderly, medical technology, fire protect'ron, public transpor-
tatlon and block heating.

5. Government procurement should not lead to protectionism in the increasingly im-
portant public sector. However, it is probably acceptable and necessary to use pro-
õurement to aid the development of certain rrinfant technologies", especially when
this is similarly done in other countries (see for example the Dutch "matching
fundsrr policy).

6. The effectiveness of public procurement is greatly dependent on the way Government
organizes itseJf, and the procedures it uses. A lack of in-house-competence, es-
peófafly at the local level, is at present major limitation to the use of procuremrnt
for prrrposes of innovation. Experimentation and organizational learning should be

started as soon as possible.
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A PoÍnt of View from Úadustry

Dr. Ir. A. E. Parurenborg
Vice-President of the Board of Management of N.V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken
Eindhoven
The Netherlands

The iheme discussed at this conference by Dr. Pra.k,ke and the author has received
considerable attention in the last few years: lhe Science Policy Research Unit of the
University of Sìrssex has devoted studies to this subject area, the Six Cotmtries Pro-
gramme on Government Policies towards Tecbnological Innovation in Industry has pro-
duced a written analysis ald in the Netherla¡ds the subject was treated as part of a
report of the Science Advisory Cor¡rcil entitled the Relation between Government a¡d
Industrial R & D. The findings in all these studies give a good description of the situa-
tion today and coincide with the observations collected by the author in the course of
daily R & D management within the framework of a large multinational enterprise.
The influence exerted by government procurement on industrial irmovation (and per-
haps one should add explicitly: on the speed of innovation) is a special case which il-
lustrated the influence which market conditions can have on industrial irurovation. Ac-
cordingly, it seems proper to start with a few remarks on industrial innovation and
market influence before going from the general case to the particular one.
The notion of innovation can have an absolute meanirg, but also a relative one. In a
captive market (a monopolistic situation or an autarchic national market) an innovation
may be introduced which elsewhere would not be classified as such but would be regard-
ed as falling rmder the diffusion of an earlier i¡novation.
One can ask what motivates a private industrial enterprise to embark on the often long
and risky path towards an ir¡novation. In line with the analysis in the Report to the Six
Cou¡tries Programme * the aim is to achieve both a better product (functionally better
of functionally the same at a lower cost price) and an improvement in the relative
competitive position. This search for an improvement in the competitive position has
to be bought at a price which contains the elements of cost and risk. While the cost in-
volved can be estimated with reasonable accuracy in many cases, it is the risk which
weighs heavily on the decision-maker. The risk has two components: the technological
aspect (\4/ill it work as expected?) and the marketing aspect (will the customer buy it?).
Úr the jargon of industrial innovation, the notions of technology push and market pull
are well established. The former mainly applies in the area of components, semi-
fabricated products and ma¡ufacturing technology. Market pull involves the interaction
between customers and suppliers and applies primarily to finished products and sys-
tems. Obviously, then, government purchasing can exert market pull.
Before continuing, we can deal with one specific case of indirect market pull resulti:rg
from government purchasing, namely its effect on manufacturing technology. Generally
speaking, the government purchasing department specifies the product and not the way
it is made. However, the sheer size of an order cqn enable ihe supplier to go over the
financial hump and install a new, superior, and more economica-l manufacturing
process which is only warraated for large-scale manufacture. In certain cases this, in
turn, will enable ùìnovation to come about in the enterprise supplying the capital goods
for the manufacturing process.
The risk of a new product failing in the market can be considerably reduced if, during
the conceptual phase (and to a lesser degree during the design phase), the supplier can
cooperate closely with one large cusbomer whose wishes ca¡ be regarded as represen-
tative of the future market. This cooperation, which should be between experts from
both parties and may last for several years, should result in proof of feasibility and
finalization of specifications.

* Ref. 3, page 17.
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Provided it leads to agreement on the specifications, cooperation of the type just des-
cribed v¡ill, rrith virtual certainty, lead to sales by the supplier to the customer con-
cerned, thus diminishing ihe risk to the supplier and hence increasing his willingness
io try and undertake the work aimed at innovation. The mecha¡rism is attractive Ín
markets with a limited number of potential customers (oligopsonistic) and almost a
natural in monopsonistic markets such as those presented by utilities and defence
where in most countries the government is the only customer. Similarly, the effect on
product irurovation in the case of standard catalogue items, for which the government
is usually only one among many customers, is generally small, though more strilgent
or additional requirements imposed on the quality of a product by a government pur-
chasing department may have the effect of raising the overall quality.
For a number of government requirements the cost involved in product iwrovation is so
high that it cannot reasonably be borne by the potential supplier alone (e.g. military
aircraft, nuclear reactors). In that case the enterprise is assisted by R & D funding.
Usua,Ily the purchasing agency (held to low-risk decisions) will not be the source of
this money. It is, however, essential for the ultimate user to be constantly involved in
the projecl in order to avoid any divergence of views which might ultimately lead to the
loss of the purchasing orders.
Another situation in which ex¡llicit R & D funding is justified is when great uncertainty
exists in the market about what it wants with regard to detailed specifications. Then a
prototype project for proof of feasibility is called for. This also applies to fragmented
public markets such as hospttals where the necessary competence is not available in
most unils and the central government can lead the way with a demonsbration of feas-
ibiliby.

Irr the exposition above I have tried to describe how a private enterprise looks upon
government purchasing as a potential incentive for industrial irurovation. Allow me
some room in the rest of this paper for a few remarks on the specific aspects of
Europe in this connection.
Let us first look at the absolute volume of government purchasing, for this is a¡ im-
portant parameter for assessing the measure in which government purchasing can give
a successful irurovation impetus to industry. To a large extent, economies of scale
determine the relative competitive position in many branches of industry. These scale
effects are important for the recovery of the initial cost of development of a product
from the total number ma¡ufactured and sold as well as for the choice of manufactur-
ing technique and the related investment cost. This implies that the size of a national
economy - assuming the volume of government purchasing is more or less proportional
to GNP - largely determines the importance of government purchasing as a motor for
industrÍal innovation. In large comtries it has already had, and will also produce,
importaat results. In small countries its effect, il *y, will be limited to a few product
lines.
This observation leads immediately to the conclusion that innovative government pur-
chasing policy should be aligned with sectoral industrial policy. In the case of smaller
countries with a free market economy, the home market is too small for many products
to be manufactured economically and competitively. If foreign markets are inaccessible,
ii does not in itself strengthen the economy of a small country to insist on national
design and local manufacture, especially if the branch of industry called upon is not
widely represented. This also includes the warning that specifications fo_r_products
needeã by the government of a small or even medium-sized country should not diverge
too mueh from trends elsewhere. That kills any possibility for exporlation. The pur-
chaÉing policy of the British Post Office is a case in point.
If we look at industry across the world we all know that, insofar as technologyplays a
important role, the scene is dominated by North America, Japan and Europe. Business
has become very international and for th¿t matter competition in an increasing section
of industry as a whole has become intercontinental. Europe is faced with strong com-
petition from the United Sates and Japan, two countries with large homogeneous home
markets which favour in¡ovation. Europe is meeting this competitive onslaught in a
hybrid fashion. \ryithin the Common Market the customs union functions ìilell; the Com-
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mon Market as such almost really is a common market, apart from certain non-tariff
trade barriers. By and large, however, government purchasing is national, if not
nationalistic. This weakens Europers position as an industrial power vis-à-vis the
other two continents. Phrasing it in a fashion which is not yet génerally accepted, one
can describe this weakness as being due to the fact that Europeans attach the (emotion-
al) meaning of the notion of national not to Europe but to each individual member state.
In the other two continents gõîõiññent purchasing is overwhelmingly national; in the
U. S. A. this is even formalized in the rrBuy Arnericar't Act. A question which calls for
serious consideration by the EEC Corurcil of Ministers is whether the time has not
come for the introduction of a I'Buy Europea¡'r Act. This could significantly strengthen
European industry and pui a stop to the destructive self-discrimination of always com-
paring purchases in a sister member state with purchases in the United Sates. It would
put an end to a systematically non-reciprocal situation.
A policy which has been practised in Europe in certain fields is an ad-hoc cooperation
between agencies in two or more countries for joint purchasing. This obviously
promotes standardization and brings down through larger series the price of the
product and often also the cost of mainlenance.
The main focus has so far been on direct government purchasing. For industry this
implies a market which, as already mentioned, sometimes leads to i¡novation. A cen-
tral government also has other powerful means for the creation of new markets with
innovational pull. It is appropriate to distinguish here between public sector markets
and private sector markets. With regard to the former a central government can,
through legislation, set advanced tech¡ical or functional sta¡rdards to which lower level
governmental purchasing has to adhere. Examples can be drawn from the fields of pol-
lution control, hospitals and road traffic regulation, etc. This is closely li¡ked with
the role of a central government, which should cooperate with private enterprise in
making feasibility studies and in sponsoring prototypes for the benefit of lower govem-
ment levels, as already described above.
Private sector purchasing too can be partly influenced so that it has the same kind of
impact on industrial innovation as that just described for the lower level public sector
(e. g. standards for motorcars). This can also be done by offering new services such
as television broadcasts in colour or the start of a Viewdata service.

At the end of this overview of experience with government purchasing from lhe sup-
plierrs end I should like to make a few remarks on patents. IVhen we are working on
innovation, patents are likely to be created. Irr negotiations with government depart-
ments on irulovational work of a non-military nature the clause in a contract relating
to patent property rights frequently gives rise to prolonged bickering. It is my con-
sidered opinion that it is best for governments to leave the ownership of patents creat-
ed under development or supply contracts with the private enterprise involved. A free
licence to the government to have the products covered by the patent made for its own
use is an evident must. The further exploitation should be left to private indusiryl Ad-
ditional income obtained under a patent will be additional gross profit, half of which
goes to the government in most countries anyway.-And a private enterprise will general-
ly be easily more than twice as proficient in reaping further benefits from a patent than
a government department.
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1. I¡ierview with Prof. C. Freeman, N.R. C.-Handelsblad 28th November 1977.

2. Government Procurement Policies and Industrial Innovation; report prepared for the
Six Countries Programme on Government Policies towards Technological Imovation
in Industry by W. Overmeer and F. Praldre, November 1978.

3. Publication of the Raad van Advies voor het Wetenschapsbeleid: "Relatie Overheid -
Industriële R & Drt, July 1978.

Recommendations and statements

1. On the assumption that a national government has formulated an industrial policy it
should ensure that government departments with important procurement needs ad-
here to it.

2. Lower levels of government (provinces, municipalities) play with theÍr requirements
a modest role in furthering industrial innovation because their jealously guarded
autonomy leads to a fragmented merket.

3. The procurement of services (contrary to hardware) by government from private in-
dustry might become more important in the future than it has been in the recent past
and might well be promotional to industrial i¡novation.

4. Etrropean governments do not comply in general with the Treaty of Rome in their
procurement policies. This leaves industry in Europe in a fragmented situation vis-
à-vis strong intercontinental competition.

5. Apart from procurement policies Governments have other powerful mea¡s to further
industrial innovation.
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Panel discussion

PaneI
Prof. Dr. G. J. M, van der Kerk, chairman
Ir. J. van der Meer
Dr.Ir. A.E. Pannenborg
A. W. Plattenteich
Dr. F. Prakke
Dr. R. Rothwell
Dr. P. A. J. Tindemans

(Chairman) Ladies and gentlemen, I reopen the afternoon session to proceed with the
panel discussion. But let me first introduce a member of the panel who dld not present
a paper today: Dr. Tindemans, who wiII represent Minister Peijnenburg. Dr. Tinde-
mens is a staff member of the Department of Science Policy and deals in particular
with problems of innovation.
We have, as the French say, an 'embarras du choix' of questions and I have tried to
arrange them in a way that, as I hope, will lead to a lively discussion.
Now I would like to start with a few questlons for Dr. Rothwell, which are, of course,
inspired by the paper of Dr. Pavitt that was presented by Dr. Rothwell.
The first is: You have indicated first, second and third division countries in Europe.
Can you also rank the European countries according to irurovation climate ? The second
question remarks that Dr. Rothwell highlights a widely-held belief that a healthy
Medium Sized and Smaller Firm Sector equates with a good record of invention and
i¡rovation. The question is in two parts: Has any attempt been made to quantify this
relationship as between North America and Europe ? and: How do the Atlantic records
compare witi those of the Japanese - do the same factors apply ?

(Rothwell) WelI the second question really covers the topic I should be talking about
tomorrow and it would be better if I did not answer it. I am not trying to dodge the is-
sue, but ut seems wasteful to go over the same ground twice.
As regards to the first question about the ranking of innovation in Europe, that is a
very difïicult one. There is some evidence that the nature of irurovation is different in
Europe and North America and that in Europe much of the irmovation is of the ration-
alisation type in traditional industry sectors, and this is certainly so in Western Ger-
many. And i¡ Western Germany this has paid very handsome dividends. If we take the
machinery industry as an example, we see that the West Germans have not introduced
radically new irmovations, they produce machinery that has been improved, is better,
more reliable and which has a greater design excellence, In Western Europe one tends
to flnd a predominance of this type of innovation, and in the capital goods industry this
sort of i¡novation is enormously important.
If one compares Western Europe with North America there seems to be a difference,
because if one looks at the nature of American exports a greater percentage comes
from science intensive industries, of innovation rich industries if you like. What frag-
ments of evidence we have tends to suggest that the Americans have gone in more for
new product development, and in some lvays may have fallen behind in product im-
provement in traditional sectors. The Americans really have not done very well in
mechanical engineering. Ttrey have done extremely well in producing semi-conductor
devices enrl products based on semi-conductors.
Within Europe, I think one can say that certain cotrntries have been more consistently
innovative in improving traditlonal products and introducing new generations of prod-
ucts in traditional areas. I think one can say that the Japanese and the Americans have
been rather more successful in new product development in new areas. I cannot give
you a ranking of one to ten within Europe on which countries have the better innovation
climate or the better record for innovation.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you, Then I have two questions for Dr. Pannenborg and Dr.
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Prakke. The first refers to the third recommendation of Dr. Parxrenborg where he
makes a contrast between the procurement of servlces and of hardware by government.
Would he please give examples of these services, Does he also think of denationalis-
atlon of public services, such as railways, or gas and water distribution?
The second question is addressed more to Dr. Prakke, I think, and runs: widespread
government procurement may well stimulate innovation in industry, but it also gives
the government a powerful lever on private industry and it can be used to force them
into a certain behaviour, for instance with respect to employment policy. what do you
thlnk about the risk involved ?

(Pa:rnenborg) The question refers to the third recommendation which was given in the
fntroductory reports. When I wrote down these recommendations, I realized that tåis
one was the most unclear and the most difficult to defend. But I wrote it down because
in our type of society, and in many west European courrtries, it is assumed as com-
pletely logical that, when the commu¡ity needs to have done something collectively, it
should be done by the government. I think this is not a logical approach. The logical
approach would be that the burden to the taxpayer is minimized. We all know that most
government services are extremely honest, but at the same time extremely inefficient
and therefore expensive. That is my point of departure, when we try to look into the
future, I think you will agree that there will be a kind of shift from hardware to soft-
ware. The needs of the future will be relatively more of an immaterial nature than of a
material nature. And when I see that coming, I want to join that observation to my first
statement and say: do not fall in the trap that of course government has to do it Ítself.
They might well purchase tåe services. I can indicate with an example why this might
be important. The government is a tremendous machine for the redistribution of in-
come and this is done in huge silos full of civil servants. One of the drawbacks of that
is that these organisations have not the slightest possibility nor the title to e>çort their
cumulated er<perience. Ln this world wlth emerging countries a very good and hard
case can be made that the West should help these countries in teaching them these
modern ways of government. We caruiot do it because it is locked up in gover.nment.
But if certain of these services were just rented from private sources, the private
sources could exploit part of that accumulated experience in the international area.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you very much, Does Dr, Prakke want to add something ?

(Prakke) Yes. We are both trying to point to ways the government can use to expand
its procurement from industry. I have put emphasis on more anddifferent types of
hardware being bought from industry by the government for the public good, rather
than being bought by private buyers, Dr. Pannenborg has put emphasis on the fact that
many things which government produces itself, could also be provided by the private
sector. A not too far-fetched example of this can be found in government research.
Canada has really shifted its R & D policy from subsidizing government laboratories to
simply contracting out to anyone who can undertake the R & D the government needs.
Now, on the second question about government poìper, I think that we should always be
concerned about government power, especially here where we are talking about the
ways government could use its procurement power and be active in more areas. But I
do not think that the situation is critical in Holland, as there are so few markets that
are monopolized by government as a buyer. Of course, people from industry can be of
another opinion. So I think that the question refers to the American situation, where
the government uses its power of procurement to force firms into certain changes of
behaviour in the area of employment, especially of minorities or women. And we could
have an endless discussion about the question whether this is right or wrong. A typical
area where the government uses its power, is the contract research field. The govern-
ment has succeeded in forcing many of the nationrs top universities to employ many
more women especially, but also more blacks, because a university has to have a cer-
tain quota of these employees before they can do business with the government. As all
of you know, most research institutes in the US are totally dependent on ttre government
for their funding. Personally I think that you should be very careful and have a clear
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idea of aII consequences before even starting such a policy, but I also think that really
this should not bé discussed here, as lt is a subject for a meeting devoted to the prob-
lem of government power.

(Val der Kerk) Thank you. Is there a comment from any other member of the panel ?

(Iindemans) Yes, I have, on the first question answered by Dr. Pan:renborg, and it is
really two comments. First I think that the contrast between software and hardware in
services, as described by him, is far too strong. One of the characteristics of our
time is, I think, the increasing interwovenness of services and products from industry.
This has also to do with the second point I want to make, namely that present trends in
technology lead to a certain individualisation of collective needs. Industry certainly
stimulates that also, but it is also a trend inhaerent in the techrologies. It is not clear
at present how this will work out, but I am quite sure that in due time this will induce
our societfes to ask themselves what should be the nature and the size of government
i¡volvement. I think there are already some examples of it, for i¡stance in the field of
transportation, in the field of health and even in the field of education.

(Va:r der Kerk) I now have two questions for Mr- Van der Meer, The first consists of
two statements and runs: Do you agree with the following statements ? First, one of the
most important reasons for the fact that the USA has a leading role in the world, is
that they are the most advanced in the application of the complete marketing concept.
Second, the flrst condition for successful innovation is that Dutch companies apply the
industrial marketing concept and abandon traditional product and/or sales oriented
approach. And the second question is: If you want to stimulate irurovation, how do you
sèè to it that companies define their own problems and approach the right agencies ?

(Van der Meer) Yes, I do agree with the two st¿tements, When \rye are working with
American firms, nearly always \rye are a bit envious of the way they are doing things,
how they present their products arrd statements in such a way that the potential cus-
tomer not only understands what it is about, but also gets interested. As I have said
this morning, that may be a consequence of their educational system. As to the second
statement, it is obvious to me that you should look whether there is a market before
starting to ir¡:rovate, My view may be influenced, holvever, by the fact that we are ac-
tive in the capital goods market. Perhaps you can do it the other wayround with con-
sumer goods, þ first developing a new product and seeking to establish a market for
it later on. But this is extremely difficult in the capital goods market, to say the least.
I do not have a good answer to the second questlon, I can only say that I don't know.
The government can create all kÍnds of agencies and regulations to stimulate innovation,
but there must be an active willingness in companies to use these, After all, you ûray
lead a horse to water, but you cannot make him drink.

(Remark) When I visited a large German chemical firm a few days ago, I saw that they
state in print that some of their most important products were developed without a
market in mind. They add that in chemistry this may be always the c¿se, This is true,
for nobody loew anything about the market potential of plastics before they were there,
and I think the same applies to transistors. In discussing innovation we should make a
clear distinction between basic inventions and incremental irurovations. What Mr. Van
der Meer just has said is true of course, but it is not the whole truth.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. It will surprise nobody, I think, that there are many ques-
tions on the papers of Minister Peijnenburg and Mr. Plattenteich. I will dose them
carefuIly, just to hold your attention. The first question is: Can you give a suggestion
for a model how to support unconventional research projects. Those who have to decide
about the support very often carmot evaluate the risks and the chance of success. The
second questlon runs: Could you e><plain \ryhat you mean with irurovation potential of
small and medium sized companies ? Do you think that measures for the stimulation of
innovation which are mostly directed at technological problems, are sufficient to help
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small or medium sized comparies in reaching a necessary level of innovation potential ?

(Plattenteich) I do ask myself what can be meant by unconventional research projects.
At the Ministry \rye are not afraid of unconventional research projects, we even welcome
them, provided they are scientifically interesting and worthwhile. It is exactly our task
to promote research projects that are not routine. We do not pretend to know all about
every scientific subiec!, so we have a number of experts who are consulted before final
decisions are taken. They give a recommendation and the Ministry decides on the basis
of the recommendation. Lastly, I would like to point out that, as far as rlsk and chance
are concerîed, the Ministry is in exactly the same positÍon as any commercial enter-
prise. We too have to decide turder uncertainties, and would there not be any risk in a
research proposal, I don't see why we should support it. It is a property of every good
research project that there are risks irr it, and a chance of failure.

(Ti:rdemans) The only remark I have to add is that finding a model for somettring un-
conventional sounds a bit contradictory; for the rest I agree completely with Mr. Ptat-
tenteich.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. Ttrere also was a second question.

(Plattenteich) As to the innovation potential of small and medium sized industries, the
most imporÞnt difficulty is to identify their real problems. We learned that from ex-
perience, and the first thing one has to do is to find out what kind of problems they
have: is it organlsational, financial or technological. Here one should be always on the
alert, as financial and organisational problems often pose as so-called technological
problems. So my answer is that technological assistance certainly is not all that is
needed.

(Van der Kerk) Has Dr. Tindemans a comment?

(Tindemans) Just a small one. I agree with Mr, Plattenteich that behind so-called
technological problems often lie financial, organisational or managerial problems.
Therefore I think that it is essential for small and medium-sized industries that the
assfstance based on transfer of technology or transfer of knowledge is integrated in a
complete advisory service. If one tries to tra¡rsfer loowledge from a research institu-
tion, be it TNO, a Pol¡rtechnical University or whatever else, to a firm, a good insight
into the real problems of the firm is essential. This is also borne out by the results of
a project, carried out jointly by TNO and the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the Project
for Industrial Irurovation in Holland.
Further, I would like to point out that there are large differences between various
firms, as there are firms in traditional industries and in very advanced industries.
Technological advice will have to be completely different for these two categories,
firms in the electronic sector should be dealt with in a quite different way than firms
in the, say, food sector.

(Van der Kerk) This fits in nicely with the next question to Mr. Plattenteich and Dr.
Tindemans: Iransfer of knowledge is essential for the grou.th of innovative develop-
ments. However, transfer of lcrowledge is hampered þ diverging interests in industry,
institutions and government institutions. How could this situation be bettered: by
professional organizations, by government stimulation or by other measures? We lsrow
that even wi{hin companies one has to deal wit}r the NlH-factor, the Not-Invented-Here
attitude. The transfer of an innovative idea from one department to another oflen is
made difflcult by a kind of mental resistance and the department that invented it origin-
ally hates to give it out of its hands to, for example, the development department. So

tlere are not only barriers between industry, government and government institutions,
but also within industry, where one would expect that all employees are working for a
common goal.
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(Plattenteich) I would say that it is not primarily the task of the government to organ-
ize the transfer of knowledge. This is the task of industry itself. What government can
do ls to promote the transfer of lcrowledge by various measures. We have advised
Goverrrment funded research centres to organize bureaus for the transfer of knowledge,
where ttrey offer their research results to industry, to go to the Hanover Fair and show
what they have to offer and to establish contacts in that way. But under the existing
economic system government does not want to take over the tasks of industry.

(Tindemans) I have another small comment. It is not quite clear to me whal is hinted
at in the question. Is it the psychological resista¡ce against working for industry, that
exists in universities, is it the difference in outlook between people working in industry
and in government? If that is what the question hints at, I would like to remark that the
situation seems to be changing compared with five or ten years ago. The present dis-
cussion in this country, and others too, about innovation and the promotion of ir¡rova-
tion is a witness to this new trend. We try to make the same point in our Memoraldum
on Innovation Policy, which will be presented around summer, and which will argue
that in this field the various groups in sociely should not be kept separate, as it is to
some extent a common effort.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. I gather that Dr. Prakke has a comment?

(Prakke) Yes, I would like to make a comment on transfer of technology, as it is an
area where there has been a considera.ble amount of research, at least in the US. One
of the most striking conclusions is that technology is not tra¡sferred by the prhted
word. It travels by people who get into personal contact with each other. [r the studies
imovators in firms were asked where they had obtained the ideas that led to successes,
and they could choose between books, data-banks, libraries, i¡-formation systems,
supplyers, vendors, colleagues, professors and so on. The resuLts show clearly that it
is almost never the printed word, it is almost always people who come face to face.
This is true to a very hþh degree in engineering, and even to a surprising degree in
science. These findings have led to the phrase that ttechnology travels on the hoofr.
Now I think that governments which wants to promote technolog¡r transfer, should bear
in mind these facts very well. They should not think in terms of data, but in terms of
people. They should promote by whatever means that technologists will meet face to
face and they should promote mobility in such a way that a person who wants to go to
another firm, does not loose the rights he has gained in his present job.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. There is a comment from Dr. Parurenborg, I think.

(Parmenborg) I thixk it is very useful to bring up the aspect of transfer of knowledge,
it is a very old point of course. The chairman remi-nded us of the tNlH factorr, and I
have often said myself that generation of new loowledge is useless unless you pay al-
most as much time and effort to the transfer of that new knowledge to the next address
as you have exerted in creating it. Ihowledge can be transferred and experience can
not, and in a cryptic way that is quite illustrative. This is something that is forgotten
quite often too.
Once the vice-president of an American corporation wrote an article about the difficul-
ties of transfer of larow-how and one of his essential statements was: If you wanb to have
effective transfer of know-how, donrt combine a geographical separation with an organ-
isational one. Under the roof of one organisation you can follow that rule. You have a
laboratory organisation and you lcrow that your customer, the product division or what
not, is at another location. If you want to transfer a systematic stream, you might con-
sider to post one or a few of your own experts on the premises of your in-house user in
order to promote transfer of knowledge. Vice versa, you might invite some people
from the next stage in the chain to work with you for some time. We must realize that
transfer of knowledge is indeed very difficult if you have to transfer it from one organ-
isation in'a certain location to another organisation in a different location. Why is that
so? It is because you use know-how always in a context. Everybody in an organisation
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lives and works under a set of constraining boundary conditions. These often are not
made explicit, but they are always there, and the sets of boundary conditions differ
from one location to another. Usually people don?t reafize that boundary conditions are
different for the next station. Now, if you talk about industrial iunovation, one set of
boundary conditions always has to do with economic evaluation and when you go through
the chain these economic boundary conditions become more strict all the timé. the -
research guy cannot understand why the development guy has not got the fantasy to see
the big invention, and the development guy does not know how restricted the factory
manager has to be to get the costprice down etcetera. It is not so much the know-how
in itself as the assessment of its value under different sets of boundary conditions
which is important. Anyone who manages a department should keep that in mind always.

(van der Kerk) Thank you very much. The next question is for Dr. Rothwell and Ít
says: In the paper Dr, Rothwell read, statistics on patents were mentioned for measur-
ing ù:novation activities or detecting new trends in technolog¡r. Do you think that our
existing Patent Offices could play a new or better role in this field? I would like to add
that this is an interesting question, as the present tasks of Patent Offices are being
questioned more and more. People say that almost everything has been invented al-
ready, especially in chemistry, and I know that it is becoming more difficult every
year to l¡rvent brand-new things that can be patented. So if there is a new task for these
very able organisations, it would be a good thilg.

(Rothwell) There are some American studies on patents, which we at the Science
Policy Research Unit Ín Sussex have found very useful as they tell something about the
direction of iüiovation. For example, a comparison of patents granted on the same
product in two countries gave some very interesting resr-¡lts. We found that in one coun-
try patents tended to be associated mainly with the production process, they were gear-
ed towards making the product cheaper and towards maximization of profits. Although
this was not neglected in the second country, the main thrust of their patents was to-
wards perform¿rnce maximization, to make the product beiter and more efficient in use.
When we looked up the trade figures, we found that the market share of the first coun-
try was declining and that of the second corurtry was increasing, which told us some-
thilg about the importance of performance maximization as a competitive d5zramic. The
problem is, however, that it is extremely difficult to get hold of this kind of facts about
patents, as they are simply deposited in a central office and you have to go there and
sort them out. That is rather time consuming. I do believe that patent offices could
play a more positive role by either makilg access easier or by publishing patent stat-
istics - patents produced in different sectors, the nature of the patents, whether you
cal classify them by major technological advance or minor technological advance, by
product improvement or process improvement and so on. The availability of this sort
of data would make the task of people like myself anyway much easier, but I also think
that it is valuable and very useful i¡Jormation.

(Van der Kerk) Thark you. The next question is for Dr. Tindemans. It says: Mr. Plat-
tenteich mentloned a number of facilities available in the Federal Republic of Germany.
Has the Dutch government the same facilities available for Dutch companies that have
developed an i¡novation a¡d need assistance irr putting it on the market?

(Tindemans) This question should be answered by a civil servant from the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, a¡d not by someone from the Ministry of Science Policy. I cannot
recite all the measures and facilities, but I believe that the Dutch government is quite
prepared to stimulate the later stages of the i¡novation chain. The Ministry of Econ-
omic Affairs can provide a whole package of advisory services, which has to do with
finaace, loans, guarantees and so on. Perhaps I may add that one of our reasons for
preparing the Memorandum on Irurovation jointly with the Ministry of Economic Affairs
is that we want to improve on the present situation whenever possible,

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. The next question is for Mr. Plattenteich and it comes
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from a colleague of his at the German Federal Ministry for Labour and Social Affairs.
It says: Our two Ministries are co-operating in the R & D programme rHumanization of
Working Conditions'. One of the main problems in this field is the transfer of R & D
results to the enterprises. This is an important question of innovation research too.
But you cannot use the instruments for innovation promotion in the field of better work-
ing conditions, because there you have to deal with other than economic factors only.
Sut the main social problems of +,,he future seem to lie in the field of working condl-
tions. Do you see a possibility for combining irmovation research with research for
better working conditions ?

(Plattenteich) I can answer with an unqualified 'yes'. The programme the two Minis -
tries are engaged upon, aims at improving the working conditions of the employees, of
the labourers, To ensure that this will be achieved, we have introduced a procedure
which is quite new and is not used in all other programmes executed by the Ministry.
The project starts and the money is granted only after the representatives of the em-
ployees of the firm have agreed to the project that will be executed. There is close co-
operatlon right from the start between the sponsors, the employers, the trade unions
and the employees. i think this is very important, because we are becoming aware more
and more of the social consequences of technological progress. Its results should be al-
so socially acceptable. When buying new equipment firms very often can have the most
modern machines that are friendly to working conditions at the same time. In this field
the co-operation of the trade unions is very important, and they are represented in the
varlous committees. Realty there is nothing veq/ new in this, as it is well known in many
branches of industry that an investment in good working conditions may have a ve4/
short pay-back perÍod, but it is still not known universally. The aim of the joint pro-
gramme of our two Ministries is to diffuse modern insights on ergonomics, work
satisfaction and so on as widely as possible, and I think it is a worthwhile aim.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you very much. The next question is for Dr, Prakke. It runs:
Does the author mean by government procurement the purchase of goods, services,
systems etcetera by government bodies on all levels ? If so, this could be better des-
crlbed by 'direct procurement'. Laws, local regulations, general measures and so on
also stimulate innovatfve activities and could be characterized as 'indirect procure-
mentt. The third recommendation given by Dr. Prakke is a typical example of indirect
procurement, but in my opinion direct procurement should have the first priority.
There is another question, quite short I think. úr his third recommendation Dr. Prakke
sald that technological innovatlon in the public sector is neglected. Could the author be
more specific and state in which sectors these neglects can be fou:rd, and could he give
some examples ?

(Pra}ùe) WelI, that is quite a bit. The first questlon is about terminology, and that is
a subject which can lead to endless discussions. Generally you can distingrrish between
government measures that promote innovation by subsidizing R & D and other measures,
In the last câtegory, you can distinguish between regulations, which forbid certain
things or prescribe that other things should be done in a certain way, and procurement,
which uses the market power of the government to buy goods of a certain quality. What
is meant in the question by 'direct procurement', I would call simply procurement, and
the 'indirect procurement' I would call regulation.
Procurement and regulation are tied together, as they are both expressions of govern-
ment demand or social demand, and in practice they cannot be distinguished as clearly
as I have done here. Government might use procurement to fight air pollution or to
promote energy conservation, which seem to be typical areas for regulation. Govern-
ments can use procurement for the development of demonstration projects or proto-
types, and afterwards can use these demonstration projects or prototypes as a basis
for thelr regu.Iations. As soon as a government has demonstrated that a car can be
buitt tÀat causes only a low amount of air pollution, it can say to the car industry: We
have shown that it can be done, now it is up to you to do it too, and from now on all
cars will have to meet these speciffcations. So governments cal combine procurement
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and regulations very effectlvely.

(Pannenborg) If I may, I would like to add something. In between direct purchasing and
regulations, mentioned by Dr. Prakke, there is a third type if you look at the procure-
ment behavlour of the various levels of government. As I said in one of my sfatements,
the lower levels usually are fragmented in their purchasing policy and this means that
the scale is often small. A concrete example is hospitals; you can modernize hospitals,
but who will take the initiative ? Here the government steps in with an innovative proto-
type, and once that has been done the idea is that the lower levels of public authorities
will follow that visible example in their purchasing policies. Then you have an interac-
tion between centralized and decentralized procurement.

(Prakke) Ttrank you. I still have to answer the second question which asks me to be
more explicit on what I mean by saying that the public sector is behind in technological
change. I did not give examples in the abstact that was ha¡ded out, but I did gave them
in my paper. There I mentioned publlc transportation showing fewer signs of rapid
technological change than private transport, namely the car. I compared the telephone
system with the development of computer terminals, and I pointed out that in the USA
they are using the rapid technological change in the field of computer terminals to en-
haace competition in the telephone sector. Other examples in my paper are block-heat-
ing versus individual central heating units in homes, and preventive health systems,
which typically are public, versus the development of medical drugs which are brought
on the market þ the pharmaceutical industry, You cannot really measure the rate of
technical progress fn both sectors with the same exactness, so it is a bit speculative,
but it is my impression that the public sector is behind in technologÍcal progress.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you, In the next question Dr. Rothwell is asked to comment on
three statements. The first is: A first and often forgotten condition for irurovation is
that the compâny applies the marketing concept instead of a product, a production or a
sales oriented concept. Second: With respect to innovation there is far too much em-
phasls on the technical product or production process. Possibilities for innovation in
lhe other marketing-mix i¡struments are underestimated, for instance, one could
follow a 'me too' policy for the product and innovate ln the other marketing elements.
Third: Small and medium-sized firms should make joint efforts, tnitially perhaps with
government help, to obtain continuous and adeqaute inJormation on markets and tech-
nical developments which might influence their business.

(Rothwell) Well, I agree that close attention to the market is an extremely important
condition for innovative success. If one looks at the statistics for successfuI and un-
successful irrnovations - and there have been quite a number of studies on thls topic -
one finds that 75Vo of successful imovations responded to a need of one sort or another.
So attention to the market is extremely lmportant. I agree again that too much atten-
tion to technical aspects can be dangerous, Irr fact, I recently heard an example of two
firms, one ln Euroþe and the other America, which both developed new switching devic-

"s, 
o"itrg similar tèchnologies fhat are quite radical in the technological sense. The

Europeaá firm spent a lot of time in explainlng to potential customers how brilliant the
new tìchnology was and how it worked. By doing so it may have frightened the custom-
ers a llttle ¡ä. fte American firm also went to its potential customers and said: Look,
we have a new device, it is faster and it uses less energy, And by the way, it incor-
porates a brand-new úechnology, but you don't have to worry about that because our in-
terface is compatible with the existing technology.
Needless to say, the American device took off much more rapidly than its European
counterpart, which in fact is yet to take off. So I agree that you can lay too much em-
phasis on technical aspects.
Lr t""ms of market strategy I think it depends to some extent on the nature of the tech-
nology whettrer one should 

-be first or second to market. When we did Project Sappho -
a comparative analysis of success and fallure in innovation - we fould that most
succe;sful chemical innovations were first on the market. If you have a process that
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produces a new chemical, or produces a loown chemical at lower cost, you loow that
there are immediate benefits to the potential buyer. If you can prove that the new pro-
cess is 20Vo cheaper, no potential customer will hang back, saying that maybe in two
years time there will be another process that will lcrock off 2570 of costs. I:r that situa-
tion first to market is a sensible policy.
But in scientific instruments there was some evidence to suggest that it was firms
second to market which tended to be more successful, The reason is that with scientific
l-nstruments you camot specify all needs of the users precisely. There is a great deal
of market segmentation, and a firm that is first on the market wiII not capture the
whole market, but only segments of it. For some firms it seemed to be a reasonable
strateg'y to hang back as soon as the prototype development stage had been reached and
\ryait to see how the market reacted to a simflar product of a competitor. The first
firm then could find out which points the users did not like, modify their own product
accordtngly and put it on the market sayiag that it would do the job better than the plon-
eering instrument. I¡ some cases that seemed to be a successful strategy. But you
cannot geîerãlize this;whether such a strategy will be successful depends on the firm,
on its R & D resources, on the structure of the market and on the nature of the tech¡ol-
ogy.
As regards joint efforts for small and medium-sized firms, that again is something I
will be talking about tomorrow. I think this is an area where governments can g'ive a
great amount of assistance, and ln fact it is an area where the Japanese are particular-
ly strong. For many years the Japanese government has supported collaborative efforts
in R & D, in purchaslng, in manufacture, in distribution and in collaborative exports,
And that has been extremely successful.

lVan der Kerk) Thank you, Dr. Rothwell. Then I have a question and a comment for
Dr. Tindemans. The question is: Could you describe in which way you erçect to realíze
an investigatlon on the selection of the professional areas on which fundamental and ap-
plled research should preferably be concentraed in the Netherlands ?

The remerk is directedto Minister Peijnenburg and says: It is a pity thatyou did not
menfiop this morning what the government is doing already in the fteld of innovation,
for example direct development credíts, indirect support to industrial projects on in-
ryatlon, the activlties of tåe Northern Development Company and so on,

(Tindemans) Let me start with the remark. I think everybody wiII realize that half an
hour is not very long if one wants to sketch - and Minister Peijnenburg wanted to do
that - tbe lines along which the future innovation policy of the Dutch government will
develop. There was no time to go deeper into details. The first question about the
selection of professional areas is quite Ímportant. The only thing I can say now is that,
after many talks with representatives from industry, the universities, the reasearch
system, other research institutlons and so on, \rye have the impression that a larger
orientation ls necessary. The question then is how one can achieve that. We expect
much from a working party which started its work recently and should sketch, as the
first part of its task, a model for the selection of areas, In an exercise such as choos-
ing professional areas there are a number ef imFort-ant problems: which professlonal
organisations, whlch industries and which service sectors should be involved, what
should be the balance between large and smaller industries, etcetera. We dontt expect
that the worklng party will have finished before the joint Memorandum of ü¡rovation
Polfcy will be publlshed, as it has a rather difficult task. In fact it has to prepare a
survey of the whole Dutch research system in consultation wfth all parties involved,
and to give a reasoned opinion on the fields where our research effort is not big enough
or, maybe, too large for a sm¡ll country like ours. We are very interested in the sub-
ject mentioned i¡ the question, but at the moment I hardly can say anymore about it
than I have just done.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. A glance at my watch has shown me that we have another
ten minutes and I intend to spend these on a fundamental question that easily could keep
us busy for the rest of the afternoon and the evening. The question says: It seems to
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me that government policy on technological change and inrovation is rather short to
medium term, and more of a following than of a leading nature. O¡re could imâg'ine a
more long-ralge strategy leading to a policy that promotes an irurovauive path to long-
term aims and objectives for a future society. To what extent long-term objectives ior
a future society are considered, and if they are, can you specify these?
It seems to me that this is a tough question.

(Plattenteich) Nevertheless, Mr. Chairm¡n, let me try to tackle it. I think it is a very
problematical question. Governments are unable to foresee tåe future from here to
eternlty a:rd, at least in my country, nobody pretends to be able to do so. on the other
hand, we should support those fields that promise to give results that may become im-
portant in the future, and we are trying to do just that by discussing trends with indus-
try very thoroughly. It fs not that civil sen¡ants are sitting in their offices and design
programmes on their own; mâny think so but it simFly is not true. Our programmes are
being developed in close consultations with industry and the scientific sommunlty,
and we hope that this combination of effort will enable us to chose the right tracks and
avofd the dead ends, not always, of course, but in a majority of cases. But one of tåe
problems is that science policy and research policy ls long-term. Quick results are
rare. A long breath is needed by everyone who has responsibility for R & D.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. Is there any other member of the panel who rilants to com-
ment ?

(Pannenborg) Yes I do, because actually I think that the assumption behind the question
is untrrre. Quite a lot of money is spent on very long-term projects in Europe. In the
Federal Republic of Germany a programme for a levitating traln has been supported for
many years. In several European countries there are huge programmes on breeder
reactors, and on fusion research which is not only of a fundamental nature but has an
applied consideration behlnd it. Now if we limlt ourselves to these two flelds of
research, the most optimistic time-horizon for large-scale application is at least forty
years distant, well into the next century. So I think that the statement that attention is
focussed on short-term objectives only, is plainly not true.

(Plattenteich) Thank you Dr. Pannenborg for giving the examples I was not quick
enough to present,

(Tindemans) I thtnk it is true that from the polltical side there is a certaln amount of
pressure for projects that will show results in short or medium term. I agree with
Mr. Plattenteich that this pressure should be resisted if the long-term significa:rce of
the research effort is promlsing. Dr. Parurenborg gave some examples where this
might be true, but I would like to add that they are in very speclfic areas. Short-term
thtnking is still dominant in many fields, but I would like to suggest that the trends are
changing, At our Ministry we understand the signs of the tlmes, and that is the reason
why Mr, Peijnenburg wanted to place the Dutch policy on innovation firmly against the
background of the longer-term technological, social and economic trends in society in
his paper this morning, One should really try to see things in perspective, to assess
what is going on elsewhere in the world and to draw the consequences from that. I
agree with Mr. Plattenteich that this should be done in close consultation with industry
and the scientlfÍc research establishment, but I would not like to leave the labour unions
out of tbat as they have an important say in it. Science policy and innovation policy are
long-term affairs and one should not expect results any mlnute.

(Van der Kerk) I have to thank the members of the panel for answering this tough
question in the way they did. I think it has been quite illunc-inating.
This, ladles and gentlemen, brings the panel discussion to a close,
How-ever, I would like to make a short comment, not as chalrman of the Conference,
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Research for úrdustrial IrurovatÍon *

Dr. J. G. Waller
National Research Development Corporation
London
U.K.

1. Introduction

In¡ovation in industry can be either of ¿ mejor variety, such as the introduction of a
new product or the adoption of a novel process for making m existirìg product, or it can
be of a lesser variety, such as marginal improvement of existing operations. The latter
sort is going on all the time and is perhaps not immediately obvious to the customer
unless he looks over a period of years at the change in the product or in the price he
pays for it. lrdeed many improvements do not alter the product at all, but do in fact
make ibs production easier or its properties more reliable. Nowadays much process
improvement may be towards the environmental effects and therefore to the benefit
of the community at large.

All of this innovative effort is based on research of some sort. I want to distinguish
between the sort of research carried out in industry for defined objectives, and the re-
search that is done in non-industrial establishments, such as universities, government
Iaboratories and to some extent, in sponsored research establishments. The applica-
tion of the first sort of research to industrial innovation should be fairly straightfor-
ward, in so far as the sponsor for the work knows what product or process improve-
ments he wishes to make and he should know as much as anyone about the economics
and the market factors. On the other hand, research in non-industrial establishments
is frequently carried out as a general study of some area of scientific interest, or at
least is set up against some general scientific objectives, such as a general study of
metal winning processes or of the biochemical properties of a raage of compou:rds.

It has to be admitted that the distinction I am making is not a hard and fast one. There
has always been a certain amotnt of relatively unaligned research in industry, although
of recent years this has diminished as industry has sought to obtain a better return on
its research investment. At the same time research supported by government depart-
ments and even that in universities has increasingly had to define the likely benefits to
be expected. I am, of course, speaking from experience of the activity i¡ the IJK but I
believe it has been happening in most countries.

However, in spite of the greater tendency of recent years for researchers in the non-
industrial sector to have to define the likely benefits of their proposed work to those
who finance them, there remains the problem of how results of this work can be trans-
lated to the industrial environment. In the IlK, it has for the past 30 years been the
responsibility of the National Research Development Corporation to assist in this
translation, although it does not by any means claim to be the only cha¡nel through
which results of work in universities or government establishments can be developed
in industry.

2. National Research Development Corporation

At this stage, it will be helpful if I give a brief outline of the activities of NRDC. I \À/ill
then give some examples of situations within my own field, that of Industrial Chemistry,
of how work ln non-industrial establishments has been or is being developed for and by
industry.

* The views expressed in this paper are those of the aulhor, and not necessarily those
of NRDC.



NRDC was established 30 years ago under the Development of Inventions Act, 1948.
This Act required the new Corporation to be responsible for the development or ex-
ploitation of inventions in the public interest. The Corporation was embodied in a
Board of Directors, mostly non-executive, and appointed by the appropriate Govern-
ment Minister from industry, commerce ald academic life. The Corporation had the
facility to borrow up to a certain limlt from Government to get the activities started,
but it was always intended that ultimately it should be selfsupporting.
There have been a number of amending Acts of Parliament, but the terms of reference
of NRDC are still essentially the same. One effect of these amending Acts has been to
raise the Corporation's borrowing limit from the original Ê5m. to 950m. in 1965. Also
in 1965, NRDC was given wider powers to support research work that was likely to lead
to useful inventions.

The activities of NRDC have always been seen as divided between a licensing function
and a funding fimction. The first derives from the fact that many of the inventions made
by university workers in the UK and by inventors in government establishments are
assigned to NRDC. The Corporation then becomes responsible for obtaining appropriate
patent protection (or other protection if appropriate), for licensing such inventions to
industry, for policing the patents etc. The second function - the fundíng ftrnction - in-
volves mainly provision of high-risk finance for development of inventions, either by
sharing the cost of development with an industrial company or by funding further
studies of an invention that is considered to be immature but potentially interestbg.
Where the funding Ís vr/ith an industrial organisation it may be related to the Companyts
own invention, to an invention it has licensed independently from a third party or to an
invention llcensed by NRDC.

Perhaps it will help to demonstrate these activities by reference i,o a few tables and
figures showing the performance of NRDC. Firstly, some idea of the licensing activi-
ties can be seen in Table 1 which shows generalised statistics about numbers of patents
held and of licences in existence. Irr technical terms these cover all of techaology as
can be seen from the breakdown related to the executive Groups irr NRDC (Tabte 2).
The most important in terms of revenue earning potential are listed in Table 3.

The extent of the ftmding activities of NRDC is shown in Figures I and 2, which re-
present in histogram form the numbers of projects and the sums invested in two sorts
of projects. The first is for "Industry Projects" where NRDC shares costs with an in-
dustrial company for development of an invention in which the Company owns rights.
The second relates to "Licensing Projectsr', where NRDC is supporting development
of its own invention, either by further fundinC in the inventing establishment or by shar-
ing investment with an industrial license. As can be seen, in the second category are
included some subsidiary compaaies since on occasion, it has proved desirable to form
new companies to exploit some novel technology.

Finally to round off this brief outline of the operations of NRDC it may be useful to
consider the Corporation's Income and Expenditure data for the past eight years (Figure
3). This summarises the totaliby of NRDC activities. As some indication of important
NRDC achievements, some examples in the Chemical and Biochemical flelds are shown
in Tables 4 and 5.

3. Research-based Innovation

I want now to concentrate on the development of novel ideas arising from non-industrial
sources. Of course the first problem is to identify promising ideas and this has to be
the result of a combination of alertness by inventors, liaison activity by NRDC staÍf and
the furctioning of certain formal functions in various establishments which require
them to inform NRDC of inventions. By one means or aaother, at some stage NRDC
executive staff are able to identify ideas that seem especially promising but which are
judged to be too immature to offer to industry. Such cases will then be subjected to
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more detailed study to establish their novelty, their potential utility and the likely size
of the market. This stage frequently involves expenditure of small sums of money on
patent searching and possibly larger sums to enable the inventor, or someone else to
do work to identify the breadth of the invention. As a result of this work, it is possible
to decide that a particular case may deserve more extensive funding and this may be in
industry, in the inventing establishment, in some other independent establishment, or
possibly some combination of these. The best way to understand this procedure will be
to give a few examples ald I have chosen some case histories from within my own
field, that covered by the [rdustrial Chemistry Group of NRDC. These are as follows:-
1. Alkali-resistant glass fibre
2. High modulus polyethylene fibre
3. Flotation column
4. Monocrystalline semi-conductors
5. Silicon nitride
Only three of these examples have yet reach a fully commercial stage and for the other
two it is too soon to say how successful the work has been. Of course, some inventions
can be licensed directly to industry and there are many examples in the NRDC portfolio
of this license activity without any associated ftrnding.

1. Alkali-resistant glass fibre

The original i:rvention from which this work derives was made in 1966 by Dr. Majumdar
at the Building Research Station of the IIK Department of the Environment. Dr. Majum-
dar had been interested in the possibility of using glass fibre to reinforce cement. How-
ever, it is common knowledge that:
(a) ordinary glass is attacked by alkall, and
(b) ordinary cement is alkaline.
Prior to Majumdarrs work, the main attack on this problem had been by way of modify-
ing the cement and there had been a lot of work on combining ordinary 'tE glassil fibre
with non-alkaline cements. Dr. Majumdar set about findlng a glass composition that
was firstly resistant lo the alkali content of cement and secondly capable of being
fibrized. By 1966, he was sufficiently confident for NRDC to be able to file a patent
application a.nd publicise his results to industry.

Not surprisingly, the building industry was on the one hand excited about the possibility
of manufacturing relatively light-weight cement components, without the weight arrd
corrosion problems of using steel reinforcement, and on the other hand worried about
using components in buildings that were expected to last for many decades, at a time
that life testing had been possible for only about a year. At this stage NRDC had provid-
ed a small sum of money to enable Majumdarts team to have a substantlal quantity of
glass fibrized by a commercial company.

Early attempts to license the invention were difficult because of the uncertainty about
market acceptabiliiy. Eventually, Pilkington Ltd, one of the major UKglass companies,
acquired a licence and embarked on a detailed study of the technical problems and of
the market prospects. In this early work, close collaboration was established between
the inventorrs establishment, where there was considerable expertise ln the problems
of the building industry, and Ptlkingtonrs who were, of course, very experienced in
glass technology. NRDC took an active role in securing this collaboratlon as this sort
of contact between inventor and developer is essential for good technology transfer.
Within about two years lt was apparent to Pilkiagtonts that the potential market for this
new materlal was very large indeed, but full development would involve a substa¡tial
programme aimed not only at the commercial production of glass fibre but also at
developing applications and methods of production of cement composites. The Company
felt that the technolog¡r was too risky for it to commit funds at the level that appeared
to be needed and at this stage, NRDC agreed to fund 50Vo of the costs of the first
Ê1.5m. progr¿unme. Close collaboration with Dr. Majumdar and his colleagues con-
tinued.



Now, some seven years a.fter this substantial programme was started, the product is
being marketed world-wide as CemFil. The NRDC investment is now being repaid by
means of a lely on sales of glass fibre. Glass reinforcement cement (GRC) is truly a
new material for the construction iadustry that gives many interesting possibilitles for
designers and architects.

2. High-modulus polyethvlene fibre

My second example has not yet reached a commercial stage, and may never do so. It
concerns research in progress at the University of Leeds, in the Physics Department
on the drawing of fibres from high-density polyethylene (HDPE). Professor Ward has
shown that by careful definÍtion of raw material properties especially the molecular
weighi and of fibre drawing conditions, it is possible to attain a high degree of polymer
alignment and thereby produce fibres of high modulus. Furthermore, the methods used
should be relatively easy to tra¡slate into commercial practice, because no special
equipment is likely to be required.

The original fundamental work was funded by the Science Research Council, which is
continuing to fund these studies. NRDC decided that the products could be of consider-
able importance, since moduli of the order of 70GPa at 0. 1/e strain could be made.
These values are close to those for glass on a weight basis. It was therefore aruanged
for NRDC to fund an agreed programme at the University. The aims of the NRDC-
fimded work at Leeds Univerìity are firstly to scale up the fibre production to 300m/hr,
secondly to consider applications to other pol¡rmers and thirdly to consider how the
process might be converted to a production process. It also appeared desirable to con-
sider the production of the material in forms other than fibre, such as tape, and film.
To do this it was decided to involve industrial compaaies; licence options were negotiat-
ed with a number of companies who wished to study applications of the University ideas
in their own fields. These fields did not essentially overlap and during this option period
the organisations co-operated to some extent in the development.

As a result of the work in the University and in industry, the system is now much better
understood than formerly. So far, two novel products that may find some limited com-
mercial use have been identified but no commercially viable products that have any
substantial market potential have emerged. This is for a number of reasons that were
not obvious at the outset. Work is continuing at the University arrd in the laboratories
of at least two of the optionees and some promising leads are being followed up.

I do not want to say more about the technology but would like to point out that this
scheme for exploitation, involving parallel development programmes in a university
and the laboratories of one or more companies, does lead to a situation in which any
techno-commercial breakthrough can be followed up quickly. Selection of suitable com-
panies, having the right attitudes and abilities, and establishment of mutually accept-
able option and licence terms are clearly very important.

3. Flotation column

My third example is quite different and takes us a'ùr'ay from materials science to pro-
cess plant development.

I¡r the mineral processing industry, one important method of separating different
species of material in a fine ground raw material is by producing a froth and, by selec-
tion of appropriate additives, arranging that one class of material is wetted by the
liquid, while the other is carried up in the froth. Traditionally, this proces is operated
in flotation cells in which froth is created at the base by air injection and the hydro-
phobic material carried up in the froth is removed at the top. The hydrophilic material
collects at the bottom but there is little counter-currenb washing effect. Mr. Dell a!
Leeds University showed that it was possible to create a counter-current washing ef-
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fect by using a much taller colurnn of fluid th¡n usual and by arranging a series of
baffles, or separators, so that the froth flowed up in a series of stages.

In 1974, NRDC provided finance for the University to build a laboratory cell a¡d when
this operated satisfactorily, a small five-cell unit was constructed a¡d demonstrated
for cleaning coal-washing tailings at a colliery. The demonstration was successful but
it was still not possible to interest any IIK company to license the technolog¡r on ac-
ceptable terms.

There are special problems with process plant developments, at any rate in the IlK.
Firstly, it is not always clear that the plant manufacturer gets the benefit of the de-
velopment of a new piece of equipment. Secondly, the mineral processing industry ls
not always willing to commit itself to buy some novel plant until it has been developed
to the stage at which the seller has reliable aad reproducible equipment available.
Thirdly, many of the companies involved are small. Added to all this, apart from coal,
there are few mineral extraction i:rdustries in the IIK and there is clearly an adva¡tage
in having the first use close to the development base.

The solution for this particular example has been to work with a small but important
supplier to the LIK coal industry and for NRDC to provide a substantial proportion of
the cost of producing a commercial prototype that will be operated on stream at a
National Coal Board site. The Company chosen will have a licence but NRDC will seek
at least one other licensee, capable of operating internationally in the broad mineral
processing field. During all this, close liaison is being maintained with the inventor
and his colleagues in the Mineral Sciences Department at the Universlty of Leeds,
where there is much knowledge of the mineral industry, world-wide.

4. Semi-conductors

My fourth example concerîs a companyrs own development programme, but involves
close liaison with research at Government establishments.

Metals Research Ltd. is a compâny that originated as a supplier of very pure metals
in monocrystalline form, mainly to academlc customers. It has grown to a substantial
and successful company, now a part of Cambridge lrstruments Ltd. It produces a range
of special crystals, equipment for growing arrd handlflg crystals' and for studying
crystals and other materials. Amongst its products is the Qua¡timet image analysing
system.

Some years ago, the Company entered the field of electronic materials and acquired
a licence from the IfK Minlstry of Defence to build the particular design of Czochralski
crystal puller that had been developed at the Royal Radar Establshment (now RSRE) at
Gt. Malvern.

In 1970 further development at Gt. Malvern showed that i¡ addition to being able to pull
the range of oxide crystals then available a special modification could be made to pull
gallium arsenide and gallium phosphide, important new semi-conductors, of special
Ínterest for making light emitting diodes and other devices.

It was soon clear that there were two important fields for commercial development.
The first concerned the size of crystals that could be grown. In 1971 crystals weighing
about 50g. about 3 cm ln diameter and up to about 10 cm long, were being produced.
Since much of the ingenuity of the process was in controlling the initial stages of the
growth of a single crystal, there was clear advantage in making the crystal as large as
possible, as well as the usual advantages of scale. The second developmeut required
related to crystal shape. The early crystals had quite unpredictable profiles and there
was much potential advantage in being able to maintain a constant diameter.
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It was therefore agreed for NRDC to support the development of a much larger puller
(the ttMelbourne" puller) capable of growing semi-conductor crystals, especially gal-
Iium arsenide and phosphide, of up to 8.5 cm diameter and up to 50 cm long. Tech-
niques for diameter control were studied as well as various anci'Ilary topics like pro-
duction of cheap polycrystalline raw material. At the same time, work was in progress
at RSRE þth at Gt. Malvern and at Baldock) to improve the diameter control by con-
tinuous weighing.

Most of these aspects of the development have been successful. The Company is now
selling pullers and crystals world-wide.

5. Silicon nitride

My last example is another novel material, and its commercialisation has involved
another scheme avallable to NRDC - the setting up of a development company. Silicon
nitride is a hard, refractory material that can be produced in a form suitable as an
englneering material. It is made either by hot-pressing of silicon nitride powder or by
reaction-bonding, in which blocks or shapes of silicon powder are nitrided. An interest-
ing variant of the reaction bonding process involves production of billets of partially-
nitrided silicon powder that have su-fficient strength to be handled. Suitable shapes are
then made by machining or grinding and when these are further nitrided at high tem-
perature and pressure, the products are formed with excellent dimensional stability,

Much of the early work was done at the Admiralty Research Laboratory at Poole, but
there was no UK company suitable equipped or willing, to undertake commercial
development. In 1970, NRDC was instrumental in forming a new company, Advanced
Materials Engineering Ltd (AME) to undertake the development. It included, as equity
holders, British Leyland, who were developing a silicon nitride rotary heat exchanger
for a gas turbine vehicle, Royal Doulton Co., a major UK ceramics company, Clarke
Chapman Ltd, a boiler and heat exchanger company, and Rausom Hoffinan & Pollard
Ltd, Much of the sophisticated early development work was done by the Atomic Energy
Research Establishment at Harwell which was also represented on the Board of AME.

The major development work in the first year or two of the existence of AME was for
the production of a rotary heat exchanger, comprising a honeycomb structure. It was
made of reaction bonded silicon nitride because of the need for high temperature
operation, with adequate resistance to thermal shock, combined with mechanical
strength. In the event, the targets set for this product were not met and Íts develop-
ment has to be described as a failure. However, during the work on the heat exchanger,
a number of other products were considered and the company has, under a somewhat
diJferent ownership, continued to develop the production of a range of engineering pro-
ducts. The Company now has Allied Insulation Ltd as its mâjor equity holder and is
establishing itself in the production and sale of products like welding nozzles, hard-
ware for handling of molten metals and items for production of semi-conductors.

6. General conclusions

I have summarised five case histories that have involved the development in industry
of inventions from non-industry sources. It may help to consider Table 6, which
presents an outline of how each case was handled.

The reasons for the different approaches relate largely to the stmcture of the industry
in each field. Thus, for alkali-resistant glass fibre, there were UK companies who
were domfnant in production of glass fibre and one was chosen as the most suitable
partner, The work on high modulus polymer fibres pointed to a range of possible pro-
ducts and collaboration with several partners in development appeared more approp-
riate than some totally exclusive arrangement. Process plant development has its own
special problems, which resulted in an arrangement not dissimilar to that used for
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TABLE

Summary of the Five Case Studies

NRDC involvement

Project Patent

Funding in
inventing
establish- Funding in
ment industry

Company con-
tribrtion

Equity
holdi-ng

Alkali-resis-
tant glass fibre
HDPE

Flotation
column

Semi-conduc-
tors
Silicon nitride

:t Funding

Furding

Funding

Funding

Equity

alkall-resistant glass fibre, but without an exclusive licensee. The semi-conductor
development has been a normal industrial joint venture for NRDC but special attention
has been paid to secure the help of relevant UK Government laboratories. Finally, for
the silicon nitride development, it was necessary to form a company specifically úo do
the work.

Of course, the simplest arrangement of all is to grant one or more licences to approp-
riate companies and leave them to undertake all development work.

One factor tåat is common to all of these examples is that there are risks involved in
doing the development work. Some of these risks are:-

L. A promising research idea may work well on the bench but canrot be scaled-up for
commercial use

2. Economic factors that can be determined only after development are unJavourable

3. The market mry be too small or too late

The scale of these risks, especially the technical risk combined with market uncer-
Ïainty', probably dictates the level of funding that is needed from outside sources, like
NRDC.

In addition, a real problem in all cases involves what is called "technology transfer".
Much of what is written about technology transfer applies to the problems of selling
advanced products to underdeveloped countries. In the sort of technology transfer
that I am talking about, the problem is relatively simple; all that is usually needed
is adequate contact behveen the two groups of people so that the ones who have done
the earlier work ca¡r work beside those who are taking it on. In almost every case,
diffl.aulties (large or smâIl) arise that are not dispelled until this sort of contact has
been established.

Generally, there will always be some inventions from university and government
sources that can form the basis of industrial innovation. The best ones will find suit-
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I¡unovation in the Chemical Industry

Dr. H. Dörfel
Head of the Plastics Laboratory of the Badische Anilin und Sodafabrik Aktiengesell-
schaft (BASF)
Ludwigshafen
Federal Republic of Germany

Ladies and Gentlemen:

The chemical industry, aiter a very modest start 100 years ago, has become a pillar
of industrial production and helped to satisfy manrs elementary needs. Its annual turn-
over of more than DM 90 thousand million in the Federal Republic of Germany accounts
for instance for more than 10 Vo of t'oÃL industrial produclion.

The chemical industry has developed by confinuously renewing and improving its prod-
ucts and processes, in other words, it has constantly provided innovations. In¡ovation
is indissolubly linked with the rise of the chemical industry to the importance it has
today. Particularly qualitative, but also qualtitative, growth is a direct consequence
of numerous processes.

Unlike most of our other industries, the chemical industry did not primarily arise out
of crafts and trades, but is the result of consistent translation of scientific research
data into commercial-scale practice.

New developments ùl the chemical industry were characterized by a scientific, sys-
tematic approach and were much less the result, as was the case in many other indus-
tries, of mere empirical experimentation. Once the scientific theoretical principles
underlying the laws of chemistry had been worked out, new developments were made
more quickly and often represented a big leap forward.

E. G. after the increase in our basic knowledge of the nature and structure of organic
compounds made by Berzelius, Wöhler and Kekulé in the first half of the 19th century,
orgaaic chemistry developed extremely rapidly and successfully.

Stages and innovation passes through in chemistry

What stages do i¡novations, i.e., the sum of all the scientific, technical and commer-
cial steps by means of which new products are introduced into the market or novel
processes or plants are operated on an industrial scale, pass through in the chemiaal
industry? (Figure 1)

In chemistry too, the starting-point is the birth of an idea: in corporate research work,
in cooperation with uriversities and scientific institutes or in the literature new chemic-
al and technological possibilities are recognized which promise a considerable im-
provement in existing products or processes, or the creation of completely ne\M pro-
ducts or processes, in other words, which open up nev/ prospects. At the same time,
new market needs or long-standing market needs unable to be satisfied by previous
expertise are investigated with a view to determining whether they can be met by the
new possibilities.

Combination of these factors gives a number of project ideas from which the most
promising for the company are selected and pursued as projects. I.rr applied research,
a concept for these projects is first drawn up, and solutions are then systematically
played through, if possible on a laboratory scale.

If the new product can be ma¡ufactured, or the new process camied out, it is usually
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Stages of an innovation in the chemical industry [1]
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translated to commercial scale via a pilot plant stage, always assuming the market
need still exists. Activities in the s}.nthesis of new products are complemented by ap-
plication and field tests for products, or by an accurate evaluation of the economics of
a neì¡/ process.

If all the results are positive, a production plant is constructed and the product in-
troduced to the market.

Social changes - part of the general conditions influencing chemistry

úr what way do changes in society influence these innovation processes in the chemical
industry? As is the case with every branch of industry and indeed every activity the
chemical industry was from the outset dependent on fundamental environmental factors,
on general conditions. It was only able to develop within the limits of these general
conditions. (Figure 2).

For the chemical industry, these conditions have changed to a greater or lesser extent
in different countries at different times. Changes in these conditions have doubtless
always been also influenced by changes in society in the country of the chemical indus-
try in question, or in countries supplyiag raw materials, countries takùrg chemical
products, and the countries where the most inportant competitors operate. Thus,
wherever changes in society occur, they are parl of the ever-changing conditions in-
fluencing the chemlcal industry ârrd, w-ith it, chemical i¡novation.

As changes in society throughout the world are extremely difficult to assess, but have
an effect in one way or a¡other on the chemical industry and thus on chemical innovation
in a country or economic area, I would for the purposes of this paper like to employ
ihe fotlowing method to elucidate the connections between changes in society and chemic-
al i¡novation: irinovation in the chemical industry of a country or economic area w-ill be
considered in its dependence on the change there in important general conditions for the
chemical industry, particular atlention being paid to changes in socieby as part of these
general conditions.

Chemistry irurovations have themselves, however, considerable changed fundamental
conditions in various areas of life and have thus definitely cuased chalges in society.

For example, the effective control of infectious diseases with drugs revolutionized
medicine, and the use of artificial fertilizers and crop protection agents enabled agri-
cultural production to be spectacularly increased and rationalized, followed by radical
changes in the structure of many countries.

Difficult problems solved by chemical i¡novation in the past

Chemical imovation, which has always stood at the centre of raw material, energy,
environmental and social problems, has in the past proved to be an excellent tool for
mastering difficult problems which were detrimental to, and even seriously threatened,
the life of man. When chemical innovation is considered at close range, it will be seen
that it has itself adapted surprisingly quickly to changes in the conditions affecting the
chemical industry, in other words, has been able to provide successful solutions to the
problems at hand by changing its own starting position. This valuable adaptability instils
us with the hope that chemical in¡ovation ü¡ill in future too be able to make an important
contribution to the solution of difficult problems facing markind. (Figure 3).

May I first, however, recall a few importaat examples from the past.

Justus von Liebigts well-known investigations into the constituents ofplants and their
occurrence in the soil led to the realization that the increased cultivation of field
crops - necessary as a result of the increasingly rapid population growth - without
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Diffieriii problerns eclved by chemica! innovations in the past

Problem Solution provided by chemical innovat¡on

o rapidly growing world - use of fertilizers (phosphates,
population; poorer potassium salts)
yieicis from deficient - bindìng of atmospheric nitrogen (NH3)

soiis - croP Protection agents

- oral contraceptives

c inrelti¡ns dìse¿ses - chemotherapeutics, antibiotics etc
o scarcity oÍ ¡'r,bber * synthetìc rubber
o scarc L)î sllií ii. tibi'e j - :--eili'losìc and synthetic fibres
o s:a:li!;,cf L;t - coal hydrogenation

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Figure 5
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sufficiently long intervals leads to exhaustion of the soil of important elements such as
phosphorus, potassiuÍI and nitrogen, which are essential for plant growth. These ele-
ments are removed to an increasing extent with the harvested crop. As urba¡ization
grew, flush toilets were introduced and municipal sewage was discharged into rivers,
the natural recycling of these elements to the soil functioning in the country via the
field cropfood-natural fertilizer-soil chain became increasingly disrupted.

By fertilization with phosphoric acid and potassium salts it was possible to increase
continually the yield in deficient soils. The big drop in fertilizer production in Germany
in 1917 and 1918 - phosphate production was only a tenth of the 1913 volume - was one
of the main reasons for the 1918 famine which claimed many victims in Germany.
(Figure 4).

Flnally, however, fertiLization with naturally occurring phosphates and potasslum salts
was no longer adeqaute for feeding the growing population. In his famous Essay,
Malthus prophesied that ma¡kind was doomed to die of starvation. The soil was lacking
in fixed nitrogen, an essential component of proteins a¡d nucleic acids, those classes
of suhstances to which processes incidental to organic life are in particular linked.

Since 1913, ammonia has been produced on a large scale by the catalytic reaction of at-
mospheric hitrogen with hydrogen under high pressure in accordance with the llaber-
Bosch process. The ammonia produced in this way has been used especially for manu-
facturirg fertillzers. Ammonia production started in Ludwigshafen in 1913 with 9,000
tonnes; at the end of the twenties, as much as 400,000 tonnes of fixed nitrogen was
beirg used per year in fertilizers in Germany.

completely lew high-pressure technology had to be developed for the ammonia syn-
thesis. The big hþh-pressure reactors, 20 metres long and having an l¡ternal dia-
meter of 2 metres, weigh 300 tonnes and have to be manufactures by a special strip-
winding process from special steel strip.

This important technological innovation started a chain of further chemical innovations.
In 1920, Matthias Pier reacted, in the Ludwigshafen pilot plant for the ammonia syn-
thesis carbon monoxide wlth hydrogen at 200 atmospheres with zinc chromate as cãta-
lyst, and obtained methanol in good yields; at elevated temperature, methanol and
hþher alcohols were obtained. Methanol is discussed in our days as fuel for auto-
matives.( Flgure 5).

Asearlyasthetwenties, ashortageof oilwasfearedintheu.s.A.;in192?, u.s. oil
reserves were estimated to last for only another 7 years. Considerable interest was
therefore ¿¡err,csd by a new process being developed at that time in Germany for the
manufacture of hydrocarbons from coal. h the same pilot plant, in which tñe ammonia
a¡d methanol synthesis had been worked out, Pier hydrogenated coal-tar obtained from
low temperature processes and then coal itself. On lhe bäsis of this and other work,
up to 6 million tonnes a year of synthetic fuel was manufactured from coal during the
Second World War in Germany.

The further development of this hþh-pressure technology for pressures up to 3,000
atmospheres a¡d above later made the high-pressure põIymerization of et-hylené to
polyethylene possible.

Chemical and medical research has had a partlcularly beneficial effect in the improve-
ment in mants state of health. An lmportant contribution to checkÍng previously rvide-
spread infectious diseases was made with the development and intrõ'duction of á number
of extremely effective new drugs such as chemotherapeuticals, antibiotics, etc. 'fn Lg27
inGermany, infectiousdeseasesaccou¡rtedfor2OVoof aUdea[hs;in1gZ6, for onlyL/61.
(Figure 6). Durlng the same period, manrs average llfe expect¿rncy rose from sz ø zr.
In the tropical countries, the extremely poor staté of healt-h of the population was im-
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Decrease in moftality due to
infections diseases as a conse-
quence of significant progress
in pharmaceutical and medical
research [2]

61 66 70 71 7157ßg7 38

death due to infections d¡seases
per 1 00,000 inhabitants

Figure 6

Change in important conditions
affecting chemistry

Adaptation by innovation

cheaper oil after 1 950

rapid growth of industrial production

o increasing need for chemical products

. scarcity of labour

o r¡se ¡n wage costs

a r¡se in cap¡tal costs

Figure 7

feedstock switched from coal to oil:

cheap organic chemicals and polymers

- new efficient processes

- automated processes and

- measuring methods

-big single-line production plants
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plored fiy the development of numelous specific tìrugs loi tlopical diseas¿s,

.tclaption by innovatiops to changes in the gener4l conditions influenl'ing qhqmistry

Everr Ín the relatively stable phase ot'industrial growth in th¿ fifties and sixties, che

chernical industry, as a result of Íts in¡ovative capabilities, quickly adapted to ilie
changirg conditions for its own âctivities.

With cheap oil in sutTicient supply, processes for ihe produciion of organic chenicals
aud poll'rners soon switched to oil and natural gas feeclstocks. The heavy demand for
ctrernical products created by vigorous economic growth was able to be met by the
introducbion of efficient new processes. ScarciÍy of labour and the rapid rise irt waga
bills were countered by lhe developrnen! of subsfaÀtially äutomatèd plarrrs arrd .irerisdí-
ilg meihods. (Figure 7).

I¡novations in polymerfc organic materials

The immense increase in plastics production made possible by numerous innovations
in the field of macromolecular chemistry was encouraged as oil products from the
growing petrochemical industry becarne cheaper and cheaper, (Figure 8),

hr this growth period, plastics, illus¡ra¡ed here by the polyoletiles, dropped trenen-
dously in price. Because of their cheapness ¿nd thei¡ superior pro¿essùE and perlur'
rrÌance properties, they in many cases replaced tr¿ditir.¡naÌ m¿terials such as paper,
cardboard, wood and, flnally, metals. The variety of plastics manufactured urade
completely new uses and technologies possible. The production of organic polymers
- presently running at more than 40 million tons per year - corresponds in volurne [o
about 300 million tons of steel. (Figure 9) .

The use of organic polymers revolutionized the packaging, storage arrd distr'ib(ltioii vI
goods, the textile-industry, and brought advarrtages for the buildiq and ftu'niture ür*
drrstries, the motor industry, electrical and ruech¿urical errgirieelirrg, the surl¿ce
coatings sector, paper finishÍng, the âdhesive lndustry, etc. (I;'igrrre 10).

There is today practically no area of human activity which does not use synthetic or-
ganic polymers created by chemical research in the last 4 decades. Without them, the
standard of living which we and critics of plastics have become accustomed to would be
unthi¡kable. This will be particularly apparent if we try to imagine what the conseqren-
ces and changes for our clvilization would be if all synihetic polymers, not to mentlon
all chemical products, were suddenly to disappear.

\ilhen, in 1973, in addition to other negatively changing conditions for the chemical in-
dustry, oil and energy prices suddenly rose as a result of political and social changes
in the oil-producing courrtries, numerous ir¡novations were made to counter their
effects:
- new processes with higher yields and less waste products
- neìü processes using no auxiliaries
- new and more efficient products to save raw materials
- new processes requiring less energy
- energ'y ltnk-up and utilization of energy from waste incineration in chemical plants.

For economic reasons, it has always been an important research goal to develop pro-
cesses with high yields, low energy requirem.ents and as low a¡ auxillaries consump-
tion as possible. For instance, the energy consumption in the manu-facture of ammonia
has been reduced in the last 60 years from g0 times to twice the theoretical value.
(Figure 11).
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Plastics consumption in the western world

Polyolefine prices
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does not employ synthetic polymeric materials [2]

The most important areas are:

transport
biulding
furnishing
household effects
sport and leisure pursuits
clothing
packaging
adveftising

Figure 10

medicine and surgery
communications
astronautics
surface coating
adhesion
industrialequipment
electrical engi neering

Chemical innovations saving raw materials and energy

. new processes with higher yields, without auxiliaries
a new energy-saving processes, extensive energy link-up
o recycling of chemical products
a new, improved more economical products
o further substitution of conventional materials by

organic polymers
o heat insulation for buildings by polymeric foams

Figu.re 11
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In one of the works of the big chemical companies, the proportion of energy obtained
from waste heat and combustion of wastes rose from 12 Vo of tfie total energ-y consumed
in 1965 to 27 % in 1976; in absolute figures, the amount of energy recovered from waste
heat almost quadrupled.

As ls readily apparent from a comparison of the energy requirements of traditional
mass products and those of synthetic polymers, the latter have, by replacing tradition-
al materials, helped us to save an extraordinary amount of energy in the past and will
continue to do so in future. As energy gets scarcer and more expensive, this indisput-
able advantage will even more heavily favour synthetic organic materials in future, and
open up further possibilities for replacing traditional energy-intensive materials, es-
pecially metals. (Figure 12).

The organic polystyrene and polyu.rethane foams which have been developed in the last
3 decades possess excellent thermal insulation properties and are being increasingly
used for the insulatÍon of buildings.

There are considerable opportunities for saving the energy used in heating and cooling
here, because as much as 2l Vo of all our petroleum products is used for heating and
airconditioning bulldings.

Finally, the protection of metals against corrosion by new and improved s1'nthetic sur-
face coatings should not be forgott€n. The protection of many millions of car bodies
and other steel products against corrosion helps to save a large amount of steel, and
thus energy, each year.

To summarlze, it rrray be said that numerous chemical innovations are today directed
to the conservation of raw materials and energy. Fortunately, higher yields and lower
energy requirements are also advantages for our environment.

Negative changes tn the conditions affecting chemistry

The special situation of the chemical industry and thus of chemical irulovation in our
time is (attributable to the fact) that the favourable conditions for the chemical industry
existing in the fifties and sixties took a negative turn from the beginning of the seven-
ties. T,lle accumulation of several negative influences has had a particularly unfavour-
able effect.

Environmental problems

Although the emission of harmful substances by natural phenomena is much greater
than that from human activity, reinforced efforts - investments and innovations - were
doubtless necessary in conurbations (due in part to the rapid rise in the production of
chemicals) in order to control better the factors influencing the environment. (Figure
13).

Downriver of Ludwigshafen there is a mammoth treatment unit which cost DM 450 mil-
lion to build, where BASF effluents and those from the towns of Ludwigshafen and
Frankenthat are purified. The plant costs about DM 70 million a year to run. (Figure 14).

These defensive investments were in part caused by the rapid rise in the number of
laws and regulations relating to the environment which have come into force in our
country. (Figure 15).

These defenslve investments were in part caused by the rapid rise in the number of
laws and regulations which have come into force in our country relating to the environ-
ment.

The development of new effluent treatment processes, new waste gas purification pro-
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cesses and improved analysis and test methods for toxic substances is definitely use-
ful and necessary, but they have a defensíve effect on technical progress. They claim a
considerable portíon of the chemical industry's research capacity, which as a whole is
stagnating.

The purchasing prices for chemical raw materials, which have risen rapidly since
1973, and the ever-increasing price of oil - a trend whÍch is definitely in part attribut-
able to changes in the political and social climates of the countries producing the raw
materials - exert a negative influence on the chemícal industry and its scqre for in-
novation. By contrast, the drop in raw material prices in the fifities and sixties had a
stimulating effect. This situation is aggravated by the gsmparatively depressed prices
realized for chemical products: Mass products, especially the mass plastics, are in a
particularly tight price squeeze. The main reasons for this are overcâpecities, price
undercutting by companies in which governments have a holding, and undercutting as a
result of barüer transactions with Eastern bloc countries, (figure 16),

Irr m¡ny countries, and particularly in Germany, a factor further restricting the scope
of chemical innovation is the rapid increase in wages, Çempared with them, the profits
of chemical companles have dropped because of the predominantly negative effects of
the last 5 years. An increase in wages and thus in research costs and a drop in profits
result in a decrease ín the funds available for irurovatÍons. Domestic social changes
put a brake irn chemical irurovation here. (Figure lQ.

Figure 18 shows the rise in research costs by 7 leading German drug m¡nuf¿cturers
over a 10-year period: in 1976, research costs were 370 Vo up on those for 1966.

The longer test periods particularly in the pharmaceutical and agrochemical fields
lead to longer development times for new products, with the result that sometímes
patent protection has already expired before the new products have been introduced.

Progress in chemístry is at the present time mqde not so much in a few large projects
as on a wide front with many new and Ímproved products and processes. The direct
promotion of research projects which is at the present tÍme favoured Ín Germany and
which particularly the more spectacular projects in nuclear chemistry and the aircraft
industry profit from, is a disadvantage for research activities in the chemical industry,
were more indiract R & D promotion would be useful, (Figure 19).

AII these tendencies are exacerbated by bÍased, exaggerated and not infrequently
ideologically prejudiced presentations of the actual or potential dangers connected with
chemistry. Objective comparisons with risks from other areas of life, e. g. traffic,
or weþhing the usefulness of chemistry against its risks, are carefiilly avoided. I am
not in favour ofkeeping quiet about the drawbacks to innovations; I would rather plead
for benefits to be balanced against damage, for a presentation of the whole range of
effects chemistry has on our living conditions.

It is imFortant in this corurection to know that chemistry, other sciences and engineer-
ing also provide the tolls for recognizing the damaging side-effects of innovations,
such as sensitíve analysis methods for detecting toxic substances, specific methods
for measuring their toxicity, and a range of instruments for overcoming or at least
reducing these damaging síde-effects,

Future tasks facing chemistry

One of the biggest tasks facing us in future is the satisfaction of the basic needs of
people in the developing countries: ensuring an adequate supply of food and clothing,
providing housing, and safeguarding healttr. The prosperity of the rich nations depends
not least on the assistance they give to the poor nations, because prosperous countries
in Asia, AJrica and Latin America are better trading partners for the industrialized
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Rise in drug R & D expenditure by
7 leading German drug manufacturers*)
in the period 1966 to 1976 [2]
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+) Bayer AG; C. H. Boehringer Sohn, lngelhe¡m;
Boehr¡nger Mannheim GmbH; Hoechst AG;
Kñott AG; E. Merc*; Scheríng AG.
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countries than poor ones,

Most chemical companies have recognized this and are already active in many develop-
ing countries, contiibuting towards irnproving the local economy and living conditions.
Tñese efrorts are sometiùes hampered þ factors such as the wish of developing coun-
tries for prestige-technologies which do not fit in with the economy of the country:
native engineerã and scientists who have been wrongly trained, namely for solving
problemJin industrialized countries; a poorly trained labor force; Iack of foreign cur-
r"ocy; bureaucratíc hindrances to the import of badly needed machines, auxiliaries
and precursors; non-existent infrastructure; no interlocking industries, etc.

Chemistry could make a valuable contribution to imFroving the situation of the develop-
ing countries for instance in the follorvÍng fields'

Agricultural yields in rnany of the world's poor countries are insu-fficient. Modern
giicultural methods, combined with biological and chemÍcal techniques, could radícal-
Iy improve yields and thus the food situatíon for the people of these countries. (Figure
20t.

Contributions made by chemistry:

- more and improved fertilizers, specific crop protection agents and pesticid-es;

- lncreased usã of plastics and foams for better packaging agents, and the safer
storage and transport of períshables;

- plastics for economical irrigation units, new polymeríc binders, still to be develop-
èd, for binding sand, and ne.w soil conditioners with increased water retention for
improving poor harvests in the world's arid zones.

It will be evÍdent from a detailed presentation of yields and losses in rice cultivation
that quite good yields are obtained in countries such as India, but that a large propor-
tion of the harvêst perishes. (Figure 21L). A high rÍse in food production m¡y be expect-
ed from application of the methods used in industrialízed countries'

An important food source of the future may well be the production of proteins and other
nutrients with the aid of microorganisms. Although projects for the microbial recovery
of proteins have as yet met wíth little success, this should not díscourage us from ex-
ploring this possibility in future too'

The tnhabit¿nts of tropical countries are afflicted by many dangerous tropical diseases
and plagues which are not yet satisfactorily controlled. This will be a big field of ac-
tivity for pharmaceutical and medícal research.

The already considerable activities ofthe chemical industry inthe finíshing of local
raw materials in the developing countries, e.g. skins, furs, fruit, and textile fibres,
ought to be e><tended and continued.

trt will also be important to manu-facture binders for the more economical construction
of houses and roáds from the raw n¡âterials of the developing coultries, Cheap, light-
weight houses could be built there with the aid of organic thermal insulating materials,
and their value considerably improved'

Another area is the greater use to which chemical auxiliaries and materials could be
put for the more economic production of a developing countryts own ra\ry rnaterials'
which are often important currency earners.

A mettrod of supplying hot countries having a tight foreign e><change position with raw
materials ana õnergy may be provided by the development of vegetable raw materials
which continuouslyiegrow. AõcordÍng to a study which has been published, it should be
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possible in Brazil to cultivate, on 2lo of the total area of the cor:ntry, sugarcane
enough, when fermentedto ethanol, to make all the countryrs oil imports for fuel un-
necessary.

A big step forward for industrialized and developing countries alike would be the as yet
unsolved fermentation of cellulose to sugar.

A very big task facing pharmaceutical chemistry and medicine is the development of
effective drugs for diseases which we cannot control to day sufficiently, if at all;
examples areheart and circulatory diseases, rheumatic diseases, virus diseases,
certain fungus infections, psychic illness, diabetes, and especially cancer, (Figure
22).

Another imnortant task for the future will be the development of quicker, cheaper and
more specific methods for determining the toxicity of compounds and for testing active
ingredients.

A further goal will be to develop products and technologies to replace particularly toxic
materials.

It witl in future be just as important for the industrialzed countries to develop products
and processes which help to conserve our reserves of raw materials and energy: new
biotechnical syntheses, further replacement of metallic rnaterials which are energy-
intensive or which will soon no longer be available by organic materials which consume
much less energy, e. g. , electrically conductive polymers.
It would be a major advance if we could control photosynthesis and thus use diffuse sun-
Iight too for producing energy and otrtainíng raw materials for organic chemistry.

Of all the oil products consumed the West Gerrnan chemical industry at the present
time needs only about 6 Vo as feedstocks, If the other big customers for oil products,
namely power stations taking 41 Va and households taking 21 Vo, could be converted to
other energy sources such as coal or nuclear power, then oil reserves would last for
a very long time as valuable chemical feedstocks. However, oil could become scarce
for political reasons, as mâde conspicuous by the recent turmoils in lran.

The chenical industry might, primarily for polítical reasons, be compelled to switch
from oil to coal even earlier. For this reason, preparatory work for such a switch is
being carried out particularly in the U. S. A. , but also in Germany. (Figure 23).

The s¡mthesis gas obtained from coal is substantially equivalent to that obtained from
oil or natural gas; when process technology has been suitable adapted, syngas provides
access to the large-scale chemical products ammonia and methanol, and rnany other
feed materials. (Figure 24).

Let me sum up by saying that innovations Ín chemistry have for more than 100 years
made essential contributions to the imFrovement in our living conditions. However, the
great task still facing us is how to satisfy elementary needs of many people, particular-
ly in the developing countries. Here, too, chemistry can and will make important con-
tributions because, in a material world, manmade material conversions an:e aî impor-
tant instrument for changing our living conditions.

The multifarious activities of the chemical industry have in the last 100 years pervaded
all areas of our life and are now of such importance that, without chemistry, our
civilization would take a radical step back and collapse, Chemistry has thus itself an
important general condition for our life in the civilized countries. For all these
reasons, we should assess the advantages and disadvantages of this industry realis-
tically and objectively, and attempt to put it to the greater use of mankind,
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Diseases which can still only be controlled insufficiently;
examples of fields concentrated on by drug research [2]

o heart diseases and circulatory disorders
o rheumatic diseases
a immune response diseases
¡ infections diseases: chronic bacterial diseases,

virus diseases, systemic fungus diseases
r psychoneurotic disorders
o metabolic diseases: diabetes, gout
o malignant tumors

Figare 22

Drawbacks to coal as a feedstock

o very expensive to mine
o difficult as a solid to transport

and process
o low hydrocarbon content
o processing involves environmental hazards

Figure 23
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Coal as a chemical feedstock

Hzo

Qz

i
+adhes¡ves

maldehyde --l* plastlcs

Society should strive to make conditions favourable again for the produetive power of
chemistry and íts innovations, so that this important instrument for improving man's
living couditioûs remains efrective and useful in future toa.

1. Wirtschaft u:rd Wissenschaft p. 8-14 217976 Gemeir¡lltzige Verwaltungsgesell-
sehaJt ftlr 'Wissenschaftryflege m. b. H. , Essen.

2. Schrifteureihe des Fonds der Chemisçhen Industrie Fra¡kfurt a-m Main, Heft 14
(1e78).

3. Hochdrucktechnik, Schriftenreihe des Unter':rehmensârchivs der BASF Aktiengesell-
schaftp. 8, 33 (1974).

4. European Induslrial Research Maaagement Association Cenference Papers, Florence
L7-19, V 1978 p. 91.
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Possibilities for Innovation in Small and Medium Sized Manufacturing Firms (SMF s)

Dr. R. Rothwell
Science Policy Research Unit
University of Sìrssex
Brighton
U. K.
and
W. Zegveld
Staffgroup Strategic S\rveys TNO
Delft
The Netherlands

1. lrtroduction

There now exists a great deal of empirical evidence which suggests that, during the
post Second World War era, small and medium sized manufacturing firms have played
a significant role as producers of technological innovations. SMF s, particularly in the
U, S. A. , have also made an important contribution in the generation of radical new
technologies, notably semiconductor tecbnology. However, with increasing concentra-
tion of industry in the western economies, accompanied by a growing importarce of
economies of sca.le in production and distribution; with increasing governmental involve-
ment in industry, and with a plethora of government regulations covering all aspects of
industry, all of which place pressure on the limited resources of SMF s, it is nowper-
tinent to pose the question: "What are the future possibilities for innovation in SMF s ?"
This paper attempts briefly to answer this question. The data presented in the paper
are taken from a recent major report on the role and problems of SMF s in innovation,
and on government measures to assist SMF s in Europe, the U. S. A. , Canada, Japan
and Israel. (1)

2. Why are we interested in SMF s?

There are a number of reasons why governments in the Western economies are taking
an increasing interest in the welfare of SMF s:

(a)Çgqe_ra1_lg.hcy_{eagqng

- The distribution of economic power through a system of small firms leads to a more
favourable distribution of power in society in general.

- A high degree of market concentration leads lo economic inefficiency.

- Small firms are a necessary complement, rather than an alternative, to the econo-
mies of scale offered by large firms.

- Small firms are sometimes seen as a buffer to sharp fluctuations in employment,
and as a source of future employment.

- Small firms offer the consumer a greater diversity of choice than large firms which
are tending towards fewer standardised product lines.

- Small firms are generally thought of as being more pleasant places to work in tha¡
large firms.

þ)fgSltoþereel_!9.11cy_þeagqn¡

- SMF s in traditional sectors must irurovate in order to survive in the face of com-
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petition from parallel industries in low labour cost developing countries.

- Evidence suggests that a significæt number of basic i¡novations have originated in
SMF s and that, especially in the USA, small firms often play an important role in
industries characterised by a particularly high rate of growth and technological
change.

- Evidence from the USA suggests that, in terms of i¡novation measured against
dollar expenditure on R and D, small firms have a higher - though falling - produc-
tivity in certain sectors than their larger counterparts.

3. Advantages and disadvantages of SMF s in irrnovation

This is essentially a discussion of the benefits and disbenefits of scale. Large firms
enjoy economies of scale in manufacturing and distribution beyoncl- the reach of SMF s:
SMF s often enjoy the organisational (flexibility, responsiveness) and human (quality of
Iife, entrepreneural atmosphere) advaatages of small scale.

( a) Aqra$aeeg_ g{_q{ E _g

- Marketing:
in some insta¡ces SMF s have a comparative advantage over larger firms by
developiag specific capabilities in certain areas of technology and serving a narro'w
but sophisticated market segment. They are also able to react quickly and efficient-
ly to both market and technological changes.

- D¡mamic, entrepreneural management:
small, high technology firms in particular, are often controlled by dynamic entre-
preneurs who react swiftly to take advantage of new opportunities.

- Internalcommunication:
in SMF s, this is often fast, efficient and informal, offering the ability of a swift
response in adapting to changes in the external environment.

(b)Prse4ra4laCelllz_a!!z_!gg9 Firms

Qualified manpower:
SMF s often experience considerable difficulty in attracting and financing on a per-
manent basis one or more qualified engineers and sclentists. Such individuals are
often crucial to innovation, especially radical irurovation.

kternal communicalion:
a crucial area ín which SMF s are disadvantaged viz a viz large firms is in the
gathering of scientific and technical information. In this respect SMF s often su-ffer
from a serious information Cap, (2\

Management techniques and practice:
while small entrepreneural firms often enjoy the advantages of d¡mamic, openmind-
ed maaagement, SMF s in traditional sectors often suffer through possessing a
rrDickensiarrtr management structure, i. e. are headed by an all powerful autocrat
who fails to consult his subordinates and nrns the firm according to his personal
whims. SMF s often lack the management expertise to enable them to properly plan
for the future.

Finance:
SMF s appear to experience greater difficulty than their larger counterparts in rais-
ing finance to enable them to undertake risky innovation endeavours SMF s are also
less able to survive costly irurovation failures than large firms.
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- Economies of scale and the systems approach:
in some industries economies of scale form a substantial entry barrier to SMF s.
A second size barrier is the growing demand in some ."u." fo-" compaaies to offer
integrated I systemst of interuelated products.

4. SMF s and radical new technologl¡

- Experience in the case of semiconductors shows that they were developed and ex-
ploited ÍnitiaUy by S{F s in the USA, which grew extremely rapidly arid subsequent-ly generated a great deal of employment and ã large number of-new small spinioff
semiconductor firms. Semiconductors were exploited in Europe and Japan ãt a tater
date, and by large established electronics companies.

5. Impact of the microprocessor on SMF s

- In the light of the above, it seems reasonable to suppose that the latest radical
semiconductor technology - the microprocessor - will lead to the growth in the USA
of many SMF s producing rsmartt products. In Europe and Japaa the microprocessor
will be exploited, at a later date, by established electronics òompanies.

- Many SMF s in traditional se"dors producing mechanical components a¡d devices are
threatened by the microprocessor unless they cal adapt to itJ use (e. g. the watch
making industry).

6. Contribution of SMF s to invention and innovation (3)

- Evidence from the usA suggeits that sMF s produce a much higher number of
patents per dollar of R and D expenditure than large firms, which is often claimed
as evidence of superior small firm R and D productivity. (Table I).

- Evidence from the IIK has shown that between 1945 and 1920, small firms (1-199
employees) contributed about 10 per cent of all industrial innovations with R and D
expenditure of 5 per cent or less of the total. (a) (Table II).

- The contribution of SMF s to i¡novation varies greatly between sectors: they make
their major contribution in areas where capital intensity and development côsts are
low, and where entry costs for new firms are low. (Table III).

- The relative contribution of SMF s to innovation appears to vary between countries.

- sMF s in the usA and the uK appear to produce a relatively higher percentage of
radical imovations than do their counterparts in West Germany, Japan and France.Gt-

7. New technology based small firms in the USA and Europe

Many observers believe thal a significant percentage of major iechnological innovations
in the future will derive from new, entrepreneural technology based small firms, and
that this will be an important spawning ground for new employmenb opportunities. A
recent detailed report on NTBF s in the usA, the uK and west Germany reached the
following main conclusions: (6)

(a) While NTBF s have had a significant impact on bhe economy in the US, the number
set up since 1950 and still in existence in the Lt( is only about 200, with total sales
of about Ê200 million. In West Germany, the corresponding number of NTBF s is
even less. The performance of NTBFs has been more impressive in the USA than
in the IJK and West Germany,
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(b) Factors favouring the formation and growth of NTBF s in the US are:
- a very large domestic market conductive to rapid growth and development;
- the availability of private wealth as a source of seed capital for the start-up of new

ventures;
- a fiscal framework which encourages the flow of private risk capital into new ven-

tures;
- the existence of an active market for trading of shares in new ventures, i. e. the

over-the-counter (OTC) market;
- a prevailing attitude in society at large which encourages entrepreneurship;
- high mobiliby of individuals between academic institutions and private industry;
- the behavoural and attitudinal character of American scientists, many of whom

are willing to establish their own business in order to exploit their technical
knowledge;

- a large and active governmenl expenditure programme which provides significant
opportrurities for NTBF endeavour, particularly through Governmenb procurement
programmes.

(c) While the low level of investment a¡d economic growth ir the UK has had an adverse
effect on the creation and growth of NTBF s, the much more favourable economic
performance of West Germany has not led to the creation of large numbers of
NTBF s. Therefore, while bad economic conditions can have negative impact on ihe
number and performance of NTBF s, a favourable economic climate, by itself , is
not sufficient to generate NTBF s.

(d) Three negative factors common to the UK and West Germany are:
- cultural and attibudinal factors among academics, government scientists and re-

search institutions that have been udavourable towards techaological entrepreneur-
ship;

- in the UK, government R and D expenditure which has consistently neglected
NTBF s - until recently the same was true in West Germany;

- the fragmentation of the European market which has restricted the growth of
NTBF s in both countries.

(e) In West Germany high rates of corporation tax act as a disincentive to the formation
of NTBF s.
In the IJK, high rates of personal taxation pose a dual disincentive to investment in
NTBF s: they make it difficult to accumulate private savings and disfavour the in-
vesting of savings in high risk, high return ventures.

8. The role of government

In this section the past influence of governments on the innovative potential of SME s
is outlined:

In all the advanced economies there exist a wide range of government R and D
specific measures to assist industry; in many instalces measures have been for-
mulated specifically to assist SMF s. (See reference I).

There exists some evidence to suggest that many firms are unaware of the range of
government R and D measures available to them; this lack of awareness is likely to
be most marked in the case of SMF s. (7)

There is some evidence from the IJK to suggest that the scientific a¡rd tech¡ical in-
frastructure (tmiversities, research institutes) interacts much more frequently with
large firms tha¡ with small firms. (See reference 2).

Most aid available from the inJrastructure has, anyway, focussed on the R and D end
of the innovation process, while the innovation literature suggests that most i¡¡ova-
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tions fail because of market and management problems, ârid not technical ones. (8)

- Irr Europe there exists a lack of venture capital to fund the establishment of NTBF s,
There also exists a general lack of risk capital to fund ir¡rovation in existÍng SMF s.
Statistics show, however, that the bulk of Government financial aid to industry in
most European countries has gone towards funding large projects in a few high tech-
nology sectors (e.g. aerospace, nuclear), and small projects in large firms. SMF s
have been very much neglected in the allocation of cash resources.

- As was seen earlier, high taxation was seen as a major dissincentive to the forma-
tion of NTBF s in the tIK and West Germany, In fact, evidence to-date strongly
suggests that general government measures (e. g. taxation policy, safety and en-
vironment legislation) have a greater impact on industrial irurovation than R and D
specific measures. (9) It seems that unless the general socÍal and economic en-
vironment is favourable, specific R and D or innovation-related measures wiII have
only a limited impact on entrepreneurship (founding new firms) and on stimulaling
existing small companies to innovate.

- There is some evidence to suggest that many firms feel because of bureaucratic
application procedures and lengthy delays, and because of the need for accounlability,
the benefits gained from government aid are often out-weighed by the disbenefits in-
curred in applying and accounting for this aid. The message for government here is
clear; that is application procedures should be considerably simplified and decision
making speeded up. This is particularly true for SMF s, which have very little time
or manpower resources to devote to these procedures.

- Finally, it can be misleading to genera-lise concerning SMF s, and it is certainly
worthwhile making a distinction between SMF s in traditional industry sectors, and
NTBFs, since their problems arid needs are often different. NTBF s need ready
availability to risk capital (often accompanied by some management counselling) and
tax concessions which allow for the re-investment of the bulk of their early profits
to enable them to grow. SMF s in traditional sectors often need encouragement bo

actually cause them to i-movate, not only in their products, but also in their produc-
tion processes: they very often need technical assistance and access to management
and märketing skills. Perhaps it is with the latter class of small firms that the in-
frastructure has the major role to play.

9. Some recent trends in government policy

Having discussed the problems of innovation in SMF s and the factors affecting the for-
mation of NTBF s, it is interesting to consider some recent trends in government
policy aimed at assisting and stimulating irurovative endeavours in these firms.

Irurovation Vs R&D

trn the past, most government aid has gone towards assisting the R&D end of the in-
novation process. This is, however, by no means always the costliest aspect of in-
novation, nor always the most risky. There is some indication that governments
are becoming increasingly aware of this, and are begiruling to fiurd activities of
I'i¡lovationl' rather tha¡ "R&D'r.

It might be that governments should intensify the trend towards the support of firms
rather than just projects. This would enable them better to establish a portfolio of
projects and hence to spread the i¡novation risks. This would also enable SMF s to
formulate longer-term development and marketing strategies.
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- h the past, Universities - at least in most cou:rtries of Western Europe - have
played only a minor role as instigators of ideas for innovations developed in SMF s,
despite the wealth of research done there. A number of schemes have been iastigat-
ed in recent years, however, which should significantly increase industryts uttTiza-
tion of u"riversity facilities and expertise, especially SME s. Among the most sig-
nificant of these are: I¡novation Centres in the U. S. , * the Teaching Company
Scheme in the U. K. , * University Industrial Parks and University Industrial Liason
Officer schemes.

- Industrial research institutes and associations are the primary mechanism for tech-
nology transfer in most Western countries. They should be of particular utility to
SMF s, which generally lack inhouse R&D resources (although there is only limited
evidence to suggest that they are currently fulfilling this role). A notable and
promising trend on the part of RIs and RAs is that, in a number of countries, they
are beginnÍng to offer management services to SMFs, i.e. they arebeginning to
become involved in the complete innovation process, and not just the R&D end of it.

- If RIs are to be really effective in assisting SMF s, then they must adopt a more
active stance towards informing them of the range of services they have to offer:

-they 

must more effectively self themselves and iheir services to industry. Several
governments are tackling this problem from the other end by offering incentives to
SMF s to contract out R&D to RIs. This also offers an incentive to SMF s to actually
become involved in technical development activity.

Slqcg¡glggnl-pgligy-

- ItNeed-pullrr is a factor that is universally acknowledged to be crucial to innovative
success: need-pull irurovations more often meet with success than technologSz-push
irurovations. I:r view of this, and in the light of the fact that public markets account
for between a quarter and a half of total demand, it is surprising how unaware have
been those responsible for procurement in the public sector of their strategic
potential for affecting both the rate and direction of innovation.

- There have, however, been a number of recent insta¡ces where procurement has
been deliberately used to stimulate new innovations and the performance of existing
products. (10) These have, by and large, benefited larger firms, although in the
USA the Small Business Administration has a scheme to assist SMF s in the pro-
curement of government contracts. Perhaps this scheme could be gainfully copied
in Western Europe.

Bgcql¿lr-o¡

- Reþulation can have a mì,ked impact on innovation in SMF s. On the one hand it can
compel firms to iffiovate (often unwillingly) in areas such as safety and the environ-
ment; on the other hand it can open up new opportunities for SMF s to produce, for
example, pollution monitoring and control equipment. On balance, this type of
repulation acts to the disbenefit of SMF s, and governments might be compelled to
assist SMF s in complying with stringent new regulations.

- Certainly SMF s in the U. K. see the plethora of government regulations and es-
pecially employment protection regulations, as a time consuming burden. The
marked trend towards the growing number and complexity of new regulations must
act to the disadvantage of SMF s. It might even pose a serious disincentive to entre-
preneurs to found their own new small firms.

* For details, see reference 1.
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- A number of governments now offer incentives to sMF s to establish common
management, R&D, production and distribuiion facilities to enable them to gain
economies of scale in their operations. They also offer encouragement to under-
take collaborative exporting. This system is at its most prevalent in Japan, where
a wide variety of co-operative efforts are a marked feature of the induslriai scene.

SeeiS4elt_relign_qf_C1ogg1ff [e¡!nrjesqlgq

- There appears to be a trend in government policy towards SMF s to provide region-
alized services. This implicitely recognizes that innovation in SMF s is often ã
local phenomenon. It should result in an increased awareness among sMF s of
available government measures, and might reduce the lengthy and cumbersome
bureaucratic procedures which currently often a-ffect the aþpiication process for
government aid. SMF s have neither the time nor the resources to devote to length¡
involved applications and, because of this, will often refrain from seeking gov"in---
ment assistance.

Pgte_LW¡qe¡j_ÇrCqltr

- There appears to be a growing awareness among governments of the need of SMF s
for development credits to assist them with the risky business of innovating. A num-
ber of governments have also recently instigated schemes to increase the ãvailability
of risk capital to entrepreneurs to help them establish NTBF s. It seems likely,
however, that the bulk of government development credits will continue to be allocat-
ed to large firms.

10. Comment

- This paper has shown that, since 1945, SMF s have made an important contribution
to techaological innovation. As regards to future possibilities, the following im-
portant pointers have emerged:

(Ð Úr Western Europe taxation policy is seen as a disincentive to irutovation a¡rd to
the formation of NTBF s.

(ii) Increasing government regulation is having a detrimental effect on firms, es-
pecially SMF s.

(iii) Many SMF s are unâ"ware of the range of government measures available to
assist them.

(iv) Bureaucratic and lengthy application procedures pose a disincenlive to SMF s
lo apply for government assistance.

(v) Cultural attitudes in Western Europe do not favour the formation of NTBF s.

(vi) The wide range of government measures currently available are designed
primarily to assist existing SMFs, rather than the formaûion of NTBF s.

- Thus, despitethe favourabletrendsinanumberof government measures to assist in-
dustry described in Section 9, the climate in Western Europe does not seem to be general-
ly favourabletotheencouragement in SMFs of innovativeendeavours. Ir particular,
there is little encouragement for the formation of NTBF s. Because of the cultural as
well as the techaological contribution SMF s have made to society in Western Europe,
and becauseoftheemploymentgeneratingpotenbialof NTBFs, thisadverse, ofben hos-
tile environment, should be viewed by policy makers with agreat deal of concern.
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Possibilities for innovation in medium sized and smaller industries

Dr. P. A. J. Ja¡ssen
Ja¡rssen Pharmaceutica
Beerse
Belgium

The previous paper by Dr. R. Rothwell describes my orryrr thoughts and opinions on the
subject so well, that it is diffreult to add anything of significa¡rõ. So in the first part of
my paper I will confine myself to some remarks and statements relative to the specific
case r know best, namely the pharmaceutical industry, whereas in the second haif r
will follow a suggestion of the chairman a¡d describe ia broad lines the history of my
own firm since its foundation in 1953.
The point I would like to make is that the possibilities for innovation in medium-sized
and smaller pharmaceutical industries have been declining rapidly in the past two dec-
ades and are at present virtually nil. The number of important new drugs-introduced in
Europe, Amerlca and Japan was between 50 and 100 per annum twentSi ylars ago and
has declined since then to a mere 5 to 10 per ¿ünum now. The ave"agi R & D õosts per
new drug Íncreased astronomically and have reached the incredible figure of at leasi
$ 250,000,000. It is estimated that the total worldwide sales of the phãrmaceutical in-
dustry are approximateþ 50 billion dollars. Approximately 57o of. thls amount, i. e.
2.5 billion dollars, is spent by the industry on R & D. In my view, the reseaich part
is declinù:g and the development part is increasing logarithmically, which paril¡ex-
plains the huge amounts involved. rrvith this tremendous amoult the industr¡z is able to
introduce no more tha¡ five to ten siglificant new drugs per year. It is a question of
simple arithmetic that the average R d¡ D costs per new ãnrg'a"e between 2s0 million
a¡d half a billion dollars.
Irr the early 50ts we were not talking about millions of dollars, we thought in terms of
hundreds or thousands of dollars. I¡ those days the average R & D costi per new drug
were hundreds, and even thousands of times lower tha¡ they are today, and the time
spent between discovery arld marketing was several years shorter, oiben not longer
tha¡ one or two years, and I remember that then it struck me as rather long.
Today we have to wait seven to ten years and sometimes even longer, and ii has
happened that the patent expired before the drug could be marketed. That does not
strike me as normal, but it is not perceived as being abnormal by the poputation at
large. Virtually all new dnrgs introduced in the last two decades are based on research
caried out in the fifties and the sixties, or even earlier. Although today research on
the possibilities for fighting diseases pharmaceutically is still going on, Cven the larg-
est companies think twice before starting a programme for the developrn'ènt and introd-
uction of a new drug, because the costs are so huge.
There are still a number of debilitating or life-threatening diseases around. that are a
scourge of mankind - malaria is a casè in point - but even if we loow tha.Ç a drug against
these diseases can be developed, it is not done, or it is not done at the sþed the sèr-
iousness of the situation warrants. This is an unmitigated disaster.
Another point I would like to make, is that virtually all new drugs that were introduced
in the last twenb5r years, were developed in western Europe, the usA and Japan. The
Comecon countries, China and other state-regulated economies did not contribute at all,
arrd in my opinion this is a point that should be kept in mind firmly.

What about a young man in a small or medium-sized pharmaceutical firm today? What
will happen in 1979 if he discovers arr important new drug? First of all he would have to
find an enormous amount of capital to patent his invention, to protect his patent against
infringers - and for these two fields alone he would need a huge amount of money - ¿s
finance the costly and time-consuming toxicological, metabolic, pharmacological a¡d
clinical experiments that are required by the health authorities a¡d the. armies of
bureauerats all over the world simply for registration purposes in the various countries.
He does not do this to satisfy his own curiosity, he has to do it to answer the thousands
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of questions with which he is bombared, many of them quite silly. If all goes well, this
pro¿ess will cost millions of dollars and will take at least five years of hard work; in
my elçerÍence five years is an absolute minimum. Æter five years our yogng man
wõu1¿ nee¿ the capital for expanding the chemical and pharmaceutical production facil-
ities of hÍs small or medium-sized company, and that would involve millions of dollars
or even tens of millions of dollars. He would have to expand his marketing organisation
in the major markets: the USA, Japan, \üestern Germa-ny, France, the Benelux, Italy
a¡d so on: No wonder that our theoretical young man, or his superior, would rather try
to license his patent to one or the other large pharmaceutical company. If he is luoky'
his invention witt ¡e marketed some seven to ten years later, and by then his patents
are about to expire, his product is likely to be more or less obsolete and his profits
will be taken away bY taxes.
The conclusion is simple: r¡nder the present climate the formation of new entrepreneur-
ial, irurovative pharmaceutical firms is no more than a utopial dream. The yougest
successful pharmaceutical company of this t¡çe was created more than 20 years ago.

In the second half of my paper I would like to elaborate somewhat on the reasons behind
these statements a¡d on the reason why I believe they are true. It is based on my olvn
ex¡rerience. A quarter of a century ago we did start a research comp¿uly rrrith a capltal
oflxactly $ 1000, -, because that was the sum I borrowed from my father. Now in 1953

one thouÀand dollars was a huge amount of money; today we pay it each month to an em-
ployee. But then it was enough to carry out research - obviously on a small scale - for
ä pèriod of about three years. Being unmarried and having no special needs, I used
part of the money to buy some equipment, a few animals and a few intermediates to
ãynthesize new chemicals, to screen them pharmacologically and to satisfy oners cur-
iosity. In those days the goal was to get a patent and our strategy consisted in trying to
do sò and then to find a licensee who would develop the patented substaace, put it on the
market and pay us royalties. My hope was that we would be able to build a research
comp¿rny with these royalties.
¡r fSSS this was relatively simple; the first compound we patented is still sold widely
all over the world, and with the license revenue we were able to hire first one assis-
tent, then a few more and so on. Looking back, I thilrk it was fortunâte that in those
days I understood almost nothing about economics, otherwise I would probably never
have done such a foolish thing. But in those days economic considerations played only a

very small role, whereas today they do, as Dr. Rothwell has indicated. In those days
it was not considered disgraceful or undesirable to try to create something; it was con-
sidered very difficutt but at least desirable. Taxes v¡ere much lower than they are to-
day; the state did not seize more than ten to twenty per cent of our profits, so we could
plough back the money lnto the business to enlarge it. We did that untill 1958 or 1959,

wheñ we- had a company doing res-earch a¡d nobhing but research, employing about one
ht¡ndred people. BusûIess rpas vefy gòod, in the sense that our patents were yielding
increasing amounts of royalties.

We could start to think about stabilizing the company by makirg compounds ourselves
and building up a marketing organisabion. The reason for that was very simple. By then
I1¡ad realized that a company doing research and nothing but research is a rather risþ
proposition, and does not give a sufficient gu¿rrantee for the future. The average age in
lheìompany was around 25 years then, and many of my collaborators thought about
getting married and raÍsing a family, and I saw that they would start to ask themselves
questiõns about their own future and that of their families. This was quite a new phen-
omenon, because in the pioneering years nobody asked a:ry questions about the future as
it all was high adventure.

To ensure the stability and survival potential of our company we transferred ourselves
into a research and production company, a¡d this was done gradually. The average
growth rate was arormd 2SVopet year, and I still remember that our an¡rual turn-over
passed the 1 million dollar mark in 1956. This year our total sales lrill be more tha¡
$ 6S0 million, and I do not mention this to brag aboub it, but only as an example of what
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could be done as short as twenty-five years ago. Today it is absolutely impossible.

Suppose I had a son with the same ideas as I had twenty.t-five years ago, it would be
completely useless to help him financially. Even with millions of dollars he worfd not
have the slightest chance of success. He wor¡td have to spend all his money on waste-
ful activities, which I have tried to describe, and which have to do with bureaucracy,
with u¡necessary controls, with demotivation, which are sterilizing influences that do
not originate in business, but come from society itself. On this subject I am in com-
plete agreement with the views Dr. Rothwell has just unfolded in his paper.

In my view one of the most dangerous things mankindcan create, is a society in which
those in office - and I dontt mean politicians only, but everyone from civil servants to
industrialists - carurot be proven wrong because they have the total might of the State
behind them. rt Ís a lype of society that is favoured by a vocal minority. These people
do not want to convince their fellow men of the rightness of their views by reasoning
and argument, by experimenting in scientific, social or other fields, but þ naked -
power alone. They want to commaad, and they want everyone else to obey the opinions
of Jacks-in-office, not because those opinions are right but because the jacks are in
office. In our Western civilization we have seen some experiments with that type of
society in the last sixty years, and anyone who is not totally blind will have to admit
that the results have been disastrous. It has caused men not to state their own opinions
and criticisms, but to bow to those in office, a¡rd that alone has caused an wrtold
amount of human misery. As a dedicated pharmacologist I am against human suffering,
whether in the medical or in the social field. As a scientist I believe in experimenting,
and I do thi¡k that society should experiment. Experimenting me¿rrrs the acceptance of
criticism, of being proved wrong. In business criticism resides - and here I agree
with Dr. Rothwell again - in small firms that cock a snook at the big established ones
and prove by their existence that large is not always beautiful. It are the small firms
that by their success keep a whole branch of industry on the tip of its toes.

It is of the utmost importance for sociel¡r to provide the circumstances in which vigor-
ous small companies can be fowrded and thrive, and can become medium-sized or even
big. If society does not create these circumstances, then the larger firms will become
bigger and bigger, eÍther by taking over the smaller ones, or because the smaller
companies fold up of themselves for lack of survival potential. And we ca¡ be certain
that after a time nobody will be stupid or foolhardy enough to found a new small firm.

If that is what the people want, then they have to go on with whatever they are doing,
but they should realize what the results will be. It will lead to a society dominated
either by a restricted number of large compaaies, or by the state, and there is not
much to choose belween those two options. If the people do want to do Ít differently,
major sociological changes are needed to give the theoretical yowrg man I am talking
about, even a fair cha¡ce, not a big one, but a realistic one. At the moment his chance
is zero.

No wonder that young graduates, fresh from the unÍversity, get disenchanted with
present societ¡r. I donrt believe that they see the reasons for their disenchantment
clearly, and they are utterly confused. But I thi¡k that they experience present society
as rather suffocating and th¿t they feel hemmed in on all sides. Those with a spirit of
adventure, who in former times would have forurded their own firms and made a success
of it, are frustrated in their desires by all kinds of silly regulations. Even if they suc-
ceed after a fashion, the slight amount of joy they might still have in being able to run
their own show and shape their own fate, will be killed by the tax laws, which seem to
be based on the absurd notion that a ma¡ who has the cheek arrd perseverance to found a
firm that creates jobs, should be pmished for his daring. Even those who prefer a less
hectic life, rr¡n into many sílly bureaucralic rules that interfere with their freedom of
action and often give the impression that they were scribbled down just for the love of
interfering. But those who are frustrated by present society often do not seem to see
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the causes of their frustration clearly and tend to blame the wrong sections of society.
They don?t blame the bureaucratic mentality that seems to pervade present societies,
the love for regulations, the love of interfering a¡rd the tendency to cut down outstand-
ing talent to the level of the greatest common denominator. Instead many blame capit-
alism, free enterprise and industry, and it often seems that these terms have become
the four-letter words of a modern ideological jargon.

What I am pleading for, is a renewal of the spirit of capitalism, and I larow Ít is a sub-
ject that is not quite popular, to state it mildly. I think that such a renewal is neces-
sary, because I believe strongly that without an acceptable form of capitalism, the only
viable alternative will be a dictatorial system that wiII kill what I consider as democ-
racy. This should not be taken to mean, as is often suggested by inruendo, that we wish
back the terrible social circumstances of lhe industrial revolution and the last century.
Also it should not be taken to mean that we are against all rules, regulations and laws.
We are not, as we know that rules and laws are a necessary ingredient of any society.
The anarchistic ideal is an unattainable idea.

But we have to put an end to a dictatorial bureaucracy that is creeping on and on' is
seen and felt by everybody, which is responsible for most of the sterility and waste I
have been trying to describe and for the fact that young people no longer get a chance.
Laws and regulations should be used to oil the wheels of society and to prevent abuses
from occurring, although it will never be possible to do so on a one-hundred percent
basis. But they should not be used to prevent individuals attaining their orm wishes and
desires, as long as these are compatible with the general aims of society.

I reaLize that in the second half of my paper I have been dÍscussing constraints more
than challenges, and that most of the issues are of a political nature. I did so because
I am convinced that the real challenges are in the political field. Everyone agrees on
the theoretical goal we \Mant to attain. Every individual wanbs the freedom, cotnpatible
with the general aims of society, to realize his personal wishes and desires. Nobody
wants to be restricted unnecessarJr in his personal and public life. But we seem not to
be able to reach a consensus on the means of reaching our common goal. Ir my opinion
that is quite serious; for what we do need is a consensus followed by action.
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Paneldiscussion II

Panel
Prof. Dr. G. J. M. van, der Kerk, chairmaa
Dr. H. Dörfel
Dr. P.A.J. Janssen
Dr. R. Rothwell
Dr. J. G. Waller

(Van der Kerk) Ladies and gentlemen, I open the last session of this Conference, thepanel discussion on the papers of this monrirg. we have received quite a number ofquestions and we will need all the time that hás been reserved for ii. I would llke tostart,with a few questions for Dr. Diirfel. The first is: You said that the tra¡sfer of
korowledge to Eastern European countries a¡d to developing countries raises certainproblems. Iühat do you think of the work of the United Ñatlons on an international code
of conduct for technology transfer? The negotiating conference re-opens on Monday,
February 26th. in Geneva.

(Dörfet) Yes, I know about it and actually a member of our Company will be in Geneva
!9 netp_ in prep_aring this code of conduct. I have heard that some countries will argue
that all technology in this world should be the common property of all people and &ery-
one should be free to use Ít. That will lead to no new teihnãtogy being created that
could be transferred in the future. Ia principle there is nothin! against a code of con-
duct, but it is to be hoped that it rvill deal realistically with thé rõal problems of tech-
nology transfer. We have some experience in this field, for example I participated in
the construction of a big plant in Mexico which works very well ttdw. Hu"" the real
problem was not technology transfer at all, it was transfèr of pa¡rments. By far the
bþgest problem in that project was how to get a reasonable tee tór the wori< we had
done, the fiscal authorities in both countries having their ovnr ideas about that. Con-
ferences like the one in Geneva are useful of coursã, but it should also be realized that
l?Wers-behind a green table often have not arry idea about the real problems and realdifficulties. I¡r the ideal situation a code of conduct will lay down ceïtain rules a¡d
regulations that have to be observed always both by the reôeiving corurtry and by the
firm doing technology transfer.

(Vaa der Kerk) The next question for Dr. Dörfel has some relation with the last one:
Do chemical companies take the basic conditions of developing countries into account in
their research and development?

(Dörfel) Yes, we do, and we have tol BASF produces in cowrtries with highly different
levels of technology. We have to adapt to local conditions and often to local râw mater-
ials, and this inJluences your R & D effort. In some countries we have very simple
facilities, in others we can do things in a bigger way because the (potential) market is
larger, but we always have to adapt to local conditions, as the most sure way to end up
in disaster is trying to e>çort Western technology just as it is.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. The next question to Dr. Dijrfel sounds a bit critical: you
said that direct promotion of innovation by governments is a disadvantage to the chem-
ical industry, but that indirect promotion could help. Can you er¡plain that statement,
as it sounds, to me at least, basically illogical. If governments can help at all - which
is arguable - why is indirect help more relevant than direct help?

(Dörfel) I ca¡ understa¡d that it sounds illogical, but it is a consequence of the nature
of the chemical industry and similar industries. If a compaay has one large project,,
say a nuclear power plant, and asks the government for assistance, the pãperwork,'the
bureaucratic outlay, is rather small in relation to the total amount of mõney involved.
But we have some six thousa¡d products and a few hundred research projecls going on,
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and each of them is far smaller than a nuclear power plant. If you want to have direct
assistance from the government, the bureaucratic outlay can become unrealistic large,
because you have to tell everything about the project before the government is prepared
to financê even only a part of it. So we think that indirect promotion is far more effec-
tive in our type of industry. There is another good argument for indirect measures:
they are aimed at a whole branch of industry or even many branches of industry, and
thal means that the sma-ller com.oanies carr profit too. But it should be realized that in
the chemical industry bigness does not say very much, as large firms tend to produce
far more products than smaller ones and that in terms of turn-over per product both
types of firm often are in the same boat.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. The next question is for the panel as a whole, but lrll ask
Dr. Waller to answer it in the first instance, and then I have another question address-
ed to him.
The general question runs: How does one tackle the problem of estimating the demand
for a non-existing product?
The question to Dr. Waller is: How does NRDC deal with the initial commercial and
technical outlook of a¡ innovation? lvVhat is the mechanism of recognition of agood idea
for a good proposal?

(Waller) The general question is difficult to answer. How do you determine the market
for anovel product? It depends on hownovel it is. Nothing is completelynovel; when
we came into Hovercra.ft we lolew that there were ships sailing across the Channel and
it is possible to make some estimates from that of how much business a Hovercraft can
pick up. With glass reinforced cement, which was a new material for the building in-
ãustry, it was replacing other materials. It is not very often that you get something
that is completely novel, even the transistor was replacilg ordinary old-fashioned val-
ves. There is always something you c¿m key into, there is always some way in which
to estimate what is the botal possible market you are looking into. Then you have to
take a deep breath and say: Well, we think we can make I\Vo or 1570 penetration. But I
think the other thing one ought to say is that market forecasts, so far as I cal see, are
always lvrong, but that is no reason why you should not do them. You should do a mar-
ket forecast when you start developing a project. You should update it all the time a.nd

usually you will find that the market is running away from you and is gettilg smaller.
Never mind, your public is getting more precise all the time, and you need this infor-
mation as â feed-back into the project to decide whether it is worth continuing.
Then there is the question of how NRDC does deal with this. WeIl, we sometimes en-
gage specialists to advise us. If we are working with a company, we discuss it with
them and through the company with their customers to build up the best picture we can
of the market.
I¡ a crude way, if somebody comes to us with a proposal and tells us what the market
is, we usually divide that share of the market by two or three and set the development
time at two or three years longer. We then think that we are getting somewhat nearer
to the truth and then we find out that ìMe were wrong too.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you very much. Is there any other member of the panel who
wants to comment on the general aspects of these two questions ? If not, Irll go on to
the next question which is for Dr. Janssen and Dr. Rothwell. It nrns: Government help
for small firms must togically mean diverting resources from large fÍrms one way or
another. What justification can there possibly be for taking resources away from the
large, successful and profit-making comp¿mies to encourage smaller, a:rd therefore
Iess successful companies to take more risks? Is that the best way to ensure employ-
ment?

(Rothwell) Well, I am not sure life is quite that simple. Why should government help
small firms? There are good social reasons for that, because if one supports large
firms only, industry becomes more concentrated and that rrill lead to a sort of cultural
impoverishment in the raage of products. A second problem is that much of the invest-
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ments, which are bad for jobs. Small firms tend to be quite labour-intensive, and thatis good for jobs. I think that small firms have shown by the record that they óan be
highly innovative, at least in some areas, and they show a high degree of eítrepreneur-
ial spirit. It is the sort of atmosphere where employees havJa peisonal commitment to
the firm aad put in more than they are paid for. Also the potentàl for growth is greater
in small firms than in large ones, and small firms that aie growing teñd to inveJt in
people. So I thfuk that there i_s a whole range of reasons foriuppor-ting small firms;
you c¿rn call it competition policy, socÍal policy, technologicat þiticy õr whatever yóu
want.

(Janssen) I agree with Dr. Rothwell, but I would like to make two comments. If govern-
ments really want to promote the health of small firms, one of the things they 

"rñ 
do iu

to reduce taxes. That in itself would be a tremendous incentive to small firmi. Another
simple measure is cutting red tape and seeing to it that small firms donrt have to waste
so much time on the bureaucratic paperwork Dr. Dörfel mentioned.

(Waller) Well, I thi¡k that the question suggests a¡ antithesis that is not there. I dontt
see that the support for small firms has to come out of the money that is available for
large firms. After all, in the IfK, support that is available for industrial development
is not being fully used; certaÍnly NRDC has more money to put in than it is being asked
for. Dr the IJK there is money available for development fof both small firms 

"ñd 
large

firms.

(Van der Kerk) Thaak you. It will surprise no one that there are quite a number of
questions to Dr, Janssen, which could be expected in view of the rather strong state-
ments he made this morning. The first Ís: Your complaint is basically that itls imposs-
ible to start a new pharmaceutical company because of the high initial costs. Now the
same is true for car manuf¿.cturing, and this may have to do with the type of technology.
However, in other fields there may be plenty of possibilities.

(Janssen) I cantt say anything about other industries tha¡ the pharmaceutical industry,
a¡d in our field I dontt agree with the statements put forward in the question. On paper
or theoretically there may be plenty of opportunities, but in practice they are non-
existent. And in our industry it has nothing to do with the type of technology. I carr give
an example that will be, I hope, rather convincing, and that is a vaccine against
malaria. There are more than one thousand million people in the world suffering from
malaria and a vaccine against this debilitating disease would be a tremendous step for-
ward. To ask a paael of experts on malaria vaccines whether these are a distinct pos-
sibility is like asking a group of Cardinals whether God exists. They are here already,
there are five to seven very effective vaccines against malaria in animals, but they are
not developed further because the costs are horrendously high as a result of all kinds
of bureaucratic constraints. In the opinion of the same experts, such a vaccine, al-
though highly desirable for the millions of sufferers, is unlikely to be developed within
the next ten years. This is a case from the pharmaceutical industry and I dontt think
that the car industry is working under such constraints. And it is one of the major
reasons why new, small pharmaceutical industries will not be foturded unless things
change.

(Van der Kerk) There is a¡other question related to the last one: Dr. Janssen com-
plained about the high cost of testing pharmaceuticals before they may be sold. First,
has this resulted in a safer range of drugs for human use than would otherwise have
been the case? Second, if he complains about the high cost, what other system of ap
proval and certification Dr. Janssen could suggest?

(Janssen) Well, to take the last question first, the other system of approval I can sug-
gest, is the scientifically correct system based on inspection. All we lmow about drugs
is derived from experiments, and in order to find out whether a statement about a drug
is true or false, one has to be a witness of one or more experiments. If not, one has
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the lorowledge only from hearsay. Now the whole system of so-called control in aII
countries iJbased on the notion that one can control experiments by reading paper'
something which I dontt believe at all. As regulations are different from country to
conntry --and there are 720 of them - we have to pây an army of scribblers who fill
tons a¡d tons of paper with words, trying to describe the ex¡reriments conducted in our
Iaboratgries. We ttren have to send shiploads futl of paper ¡e 1ry¿sf¡ington, or Toþo or
whatever town you have, to be read by bureaucrats. There are two ihings here that 

--
strike me as idiotic. First I donrt believe that the bureaucrats, however zealous, wiII
reallyreadthese tonsof paper, anditislcrownthattheydonotreadallof it. Second,

even iJ they read everything, it would not help them to judge whether the statements
made aþoul expe¡iments are right or wrong. Therefore I believe that the only way out
is to sot up an experiment and be a witness of it if you really want to know whether a

statementãbout a drw is true or false. That would simplify matters tremendously. I
would welcome a system of control based on inspection. That would make severe con-
trol a real possibility - arrd I am not in favour of relaxing controls or takin8 risks with
public þalth.

(Van der Kerk) There was the first question whether in general safety has been im-
proved by these measures.

(Janssen) WeIl, I had not forgotten that one. I donrt think that safety has been improved
by these measures. Most, if not all of you will know that the old-fashioned drugs that
hâve been around since the Middle Ages have never been investþated. A classical
exaruple is papaverine, Ttris is one of the classical drugs mentioned in all textbooks.
It is wefl t<nbwn ¡y experts that in comparison with modern drugs, it has no effect
whatsoever, and in some exeptional cases it does some harm. So if it were a new drug,
it would never pass the regulations, but for some, and to me mysterious reasons, these
old-fashioned drugs have, as the Americans say, grandfather clothes, and they are
simply nol being investigated, which is strange to say the least.
Secondly, I am not aware of an example of a dangerous drug that this bureaucratic sys-
tem has prevented from entering the market. However, I am certain that this bureau-
cratic syìtem prevented very useful drugs from entering the market as soon as they
were reâdy. A very good example of this is the polio vaccine. Everybody lcrows that
this vaccine wiped out polio in those countries that started a progr¿rmme of nationwide
vaccination. Bul wùat most of us forget is that we wasted for no reason at all, or only
for bureaucratic reasons, four to six years before the vaccine was approved. We could
have introduced it much sooner. And tha" strikes me as strange because during the
Second World \üar penicillin was developed and approved in just one year. The question
that haunts me is: Who takes the responsibility for the hundreds of thousands of victims
of polio who became ill in that period of delay and who are now maimed for lÍfe? rffho

wiil take the responsibility: the bureaucrats who read their tons of paper, or who else?

(Van der Kerk) I think you made a tremendous point just now. Safety of drugs is a¡ es-
sential requirement, but it should not be used to hold up their introduction because in
exeptional circumsta¡ces they could have some unforeseen side-effects. If I may make
a short comment, some drugs are used although Ít is known that they are very toxic,
a¡rd I am referring lo the cytostatic drugs used in c¿rncer therapy.
I would like lo go on with some more general questions, which seem to have some
political implications. The first is: I¡novation is a long-term aclivity which may take
ten to twenty year6. Politics is a short-term activity, going from one election to the
next. Innovators cannot plaa properly, because they donrt know what kind of society
a¡d what kind of market situation the politicians will have cooked up at the time that an
invention is through its development stage. Chalges introduced by politiciaas are often
courterproductive with respect to irurovation. The second question runs: Government
support of innovation may be necessary, but in doing so governments influence the
economic position of certain industries or of certain branches of industry. Does not
this intcrfere with the EC regulations or with free economic competition? Perhaps Dr.
Waller wants to try an answer?
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(Waller) The first one, if you like. I think that the statement in the question is quite
true, but that most of the methods for handling support of innovation tend not to be
party-political issues. They are not in Britain and they will survive changes of govern-
ment between one complexion and another. So I dontt think that the situation is as
serious as the question seems to suggest.

(Rothwell) I would agree with that and I would be interested if anyone could present
evidence to show, for example, that the Swedes, who have had a social democratic
government for forty years, have been more i¡novative than the Americans, who chanþ-
ed governments regularly in the same period.

(Van der Kerk) Than I have a question for Dr. Därfel a¡d Dr. Ja.nssen, and it is: The
purpose of drug control legÍslation is partly to reduce the amor¡nt of spurious pharma-
ceutical product diversification - brand prolifiration, differences in packaging etcetere
- and partly to reduce the dangers to public health from premature use of products
which have still unlmown side-effects. This seems perfectly reasonable, and can one
expect political support for any other policy than this one?

(Dörfel) I have only a few short comments, as I am not an ex¡rert on toxicological test-
tng, I only lgrow something about patents. When I use my common sense, I can say that
the whole purpose of toxicological testing is to prevent harmÍ¡l pharmaceutfcals reach-
ing the public. If the bureaucratic system described by Dr. Janssen does Dot do th¿t
reasonably well, it should be scrapped and something else should be creatãd in ltg
place. I think every scientist will agree with that. If the system functions reasoûably
well, we still should try to minimizelhe costs to the producer, as it ls always the
public who pay in the end for bureaucratic extravagances.
As to the fact that the 120 countries of this world all want to have their Òwfi rule¡ and
regulations on toxicologÍcal testing, this is well known too lrr the patent field, and there
it ls a source of great annoyance. It is idiotic that somethfng can, for exaTnple, be
patented in Germany, but not in Fraace, and vice versa. Irr both fields, patents and
toxicological testing, the way out seems to lie in the direction of international st¿¡darC-
ization.

(Janssen) My main comment would be: The regulations of today seem to be based on
the absurd notion that a disease is a disease, that there ls no difference between a
headache arrd sleeping siclcress, or between the common cold a¡d an extremely rare
disease. As a consequence, less and less firms are trying to develop drugs against
rare life-threatening diseases, and this is a disaster. We really should not tolerate
that silly bureaucrats behind their desks scribble down absurd rr¡les and regulations
that have no relation whatsoever with the problem. I fail to see why regulations are
needed at all when it concerns rare life-threatening diseases, for the obvious reason
that nobody has to be protected against nobody. No industry on earth has a motivation,
economical or otherwise, to put on the market a new drug against a rare and life-
threatening disease, that will harm the patient. So I would be in favour of simply rem-
oving all regulations in the case of rare and life-threatenfng diseases. In the case of
the malaria vaccine I fail to see why the regulations are not removed immediately, be-
cause it is the regulations thai prevent the development of the vaccine. It should be
realised that more than one thousand million people on this earth su.ffer from malaria,
which is a delibitating disease arrd a scourge of ma¡kind. According to the r¡nanimous
opinion of all experts, all governments would have to do is to remove all regulations,
and then they will have lheir vaccine in a year or two.
ù the other hand I am certainly not in favour of removing all regulations on all drugs.
One has the drugs that are sold over the counter without a préscription - sleeping pills,
tranquillizers, aspirin and so on - and here I am in favour of very strict control. Thal
kind of drugs should be investigated very carefully for side-effects ar¡d harmfulness, as
there we have the very real danger of setf-¡nedication by the uninformed public.
I am a-fraid that, when I am talking about drugs I am talking about something quite dif-
ferent from what the public associates with drugs. I am talking about drugs against
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sleeping sickness, malaria and other life-threatening diseases, and the public thinks it
is about sleeping pills, tranquillizers and asperin. That are two completely different
things. We need strict regulations for drugs that are sold over the cotmter, but we
donrt need the same regulations for drugs against life-threatening diseases that can
only be prescribed by a physician. I think that this should be realised quite clearly arrd
that governments should start to act on the insight that a disease is not a disease, but
that there are important differences between the gravity of diseases.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you very much. There seems to be a remark from the audience.

(Remark) Yes, I have a short supplementary on that, Mr. Chairman, as it was my
question. I am very much in sympathy with what Dr. Dörfel and Dr. Janssen have just
said, but we live in a world of political reality. Woutd they not agree, or would other
members of the panel agree, that part of the pressure for national regulations, to the
proliferation of whÍch our speakers rightly object, comes from national trade-assoc-
iations who wish to invoke those national regulations as non-tariff barriers to inter-
national trade?

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. This seems to be an important comment. Would any mem-
ber of the panel like to go into that?

(Janssen) Úr my opinion this certainly is arr important factor; national regulations can
be used in that way. But an equally important factor is simply ignoraace and indifferen-
ce. I wonder how many people do really visualize what the malaria problem is in fact.
If they did so, they would not stand politiclans saying what they are saying. So we have
to educate the public, and I am certain that, if the public lorew what the problem of
malaria, of sleeping sickness, is they would immediately start to clamour for action.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. If I may give a short comment, I would like to say that you
have impressed me again. It is a fact that we do not read in the newspapers about the
malaria problem and its consequences for maly millions of mankind, but we do read
that there have been found slight traces of DDT in the body fat of penguins at the South
Pole. Both things are facts, but I donrt like that I cal read about the one and not about
the other.
Now I have a questio:r for Dr. Waller, which is: Dr the IIK the Advisory Council on Ap-
plied Redearch and Development has just recommended that the National Research
Development Corporation should not licence British technology to foreign companies
without prior approval of the British government. What is your opinion a.bout it?

I think this question is also relevant to TNO.

(Waller) Well, my ¿urswer has to be a personal vie\¡r'because ii is a very recent report
from ACARD. To be quite honest, we are perplexed about it. NRDC has in its Act the
requirement to operate in the public interest and we do this; Ìve give priority to British
companies in licensing. But you cantt just do this totally irr a vacuum, you cantt deny
the opportunity to license overseas. Last year we had just over four hundred licences
to British companies and just over a hundred overseas, and a great deal of our income
derives from overseas licences. Personally I think that i-f ACARD had solved the prob-
lem of making industry more innovative in the UK, it might not be necessary to license
overseas so much but I dontt see they have done that yet. Finally, I dontt see that
government has the machinery to help us to make these decisions anJrway. In any case
we are doing this already most of the time, we give preference to British compaaies so
far as we can within the European Communit¡i and other rules around the world, and
personally I think there is liltle more we can do in this area.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. There is another question for Dr. Janssen. It says: A1-
though I agree with your criticisms on red tape and the tremendous costs involved, I
would lÍke to point out that the pharmaceutical industry as a whole never opposed this
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trend strongly. It is possible that the industry, and in particular the larger firms,
could lÍve with it. It kept neürcomers out, a:rd that might have been a very imporbant
thing. Today they see that their own size is stifling their research creativity and the
deplore the absence of newcomers.
Dr. Janssen, is it clear what is meant?

(Janssen) Mr. Chairman, it is quite clear. The present system is acceptable to the
Iarge companies, because it makes life very di-fficult for the smaller ones. But it is
not even advantageous to the big companies, certainly not. If the question implies thal
what I have been saying today is new, f can only counter that by stating that I have been
sayirg that for the last 25 years.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. Then I have two questions for Dr. Rothwell and the first is:
You said that small firms produce more innovations per unit of R & D expenditure than
large firms. But this comparison is useless, unless the innovations all are roughly of
an equal weight, and we know that irurovations are not. Why then do you advance an ar-
gument that clearly is spurious?

(Rothwell) Well, I agree that innovations are not all of the same weight, but I dontt
think that the argument is spurious. In some industries, for instance scientific in-
struments, the data show conclusively that small firms produce more irurovations per
unit of R & D expenditure than large ones. Secondly, there has been a recent study in
the US which looked at 500 innovations and splÍt them up by firm size. It classified the
irurovations in terms of radical break-through innovations, major technical shift innov-
ations, improvement innovations and imitation. If you look at the percentages by firm
size for radical break-through innovations, you find that small firms take 2770 and
large firms 24V0. Tlrris is againsb all expectations. One would expect that the share
of large firms, with their huge R & D budgets, would be far larger tha¡ that of small
firms, especially in the field of radical break-through innovations. I-r fact it is the
other way round, although the margin is rather small.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. The second question to Dr. Rothwell goes: Is there any in-
dication that family ownership, especially if the stock is held by several members of
the family, prohibits real innovationbecause of the higher capital risks involved?

(Rothwell) My answer is simple: I really donrt know. I have never seen any data that
broke down innovations by firm size and by nature of ownership.

(Van der Kerk) Well, I would like to make a small comment, based on my own exper-
ience. When I was a young chemist I joined one of our medium-sized family firms,
owned by many members of the family. I still remember those years with pleasure.
The directors lcrew everybody in the firm, they motivated us in an exceptional way and
as a result got a tremendous effort out of us. This experience has convinced me that
the innovative spirit is not so much a question of finance, it is a matter of mentality.
I think Dr. Waller wants to make a comment?

(Waller) Well, no. I was just going to make a rather lrivial point about family firms:
I think it all depends on the family. Some families are keen to be innovative, others
are not.

(Van der Kerk) It is the rare gift of the British to put things in a nutshell quite nicely.
Thank you for that one.
Then I have a general question for the panel as a whole: Does the panel thilk that
market research is as importa¡t as technical assessment of ùmovative ideas a-nd if so,
what do they consider as the best way of providing it for single inventors and smaller
companies ?

(Waller) Well, I think it is impossible to say that either market research or technical
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assessment is more important than the other; they are both important and you need to
do both. Maybe small companies could do with some help, but there are consultants
around who will do market research for you.
If the implication is that govertrment should supply it, I dontl thi¡k that is the way it
should go. Maybe government should be willing to provide finance for having market
research done, but they shorfd not try lo do it themselves.

(Dörfel) I agree with Dr. Waller that both are necessary, but if the tecbnical invention
is quite big you may find a.n application for it quite easily. Then your effort i¡ market
research can be rather slight. But if the invention is rather small, you will have to do
a lot of market research. So I think it depends on the nature of the invention how you
have to divide your effort between technical assessment and market research.

(Rothwell) I think it is often in the market area that small firms have the major ad-
vantage, because they operate in small, narrow market segments which they know ex-
tremely well, Bþ firms tend to operate more across the board. So I donrt think small
firms are necessarily disadvantaged in a market research sense, they often have a
competitive advaltage.

(Janssen) I tend to agree with the previous answers, but I would like to point out again
that in the pharmaceutical industry these matters may be slightly different. It is well
known by insiders that a new drug usually goes through three phases. The first phase is
one of scepticism, people will say: That is what he is saying but it is probably not true;
he is trying to sell something. Generally speaking this goes for all innqy¿fiqas, s¡ fe¡
things that ten years later are perceived as being innovations. In my e:çerience market
research people will follow this trend and will try to kill the innovation. The second
phase occurs when the truth cannot be hÍd any longer, and then the usual reaction is:
of course, there is something to it, but it is not as important as was claimed at bhe
beginning. Very often this is said under the influence of the same market research
people. I:r the third phase, when the product is on the market and becomes a success,
the general reactÍon is: Of course, this is true, but it really is a very old story. So
you may r¡nderstand that I am somewhat relucta¡t to put too much reliance on market
research,

(Remark) Mr. chairman, if you will allow me, I would like to make a comment from
the floor. The same question came up at an international Conference in New Orleans
last November. There the Americans presented an estimate of the cost of introducing a
new product on the market. Ilr their experience about 1070 of all costs goes into the first
phases, up to building a prototype, and about 90Vo of. costs in incurred afterwards, in
marketing the product. I think most governments, in their incentive programmes, tend
to overlook this. Small and medium-sized firms can get help from the government in
the R & D phase, but in the marketing phase a firm is on its own. of course, a firm
can rely on the marketing know-how it has already, but this is not true when a firm
wants to do market diversification and goes into u¡known markets. Then the costs of
obtaining market know-how - market research if you want - are two to three times as
hþh as when one intriduces a product in a well-known market. I think the civil servants
involved in incentive systems for innovation should give some attention to this problem.

(van der Kerk) Thank you for your remark. Does Dr. Rothwell want to comment upon
it?

(Rothwell) No, I would agree with this remark.

(Van der Kerk) I have another two question for Dr. Jarssen which I would like to take
togebher. The first is: Why does the development of new drugs not go into the direction
of drugsfromnature, drugsilmadebynatureitselfr'?Does therelieapossibilityfor
starting a. small company? The second question also seems to deal wittrsomething
similar: Taking into account the present and future climate, how do you see the $ssib-
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ilities for innovation in small and medium-sized electronic biomedical industries? Do
you think there will be a Europeaa govemmental institution comparable to the FDA in
the US ?

(Janssen) To take the last question first, that is exactly what I ex¡rect. It is inhearent
in bureaucracy that it will always seeks to extent its sphere of inftuence. As far as the
first question is concerîed, the drugs from nature, there are two reasons I think why
this idea is not attractive for small or medium-sized compa:ries. Ore is that a natu¡ãl
product ca¡not be patented, the maximum you can get is a process claim. For a small
pharmaceutical company in a small cotmtry that depends on its ability to export, this is
not an attractive position as it makes the firm extremely vulnerable to competition and
imitation. A second reason is that the few natural drugs that are extracted and not syn-
thesized use raw materials that come from the tropicãl and subtropical countries,
which means, especially at the present time, that you cannot control your supply. That
too makes a firm very vulnerable. Most of the natural drugs that were extractèd Ín
former times, are being synthesized today.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. I have another question here that seems rather similar:
What kind of future do you expect for small, irurovating chemical companies when the
coming Toxic Substa¡ces Control Act is enforced in the same way as the present phar-
maceutical aad pesticide laws, especially in the usA? courdntt we better prepare for
their bankcuptcy instead of talking a.bout new opportunities?

(Janssen) Of course, when the regrfations become still tougher than they are today,
the process I have been trying to describe will be accelerated. Then we should really
try to prepare for the bankruptcy of very many small companies, but how we should
prepare ourselves for that I don't see, as it will mean a terrible loss of jobs and know-
how.

(Remark) Mr. Chairmaa, this has not been my question, but I do have a supplementary
on it. I am Smith from the OECD and I think it may not be sufficiently appreciated that
the Toxic Sr¡bstances Control Act in the USA was au Act introduced by Congress a:rd
was not i:ritiated by the Administration. The Administration negotiated over many years
with Congress and it was only at the end of that negotiations and immediately before a
Presidential election that the Act was actually signed into law, without consultation
with the international community.
The international community - and I was servilg in Washington at the time and was in
fact partly instrumental in this - the international communit¡r reacted very strongly in-
deed, and the result was that the Americans had to bring the Toxic Substances Control
Act to the OECD, where they gave us a declaration that it would never be used as a
non-tariff barrier to trade.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you for your comment. Is there ¿rnyone who wants to go deeper
into it? Well, then werll go on with the last question I have here. It is for Dr. Waller:
NRDC has had positive financial results for many years. I find this dÍfficult to believe.
Could Dr. 'vValler specify cost budget and turnover?

(Waller) I have our arurual report here, I thought I might need it. In the last financial
year we had a total income of 20 million pounds, out of which we spent just over 6 mil-
lion pounds on investment in projects a¡d in funding patent costs. We paid 3.4 million
pounds to inventors. We had our owr intern administration costs of 2 million pounds,
and we were left with a net income of 8 million on which we paid 4 million pounds of
tax. If the questioner is interested, I can send him a copy of the annual report.

(Remark) Although I did not put it into a question, I was Ínterested in the same thing.
The graph Dr. Waller projected this morning showed clearly that a few years ago
NRDC was not payùrg tax at all.
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(Waller) That Ís correct. We started payrng tax about 1974 when our income started to
become really significant. I cannot explain why, I donrt understand the operations of the
tax laws.

(Van der Kerk) I have just received another question, which is rather long. It is for
Dr. Janssen and it says: You stated that the formation of new, innovative pharmaceut-
ical firms is an utopic dream and that the possibÍlities for innovation Ín all but the
largest pharmaceutical firms are virtually nil. Now there is product i¡novation and
process innovation, and I assume that the obstacles you mentioned refer to product in-
novation. Are there no possibilities Ín process i¡novation? One could think of the use
of natural wastes as raw materials for pharmaceuticals instead of chemicals. If that
could be realized it would be of particular interest for the developing countries, as
they woqld not have to import the raw materials or the end products anymore. It might
helþ employment a¡d it could perhaps bring down prices, Ieading to a wider use, which
wor¡ld be ûrteresting both in the social and the commercial sense.

(Janssen) My comment is that I don't understand the question very well. It is true that
I have been talking about product innovation, what we try to invent are new products.
We refer to process irurovation as development, but that might be a question of seman-
tics. Especially for small and medium-sized pharmaceutical firms the important point
is patents, legal protection. Products can be patented, but processes canrt usually. So

prõcess innovation is not a very attractive proposition. \4lith regards bo the use of
natural waste as a raw material I find that hard lo understand technically. Even if it
were posslble to use it, I would turn the waste into pure chemicals first and use those
to synthesize the product.

(Dörfel) I think the questiori does not apply to the pharmaceutical sector at all. Phar-
maceuticals are products with a hþh added value and even developing countries cor¡Id
afford to buy the raw materials to synthesize the products in their own courtries. The
problem is not raw materials, Ít is know-how and expertise; you must have the abiliby
to put together on an industrial scale the molecule that has a pharmaceutical effect.
As to thé use of waste products, this Ís a coming technology for all cor¡ntries - not only
for developing countries - but we are not over the hill yet. It has been srygested that
cor¡ntries like Brasil could fermentate sugar cane into alcohols that could be used as

fuel for the tractors they use in agriculture. In several Europeaa countries animal
waste products are fermentated into methane which is used as a fuel, but this is done
on a very small scaLe only, on the scale of the individual farm. As yet there are no
processes that can provide the chemical and pharmaceutical industries with the huge
amor¡nts of chemicals they need as feed-stocks.

(Van der Kerþ Thank you. If you allow me I would like to make a small comment,
after all I am a chemist too. The development of synthetics often has been a blow to the
producers of natural substances, it takes away earning power from developing coun-
tries. That has been the case with synthetic rubber v¡hen it was first introduced, but
let me add that at the moment the level of production of natural rr¡bber is as high as it
was before the synthetic variety was introduced. There are two sides to this problem
that, in my opinion, do not get the attention they deserve. The first is that if natural
products would be produced at the wage levels we are used to in the lYest, we would not
use it at all, or only very sparingly. The second point is that a lowering of the demand
for commercial natural products frees the soil for production of other products, food
products ior instance. I dontt think that the development of synthetics needs to be det-
rimental to the real interests of the developing world, provided that these countries
use their opportunities intelligently.
Having said all this, I woutd like to open the floor to a general discussion about the
things said at this Conference, We still have some ten minutes left. Is there anyone in
the audience who wants to make a comment? Yes, there is.

(Comment) Mr. Chairman, I have been here only this day and I may have missed quite
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important i¡formation by not þsing a.ble to come the first day, As a matter of fact r
have some doubts about the strong statements I have heard on the role of small indus-
tries in irurovation. It is one of those statements that everyone is going to believe if it
is repeated often enough.
First of all - and it has been said in the panel discussion, I think - the weþht of an in-
novation is difficult to take into accotmt. I think that the weight of an innovãtion is very
important. secondly, Dr. Rothwell compared the usA, where they have a lot of small
science intensive industries, and the Federal Republic of Germaay, where theyhave
hardly aay at all. Now, if one looks at the record for economic growth in both coun-
tries, I could use the same material to say: Bringing irmovations into the hands of in-
temational companies, who can exploit them all over the world, instead of oçloiting
them just in the mational market, might be a more suscessful system than leaving tñem
into the hands of small firms that have a lot of growing pains anyway and that areìot
adapted to e><plolt the innovation as it shoutd be.

(Rothwell) WeIl, I agrêe that it is difficult to take into account the weight of an innovat-
ion. Most studies that relate to the relationship between firm-size and innovations
simply count numbers. I thi¡k the best way to do it would be by sector of industry. I
know that then one would find that in some sectors small firms play an extremely im-
portant role, and in others they donrt. In some sectors there has been an enormous
amount of technically radical inrovation, and this has led to a very high degree of con-
centrationbecause only the large firms have the R&D resources to exploit radical in-
novations. In other sectors, such as agricultural engineering, there have not been tech-
nically radical innovations, outside the milk and diary sector where nowadays sophistic-
ated electronic techniques are used. There the real novel ideas -design changes and new
ways of organising things - derived from small firms that dominate small segments of
the market. I agree that it is diJficult to generalize, one should do it sector by sector.
And if someone has the cash, we \Mill do it gladly. The second part of the remark,was
about the ability of international or multinational companies to exploit a¡ irurovatÍon.
Well, we should remember that in the USA some multinationals started as small firms,
and here Polaroid, Texas Instruments and Xerox come to mind. The semiconductor was
exploited mainly by small, technologically based firms which grew.
There is some concern in the USA about the slowing down in growth in certain sectors,
for example sclentific instruments which is a fairly innovative sector, and some studies
tend to show that the slowirg down is related to iricreasing concentration. New entre-
preneurial firms are taken over by large firms increasingly, and many entrepreneurs
simply give up because they camot operate in ar increasingly bureaucratic environ-
ment. I think that, on average, it leads to a healthier society if we have lots of small
firms that continually cock a snook at the big boys; that is healthier tharr monopolies or
oligopolies.

(Remark) That is more a philosophy than a scientific attitude.

(Rothwell) O[<ay, it is a philosophy, and it is a philosophy I happen to subscribe to.

(WaIIer) Mr. Chairman, I think that quite a number of the entrepreneurs that set up
small firms have as their strategy to be bought out and to become part of a largefirm.
It depends on the individual. But in some way or other you can expect bhat. Small
firms have problems in raising the capital they need if they want to exploit an impor-
tant Ínnovation, and sometimes the best way is to sell out to a large firm.

(Van der Kerk) Thark you. There is another comment coming, I thixk.

(Comment) WelI, Mr. Chairman, I would like to act as an advocate for licensing again.
For small and medium-sized companies licensing could be the best way of getting inter-
national acceptance for their innovations, as it takes away some of the burden of mar-
keting on an international scale. In my compaay abort 507o of the licensing tumover is
between small and medium-sized companies on both sides of the Atlantic, a¡d the flow
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of money certainly is not going one way only. Lastly, I want to point out that it can be
very refreshing to leam from your licenser or licensee.

(Van der Kerk) Tha:rk you. Would Dr. Waller make a comment?

(Waller) No, in fact not. I would agree.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. I see thab Dr. Smith from the OECD wants the microphone.

(Smith) Since this is an international Conference, Mr. Chairman, may I try to introd-
uce a ieally internationally note? There is no more ferbile field of innovation tha¡r the

innovation of slogans about innovations.
We have heard a[ this Conference how very actual and topical the subject of innovation
is in the Netherlands. I would like to remind the Conference that similar national level
enquiries are going on in at least seven other industrialised democracies, includilg the

USÀ where thtdomestic policy review is on the presidential level, Finland where the

enquiry is at prime minlÉter level, Sweden, Norway, the llK and France. IJr Japan it is
a continuing process and has been for twenby-five years.
As the slog-ane develop and become popularized at the i¡ternational level, they provide
ar€umenta--tion for moie a¡d more government intervenbion in the privabe sector. This
intãrvention has become and is becoming more direct and more detailed. There are
very sound arguments on economic grounds why social intervention in the creation of
lcrowledge a¡rd the acquisition of skill is desirable and beneficial, and should be promot-
ed. Those arguments ãre that it is impossible for investors to capture all the benefits
from the creãtion of new lorowledge or the acquisition of neIM skills. But the same fact,
that the benefits ca¡not be all appropriated by private investors, means that govern-
ments when they intervene, cannbt predict very well what the ultimate effects of their
interventions may be. Even when they i:rtervene to promote technology for their own
national, naked commercial comparative advantage, they do sometimes succeed in
givhg a comparative advantage to another cotmtry whose social structure may be more
appropriate to the technology which is thus developed.
I think the audience might have some observations from their personal ex¡rerience
about what I am saying. My responsibility is to draw attention to thls general ùrter-
national trend and to ask all members of the Conference whether they should not think
twice before initiating new slogans. Thank you, Mr. Chairma:r.

(Van der Kerk) Thalk you very much for this highly interesting comment. I think Dr.
Dörfel would like to say somethilg a.bout it.

(Dörfel) Yes, Mr. Chairman. My comment will be quite short. I dontt think that tìe
èlogan of irurovationt is porpular in our company. When I was prepari¡g my paper I had
to ask for a defi¡ition of it. I then discovered tbat, although we had been in irurovation
for nearly a century, we nevel felt any need of defiaing it, b¡t perhaps in the English
language it is otherwise. Also, ìye are not very eager to get assistance from the govern-
ment, so we may be not as prone to slogan promotlon as some seem to be.

(Van der Kerk) Thank you. Does Dr. Waller \ilant to comment ?

(Walter) WelI, I can introduce another slogan, because one of my directors has said
that Britain is certàinly suffering from analysis paralysis.

(Van der Kerk) Ladies and gentlemen, thfs is a good slogan to end the Conference. I
ào hope you háve not been páralysed by the analyses you heard on both days, but if you
have been you should shake off your mental paralysis to go home invigorated.
Before cloiing the Conference, I would like to thank qrite a number of people. I tltèok
the speakers who presented their papers with suc,h enthousiasm, I thank tåe members
of the audlence who listened so carefuIly that they could pose many difficult questions,
and, ln particular, I thank the members of the panels on both days who did tleir utmost
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to answer all questions. On behalf of you all I would like to tl¡ank those who organised
the confe_rence, who saw to it that it went as well as it dtd and who, as we all lcrow,
are seen but not heard. Thank you.
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